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Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow

In jazz, the only constant is change. Styles change, trends rise and fall, artists rise and fall from favor with alarming swiftness. Occasionally, however, a giant comes along who breaks all the rules and creates his own special niche above constant change yet alive and growing. He is highly esteemed by his fellow artists and yet apart from them by virtue of the security of his talent, his strength, his inventiveness and his craftsmanship.

Such a man is Stan Getz.

In the opinion of most critics Stan is “one of the most astonishingly gifted musicians American jazz has produced.” He has been an important part of jazz life for 25 years. He has won more polls and awards than any other saxophonist in the history of jazz. This year he received more votes than any other recording artist in America.

Critics and fellow musicians and the listening public have applauded his music as “good” music, and good for music.

What will tomorrow’s music sound like?

Ask the man who helps set the trends that mold America’s musical taste. Verve is proud to present Stan Getz and the many facets of his genius. As an artist, he is constantly in search of new avenues of expression — and he finds them everywhere . . .
Buck Ram . . . Dean of Personality's
COLLEGE OF MUSICAL KNOWLEDGE—
Offers FREE Talent Consultation Service to College Talent Buyers

BACH YEN—Vietnamese singing star. Currently appearing at
the Shamrock Hilton Hotel, Houston, Tex.

Other appearances: ED SULLIVAN SHOW • SHINDIG • JIMMY
DURANTE SHOW, DESERT INN, LAS VEGAS.

ARIZONA STATE, Flagstaff, Ariz.—CALIF. COLLEGE TOUR.
John Wayne Picture: "THE GREEN BERET" now scheduled for
shooting in September 1966.

STAN WILSON—Fantasy Records—International Folk Favorite
Singer-Comedian • Hungry i, San Francisco • 3 yrs. • Sahara
& Thunderbird Hotels, Las Vegas • The Chequers, Sydney,
Australia • Blue Angel, N.Y.C. • Playboy Circuit.

JIMMY WALLACE—Comedian—Singer—Guitarist—Ventriloquist.
College appearances: OKLAHOMA STATE • TEXAS A & M •
BAYLOR UNIVERSITY. Currently appearing at The Mustang Club,
Corpus Christi, Tex.

CARMEN ROMANO—Spanish Singer-Comedian & ac-
tress. Star of 35 Mexican Motion Pictures/Appearances at: Nite
Clubs • On Television and in the Theater.

LINDA CARDINAL—Singing Star of Scandals A-Go-Go. Open-
ing March 31st at Stardust Hotel, Las Vegas, Nev.

ANITA McCUNE—Singer-Guitarist. Fritzel's, Chicago, current-
ly at The Summit Club, Memphis, Tenn., thru March 20th.
March 21-April 27, Charlie's, Minneapolis.
First Record scheduled for release in March 1966.
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"ENCORES OF GOLDEN HITS"
+ "MORE ENCORES OF GOLDEN HITS"
Memorable golden sounds of the Platters:

★ "ONLY YOU" ★ "REMEMBER WHEN"
★ "THE GREAT PRETENDER" ★ "TWILIGHT TIME"
★ "THE MAGIC TOUCH" ★ "MY PRAYER"
★ "SMOKE GETS IN YOUR EYES"
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BUCK RAM
1055 No. El Centro, Los Angeles 28, Cal.
Like Avis, we have to try harder.

We don’t mean to insinuate that we are number two in terms of size (more like around 57th).

In terms of service, integrity and creative agenting, we believe we are top contenders. Just look at some of the wonderful people we represent:

BACK PORCH MAJORITY / THE BYRDS / FOUR FRESHMEN
FOUR PREPS / GAYLORD AND HOLIDAY
MAHALIA JACKSON / KINGSTON TRIO
HENRY MANCINI / CHAD MITCHELL
NEW CHRISTY MINSTRELS / SUE RANEY
RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS / RANDY SPARKS
WE FIVE / ANDY WILLIAMS

PERENCHIO ARTISTS, LTD.
9000 SUNSET BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90069  CRESTVIEW 3-6700
Nation's Colleges Offer Music Industry Lush Market of 5,900,000

By AARON STERNFIELD

Lines of communication between the nation’s 5,900,000 college students and the music-record industry are erratic at best. While the college concert stage is a prime and lucrative showcase for recording artists of all stripes, few record companies have done much more than go through the perfunctory motions of cultivating that market.

With some notable exceptions, the record companies confine their activities to sending records to the 300-odd college radio stations and occasionally send press releases to campus newspapers.

It is with the intention of strengthening these lines of communication that Billboard publishes its third annual edition of Music on Campus.

Heart of the edition is the listing of 145 colleges and universities with a total enrollment of more than 1,200,000 students. The list, enlarged from the 88 of a year ago, carries much more detailed information about the facilities and policies of these campus showcases.

Expanded information includes descriptions of the lighting and audio facilities at the colleges, the name of the campus newspaper editor, the name of the college bookstore together with the name of the manager, and names of record shops in campus neighborhoods.

College music festivals are gaining in importance as a breeding ground for professional recording talent. This year’s edition includes a list of 60 such festivals, together with a feature story on these competitions and a photo story on a collegiate television talent show.

Also new this year is a chart which delves into the record-buying habits of collegians and their musical preferences.

Holdover features from previous issues include descriptions of concert facilities and talent policies at the colleges, a list of college radio stations and campus reports from Billboard correspondents.

In a market of nearly 6,000,000, it’s impossible to define the “average” customer. College students run the gamut from animal husbandry majors at Dry Gulch A&M to philosophy scholars at Harvard.

And the musical tastes of collegians don’t fit into convenient patterns. The cold statistics say that rock and roll leads all other classifications among collegians, with 18.8 per cent listing the hard rock (including r&b) as their favorite.

But 17.7 per cent said they prefer pop vocalists and another 16.6 per cent favor pop instrumentalists. Adding these two classifications, some 34 per cent of collegians prefer pop in the standard vein, as opposed to the 18.8 per cent voting for rock and roll.

While the bloom may be off the folk rose in national sales, collegians still have warm feelings toward the grass rooters. Preference for folk music—16.6 per cent—was only a couple of percentage points behind rock and roll and five percentage points ahead of jazz. Classical was favored by 11.6 per cent of the students. And nearly 6 per cent of the collegians listed country as their favorite musical expression.

These widely diversified musical tastes are documented in the published list of artists performing before college groups. It’s not unusual for one college to book the Prague Chamber Orchestra and follow with Dave Brubeck. Collegians do have musical preferences, but these preferences do not exclude other forms of musical expression.

In terms of purchasing power, the collegians hold their own with the adult market. Nearly 64 per cent of the students have their own phonographs at school, they have average record libraries of 79 singles and 40 albums, and they buy an average of eight albums and 13 singles a year.

These are figures that record companies would do well to examine carefully.
GROWING...  GROWING...  GROWING...

ON THE NATION'S CAMPUSES BOBBY VINTON

direction allen klein / time & life bldg. / epic records
THE COLLEGE MARKET - A Birdseye View

The following statistics were compiled by Billboard's Market Research Division and based on interviews with more than 2,300 collegians at 44 colleges and universities.

63.8% OF COLLEGIANS OWN A PHONOGRAPh AT SCHOOL

STEREO OR MONO? Stereo 54% Mono 36%

WHAT TYPE?
- Portable 57.1%
- Table Model 24.1%
- Console 16.1%
- Components 2.7%

HOW MANY RECORDS DO COLLEGIANS OWN?
The average collegian with a phonograph at school has 40 albums and 79 singles. During the school year he buys eight albums and 13 singles.

WHERE DO THEY BUY RECORDS?
- Downtown Record Stores 55.0%
- Records Clubs 13.0%
- Campus Bookstore 10.1%
- Nearby Off-Campus Bookstore 6.2%
- Hometown Record Store 6.1%
- Discount Store 2.9%
- Department Store 2.7%
- Other Outlet 3.1%

FAVORITE MUSICAL CLASSIFICATION
- Rock & Roll (Including R&B) 17.7%
- Popular Instrumental 16.6%
- Folk 15.7%
- Jazz 12.7%
- Classical 11.6%
- Country 5.9%
- Others (Cast, Track, Humor, Semi-Classical, Ethnic, Spoken Word, etc.) 1.0%
ALMOST 200 CAMPUS and Other CONCERTS in 1965!

"Combines astounding technique with genuine musical feeling... the man is incomparable!"
LONDON (ENGLAND) TIMES

"Works magic... an incredible tour de force!"
CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

"Absolutely fantastic!"
LOS ANGELES TIMES

"Pianistic brilliance... plus a remarkable sense of humor!"
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
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Some 2,300 collegians from 44 colleges and universities participated in Billboard's 1966 campus poll. The artists listed below, favorites of these collegians, indicate their wide range of tastes.

TOP ARTISTS on CAMPUS

BEST IN-PERSON SHOW

PETER, PAUL & MARY
### FAVORITE MALE VOCALIST

1. **ANDY WILLIAMS**  
2. Frank Sinatra  
3. Johnny Mathis  
4. Dean Martin  
5. Robert Goulet  
6. Jack Jones  
7. Sammy Davis Jr.  
8. Elvis Presley  
9. Tony Bennett  
10. Gene Pitney  
11. Ray Charles  
12. Roy Orbison  
13. Bob Dylan  
14. James Brown  
15. Steve Lawrence  
16. Perry Como  
17. Trini Lopez  
18. Bobby Vinton  
19. Harry Belafonte  
20. Tom Jones  

21. Roger Miller  
22. Nat King Cole  
23. Johnny Rivers  
24. Glenn Yarbrough  
25. John Gary  
26. Marvin Gaye  
27. Jerry Vale  
28. Paul McCartney  
29. Chuck Berry  
30. Bing Crosby  
31. Mel Torme  
32. Bobby Darin  
33. Bobby Vee  
34. Rick Nelson  
35. Len Barry  
36. Billy Joe Royal  
37. Johnny Cash  
38. Mick Jagger  
39. Sam Cooke  
40. Del Shannon

---

### FAVORITE FEMALE VOCALIST

1. **BARBRA STREISAND**  
2. Petula Clark  
3. Connie Francis  
4. Nancy Wilson  
5. Dionne Warwick  
6. Lesley Gore  
7. Brenda Lee  
8. Julie Andrews  
9. Ella Fitzgerald  
10. Eydie Gorme  
11. Doris Day  
13. Peggy Lee  
14. Mary Wells  
15. Joan Baez  
16. Dusty Springfield  
17. Cher  
18. Patti Page  
19. Judy Garland  
20. Jackie De Shannon  

21. Nina Simone  
22. Astrud Gilberto  
23. Sarah Vaughan  
24. Marianne Faithfull  
25. Connie Stevens  
26. Ann-Margret  
27. Barbara Lewis  
28. Fontella Bass  
29. Dinah Washington  
30. April Stevens  
31. Skeeter Davis  
32. Joannie Sommers  
33. Gale Garnett  
34. Lena Horne  
35. Cilla Black  
36. Della Reese  
37. Anita Bryant  
38. Judy Collins  
39. Jane Morgan  
40. Barbara Mason
FAVORITE
BIG BANDS, ORCHESTRAS, COMBOS

1. HENRY MANCINI
2. Tijuana Brass
3. Percy Faith
4. Ventures
5. Ramsey Lewis
6. Ray Conniff
7. Ferranti-Teicher
8. Count Basie
9. Mantovani
10. Glenn Miller
11. Lawrence Welk
12. Duke Ellington
13. Al Hirt
14. Bert Kaempfert
15. Si Zentner
16. Boston Pops
17. Dave Brubeck
18. Stan Kenton
19. Jackie Gleason
20. Bill Black
21. Skitch Henderson
22. Billy Vaughan
23. Ray Charles
24. Sounds Orchestral
25. Benny Goodman
26. Hollyridge Strings
27. Les Elgart
28. Tommy Dorsey
29. Stan Getz
30. Andre Kostelanetz

FAVORITE VOCAL GROUPS

1. BEATLES
2. Rolling Stones
3. Supremes
4. Beach Boys
5. Lettermen
6. Righteous Brothers
7. Four Seasons
8. Peter, Paul & Mary
9. Dave Clark Five
10. Kingston Trio
11. Byrds
12. Sonny & Cher
13. Four Freshmen
14. Brothers Four
15. Animals
16. Ray Conniff Singers
17. Herman's Hermits
18. New Christy Minstrels
19. Kingsmen
20. Four Tops
21. Kinks
22. Miracles
23. Mitchell Trio
24. Swingle Singers
25. Jay & the Americans
26. We Five
27. Chad & Jeremy
28. Lovin' Spoonful
29. Jan & Dean
30. Ray Charles Singers
FOLK—FAVORITE MALE VOCALIST

1. BOB DYLAN
2. Harry Belafonte
3. Glenn Yarbrough
4. Pete Seeger
5. Donovan
6. Josh White Sr.
7. Phil Ochs
8. Theodore Bikel
9. Trini Lopez
10. Johnny Cash

FOLK—FAVORITE FEMALE VOCALIST

1. JOAN BAEZ
2. Judy Collins
3. Mary Travis
4. Odetta
5. Buffy Sainte Marie
6. Carolyn Hester
7. Judy Henske
8. Miriam Makeba
9. Marianne Faithfull
10. Gale Garnett

FOLK—FAVORITE GROUP

1. PETER, PAUL & MARY
2. Kingston Trio
3. New Christy Minstrels
4. Mitchell Trio
5. Brothers Four
6. Ian & Sylvia
7. Smothers Brothers
8. Serendipity Singers
9. Lettermen
10. Limeliters
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TOP ARTISTS on CAMPUS continued

JAZZ—FAVORITE MALE VOCALIST
1. RAY CHARLES
2. Frank Sinatra
3. Louis Armstrong
4. Sammy Davis Jr.
5. Oscar Brown Jr.
6. Mel Torme
7. Mose Allison
8. Joe Williams
9. Tony Bennett
10. Nat King Cole

JAZZ—FAVORITE FEMALE VOCALIST
1. ELLA FITZGERALD
2. Nancy Wilson
3. Nina Simone
4. Astrud Gilberto
5. Peggy Lee
6. Dinah Washington
7. Sarah Vaughan
8. Lena Horne
9. Della Reese
10. Billy Holiday

JAZZ—FAVORITE INSTRUMENTAL GROUP
1. DAVE BRUBECK
2. Ramsey Lewis
3. Modern Jazz Quartet
4. Stan Getz
5. Al Hirt
6. Count Basie
7. Miles Davis
8. Oscar Peterson
9. Duke Ellington
10. George Shearing

JAZZ—FAVORITE SOLO INSTRUMENTALIST
1. AL HIRT
2. Stan Getz
3. Dave Brubeck
4. Louis Armstrong
5. Pete Fountain
6. Miles Davis
7. Thelonius Monk
8. Jimmy Smith
9. Paul Desmond
10. Herbie Mann
CLASSICAL—FAVORITE FEMALE VOCALIST
1. JOAN SUTHERLAND
2. Roberta Peters
3. Maria Callas
4. Leontyne Price
5. Eileen Farrell

CLASSICAL—FAVORITE MALE VOCALIST
1. MARIO LANZA
2. Robert Merrill
3. Jan Peerce
4. Richard Tucker
5. Enrico Caruso

CLASSICAL—FAVORITE ORCHESTRA CONDUCTOR
1. LEONARD BERNSTEIN
2. Arthur Fiedler
3. Eugene Ormandy
4. Mantovani
5. George Szell

CLASSICAL—FAVORITE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
1. NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC
2. Boston Pops Orchestra
3. Philadelphia Orchestra
4. Boston Symphony Orchestra
5. Cleveland Orchestra

CLASSICAL—FAVORITE CHAMBER ENSEMBLES
1. BUDAPEST STRING QUARTET
2. Juilliard String Quartet
3. New York Pro Musica
4. Fine Arts Quartet
5. Beaux Arts Trio

FAVORITE CLASSICAL PIANIST
Van Cliburn

FAVORITE CLASSICAL VIOLINIST
Jascha Heifetz

FAVORITE CLASSICAL GUITARIST
Andres Segovia

FAVORITE CLASSICAL CELLIST
Pablo Casals
University of Akron, Akron, Ohio
Enrollment: 5,776. President Dr. Norman P. Aubern, Dean Richard L. Hansford. Concert facilities: Memorial Hall (2,800), Knight Auditorium (522), Kolbe Theater (250), Student Center Summit Lounge (400), Student Center Hilltop (400). Built-in Public Address systems in Memorial Hall, Knight Auditorium, and Kolbe Theater and portable PA's are available for Student Center rooms. Memorial Hall lighting has four built-in spots, Knight Auditorium has eight. Kolbe Theater has regular theatrical lighting; Memorial Hall can handle 10 miles, Knight Auditorium five, Kolbe four, Student Center rooms two. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Mitchell Trio, Les Elgart, Johnny Monroe. Sponsoring organizations: Student Council, Robert Lawry, advisor; President Dr. Calvin R. Haines. Music stores in vicinity: Alex Banyar, manager. Music stores in vicinity: Park Music, Park Music, Niles Radio & Television.

University of Alaska
College, Alaska

American University, Washington, D.C.
Enrollment: 13,000. President Hurst R. Anderson, Dean Joseph W. Neale. Concert facilities: Leonard Center (1,100); Woods-Brown Theater. Sound facilities include two 60-watt amplifiers at Leonard and two 60-watt amplifiers at Woods-Brown; lighting systems rented as needed; up to six microphones available. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Sam Levinson, Joe Williams, Brothers Four, Mark Russell. Sponsoring organizations: Student Association, Student Union Board, Sue Clark, chairman of Program Committee, Radio Station WAMU-FM programs pop and classical. Campus semi-weekly: The Eagle, Tony Reuther, editor. Campus bookstore: The Campus Bookstore, James Sampson, manager, sells records on special occasions. Music stores in vicinity: Record Sales, Discount Record Shop, Learmont's Record and Book Shop.

The 1966 Campus Showcase Directory lists nearly 150 leading colleges and universities. Its purpose is to guide the booking agent and talent manager in assessing the college scene and to offer a comparison with other institutions for college talent buyers. This year's listings are nearly double that of the previous year. New features include descriptions of lighting and audio facilities at the various concert halls, the name of the college bookstore and the name of the manager, a listing of local record shops, and the name of the campus newspaper editors. In most cases the information is complete. Where it is not complete, the college did not fill out the questionnaire in its entirety.

Amherst College, Amherst, Mass.

University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz.
Enrollment: 20,361. President Dr. Richard A. Harvill. Dean Robert S. Svob. Concert facilities: University Auditorium (2,522). Liberal Arts Auditorium (600), Crowder Hall Theater (550). Bear Down Gym (3,600). Student Union Ballroom (1,000). The three auditoria have permanent complete sound systems with Crowder Hall being acoustically designed to be used with amplifiers and speakers. Ballroom and Gymnasium require temporary systems. Lighting systems of three auditoriums are permanent fixtures with the University Auditorium being the most complete. Ballroom and Gymnasium require temporary systems. As many microphones as needed will be provided. Acts appearing in 1965-66: the Lettermen, Allan Sherman, the Brothers Four, Roberta Peters, Ferrante & Teicher, John Browning, Bach Aria Group. Sponsoring organizations: Associated Students, Charles Tribolet; Artist Series, Dean Robert L. Hull. Bookings cleared through Artist Series or Appropriations Board. No radio station but there is a university television station. Campus daily: Arizona Daily Wildcat, Frank Sotomayor, editor. Campus bookstore: ASUA Bookstore. James Martin, manager. Music stores in vicinity: Rubinton's, Park Music, Niles Radio & Television.

Auburn University, Auburn, Ala.
Enrollment: 12,000. President Harry M. Philpott. Dean James E. Foy. Concert facilities: Student Activities Building (2,500), Union Ballroom (750), Langdon Hall (604). Ballroom has sound and lighting equipment. Langdon Hall also has built-in equipment. Student Activities Building has portable sound systems, lighting with one spot. Ten microphones

Augustana College, Rock Island, Ill.

Augustana College, Sioux Falls, S. D.

Bates College, Lewiston, Me.

Beloit College, Beloit, Wis.

Bennington College, Bennington, Vt.

Birmingham-Southern College, Birmingham, Ala.
Enrollment: 944. President Dr. Howard Phillips. Dean Dr. John Greaves. Concert facilities: Munger Auditorium (1,000), James Hill Music Building (900), Hill recital room (200), Birmingham-Southern Theater (400). Amplifier and speaker systems are mainly permanent facilities. Amphitheater is outdoor concert area. Lighting system most elaborate in theater but stage lighting facilities are available in all other areas. Three permanent microphones in Munger Auditorium. Recital room is new and equipment is still being purchased. Acts appearing in 1965-66: the Lettermen, All-Star Dixie, Soulima Stravinsky, Chad Mitchell Trio. Sponsoring organizations: SGA Activities Council, Arthur Howington, president; Quest, Dr. Cecil Abernethy, Academic vice-president; Public Relations Bureau, Mr. Don Brown, manager. De-partment, Mr. Hugh Thomas, chairman. Committee of faculty, administration and students make all bookings; block booking used where possible. Radio station WSFM plays classical only. Campus weekly: Hilltop News, Fred H. Maudden Jr., editor. Campus bookstore: Birmingham-Southern Bookstore, Thomas Wallace, manager. Music stores in vicinity: Loveman's, The Big Record, Homewood Record Bar.

Bowedon College, Brunswick, Me.
Enrollment: 880. President James Stacy Coles. Dean of Students LeRoy Creation Jr. Concert facilities: Pickard Theater (600), Sargent Gymnasium (3,000), Moulton Union Lounge (250), Smith Auditorium (210), College Chapel (300), Senior Center Lounge (350), Gibson Hall of Music (100). Sound: Two-channel amplifying system, five-speaker enclosures can be placed in any facility. Lights: Two pre-set 30-dimmer Izenour electronic controls and over 30 lighting instruments. Artists appearing in 1965-66: Dimitry Markевич, Judy Collins, William Minnemann, Lillian John and the Sherwoods, the McCosy, Curtis String Quartet, the Stowaways, Tom and Ann, Jean-Pierre Rampal and Robert Veyron-Lacroix, N. Y. Chamber soloists, the Beau Brummels, the Ronettes, Bobby Comstock and the Counts, Portland Symphony Chamber Players, Bethany Beardslee, Maurice Pachman, Aeolian Chamber Players. Sponsoring organizations: Student Union Committee and Ivy Committee, Donovan D. Lancaster, director; Department of Music, Prof. Robert K. Beckwith, chairman; Masque and Gown, Prof. George H. Quinby, director. All events approved by faculty adviser. Radio station WBOB-FM programs pop and classical. Campus weekly: The Bowdoin Orient, Peter E. Blankman, editor. Campus bookstore: Moulton Union Bookstore, Almoza C. LeClerc, manager, sells records, radios. Other record store: Field's Radio & TV Co.

Bradley University, Peoria, Ill.
Enrollment: 4,600. President T. W. Van Arsdale Jr., Dean Edward King. Co-
campus showcases

continued from page 27

concert facilities: Robertson Memorial (8,000), Hub (2,000), Pere Marquette Hotel (2,500). Hub and Hotel have limited sound, lighting and microphone equipment as needed; lighting contains three spots plus six banks of multi-colored footlights and various overhead lighting of 500 watts each; eight microphones in Fieldhouse, four to six in others. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Stan Getz, Bo Diddley, Peter, Nero, Godfrey Cambridge, Glen Miller Orchestra, Serendipity Singers, Minneapolis Symphony. Sponsoring organization: Lecture Arts Concert Committee, E. J. Ritter, John F. Kunz, Ken Goldin. Radio Station WPBU-FM programs pop and classical. Campus weekly: Bradley Scout, Mike Finney, editor. Campus bookstore: Bradley bookstore, Barbara Dreher, manager, sells records. Music stores in vicinity: Hi-Fi One Stop, Spartan's Department Store, Jay's.

Brandeis University, Waltham, Mass.


Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah


Buffalo University, Buffalo, N. Y.


California State College at Los Angeles (Cal State L.A.)


University of California, Berkeley, Calif.

Enrollment: 26,834. President Clark Kerr, Dean Arleigh Williams. Concert facilities: Alfred Hertz Memorial Hall of Music (714-894), Hearst Greek Theatre (7,500), 8,500), Harmon Gymnasium (5,200-7,000), Pauley Ballroom (1,100). Sound facilities not used for classical concerts. Sound facilities rented for pop or folk music concerts. Standard concert lighting provided in Hertz Hall. Portable spots and dimmer board installed (rented if necessary) for other facilities as needed. Microphones rented as needed for jazz or rock music only. Acts appearing in 1965-66: New Zealand Band, Glenn Yarbrough, Ella Fitzgerald, Miles Davis, Jess Thomas, Chester Ludgin, Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, Wilhlem Kemppf, the Fine Arts Quartet, Anton Heiller, Teresa Berganza, the Amadeus Quartet, Alicia Schachter, the Claremont Quartet, Concentus Musices, Hermann Prey, the Juilliard Quartet, Nelli Shkolnikova, Ljuba Edlina, Gustav Leonhardt, Frans Bruggen, Bernard Abramowitz, the Trojan Women (Circle in the Square). Sponsoring organizations: Committee for Arts and Lectures, Mrs. Betty Connors, manager; Associated Students, Union Program Board, Mrs. Clara May Martin, advisor. Faculty Committee chooses events for Committee for Arts and Lectures. Jazz and folk music events are chosen by Union Program Board, Mrs. Clara May Martin, advisor. Radio Station KAL-AM programs pop and classical. Campus daily: Daily Californian, Peggy Krause, editor. Campus bookstore: ASUC Store, Garth Blier, acting manager, sells radios and tape recorders. Music stores in vicinity: Berkeley Music House, Discount Records, Campus Records.

University of California, Davis, Calif.

Enrollment: 8,000. President Clark Kerr, Chancellor James Andrews. Concert facilities: Freeborn Hall, 1,800. Mult-in amplification system with three speakers—two column speakers and one cluster.

University of California, Riverside, Calif.
Enrollment: 3,544. Chancellor Ivan Daniels, manager. Campus weekly: The Highlander, Tracy L. Tibbals, editor. Campus bookstore: El Mustang, Robert Boyd, editor. Campus facilities: Men's Gym (3,500), Little Theater (500). Sound equipment: 16 motor-driven speakers; dimming panel, 62,000-watt, 32,000-watt, 17,000-watt, 27,000-watt, 18,000-watt, 16,000-watt, 9,000-watt, 7,000-watt, 5,000-watt, 3,000-watt, 1,000-watt, 500-watt, 200-watt, 100-watt, 50-watt, 25-watt, 10-watt, 5-watt, 2-watt, 1-watt, 0.5-watt, 0.25-watt, 0.125-watt, 0.0625-watt. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Cal Tjader, Glenn Yarbrough, Wayne Shorter. Sponsoring organizations: ASUCD, Donald L. Koriskio, business manager. Radio station KC (line current) programs pop and classical. Campus biweekly: California Aggie, Douglas Britton, editor. Campus bookstore: ASUCD Student Store, Chris Daniels, manager.

City University of New York, New York City
Enrollment: 12,000. President Buell G. Gallagher, Dean of Students Willard Blaesser. Concert facilities: Finley Grand Ballroom (600), Great Hall (1,100). Campus weekly: The Colby Echo, Joan Rich., editor. Campus bookstore: Clemson Book Store, Miss Helen Amber, manager. Campus facilities: Men's Gym (3,500), Little Theater (500). Sound equipment: 16 motor-driven speakers; dimming panel, 62,000-watt, 32,000-watt, 17,000-watt, 27,000-watt, 18,000-watt, 9,000-watt, 7,000-watt, 5,000-watt, 3,000-watt, 1,000-watt, 500-watt, 200-watt, 100-watt, 50-watt, 25-watt, 10-watt, 5-watt, 2-watt, 1-watt, 0.5-watt, 0.25-watt, 0.125-watt, 0.0625-watt. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Cal Tjader, Glenn Yarbrough, Wayne Shorter. Sponsoring organizations: ASUCD, Donald L. Koriskio, business manager. Radio station KC (line current) programs pop and classical. Campus biweekly: California Aggie, Douglas Britton, editor. Campus bookstore: ASUCD Student Store, Chris Daniels, manager.

Colgate University, Hamilton, N. Y.
Enrollment: 2,214. President Vincent M. Barnett Jr., Dean of Men: William F. Griffith. Concert facilities: Colgate Memorial Chapel (1,050), New Creative Arts Building (1,000), Huntington Gymnasium (1,000), Student Union (500). Sound equipment: 16 motor-driven speakers; dimming panel, 62,000-watt, 32,000-watt, 17,000-watt, 27,000-watt, 18,000-watt, 9,000-watt, 7,000-watt, 5,000-watt, 3,000-watt, 1,000-watt, 500-watt, 200-watt, 100-watt, 50-watt, 25-watt, 10-watt, 5-watt, 2-watt, 1-watt, 0.5-watt, 0.25-watt, 0.125-watt, 0.0625-watt. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Cal Tjader, Glenn Yarbrough, Wayne Shorter. Sponsoring organizations: ASUCD, Donald L. Koriskio, business manager. Radio station KC (line current) programs pop and classical. Campus biweekly: California Aggie, Douglas Britton, editor. Campus bookstore: ASUCD Student Store, Chris Daniels, manager.

Colorado College, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Enrollment: 1,483. President Dr. Lloyd E. Worrner, Dean of Men: Juan Reid. Concert facilities: Shove Chapel (1,200), Fine Arts Center Auditorium (45). Sound systems in both facilities, Auditorium complete with tape deck; Chapel has six 40-watt, 100-watt, 1,000-watt, 5,000-watt, 10,000-watt, 20,000-watt, 30,000-watt, 40,000-watt, 50,000-watt, 60,000-watt, 70,000-watt, 80,000-watt, 90,000-watt, 100,000-watt, 110,000-watt, 120,000-watt, 130,000-watt, 140,000-watt, 150,000-watt, 160,000-watt, 170,000-watt, 180,000-watt, 190,000-watt, 200,000-watt, 210,000-watt, 220,000-watt, 230,000-watt, 240,000-watt, 250,000-watt, 260,000-watt, 270,000-watt, 280,000-watt, 290,000-watt, 300,000-watt, 310,000-watt, 320,000-watt, 330,000-watt, 340,000-watt, 350,000-watt, 360,000-watt, 370,000-watt, 380,000-watt, 390,000-watt, 400,000-watt, 410,000-watt, 420,000-watt, 430,000-watt, 440,000-watt, 450,000-watt, 460,000-watt, 470,000-watt, 480,000-watt, 490,000-watt, 500,000-watt, 510,000-watt, 520,000-watt, 530,000-watt, 540,000-watt, 550,000-watt, 560,000-watt, 570,000-watt, 580,000-watt, 590,000-watt, 600,000-watt, 610,000-watt, 620,000-watt, 630,000-watt, 640,000-watt, 650,000-watt, 660,000-watt, 670,000-watt, 680,000-watt, 690,000-watt, 700,000-watt, 710,000-watt, 720,000-watt, 730,000-watt, 740,000-watt, 750,000-watt, 760,000-watt, 770,000-watt, 780,000-watt, 790,000-watt, 800,000-watt, 810,000-watt, 820,000-watt, 830,000-watt, 840,000-watt, 850,000-watt, 860,000-watt, 870,000-watt, 880,000-watt, 890,000-watt, 900,000-watt, 910,000-watt, 920,000-watt, 930,000-watt, 940,000-watt, 950,000-watt, 960,000-watt, 970,000-watt, 980,000-watt, 990,000-watt, 1,000,000-watt. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Cal Tjader, Glenn Yarbrough, Wayne Shorter. Sponsoring organizations: ASUCD, Donald L. Koriskio, business manager. Radio station KC (line current) programs pop and classical. Campus biweekly: California Aggie, Douglas Britton, editor. Campus bookstore: ASUCD Student Store, Chris Daniels, manager. continued on page 102
FESTIVALS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

UNIVERSITY OF AKRON
Fine Arts Festival—April 22-24

UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA
Festival of the Arts—April 1-10

AUGUSTANA COLLEGE
Illinois State High School Music Contest—March 12 & April 16

BOWDOIN COLLEGE
Biennial Institute—Jan. 22-24

BRADLEY UNIVERSITY
Spring Festival—May

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
Folk Festival—End of March

BRIGHTON YOUNG UNIVERSITY
Utah Talent Night—March 17

UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO
Festival of the Arts—March 6-13

CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE
Festivals and Special Events

AT LOS ANGELES
Fine Arts Festival—April 14-30
Folk Music Festival—March 28-April 1

CALIFORNIA STATE
Polytechnic College
Spring Sing—April
Home Concert—April 22

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
Folk Music Festival—June 29-July 3

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS
Spring Sing—May 1966

COLBY COLLEGE
Colby College Summer School of Music (Faculty and Student Concerts)—July 18-Aug. 26
Spring Concert—Glee Club—Date not available

CORNELL COLLEGE
May Music Festival—May 5-8

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
Congregation of the Arts—June 27-Aug. 20

DEPAUW UNIVERSITY
Fourth Annual Contemporary Music Festival, Paul Creston, Guest Composer and Conductor—April 12-14
High School Music Contests—Jan. 29-Feb. 5

DUKE UNIVERSITY
Festival of the Arts—Feb. 15-March 7

EAST CAROLINA COLLEGE
Contemporary Music Festival—April 29-May 1 and May 6-8

FISK UNIVERSITY
Annual Festival of Music and Art—April 27-May 1

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
5th Annual Fine Arts Festival—Feb. 1-28

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
Music, Dance, Drama and Art of This Century—Probable Dates: March 11-April 24

HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY
String Festival—Jan. 29
Contemporary Arts Festival—May 6-15

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
Festival of Contemporary Arts—March (each odd year)

INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Fine Arts Festival—April 4-May 1

INDIANA UNIVERSITY
25th Aud. Anniversary Festival—April 15-17
Indiana Sesquicentennial—July 27-Aug. 6

STATE COLLEGE OF IOWA
Sinfonian Dimensions (Jazz)—Jan. 14-15
Sigma Alpha Iota Performance Awards—Date not set
Tallcorn Stage Band Conference—Jan. 15
Tallcorn Band Conference—Feb. 12
Tallcorn Vocal & Piano Conference—Feb. 26
Tallcorn String Conference—March 12
Spring Music Festival—April 24-May 4

JERSEY CITY STATE
Jazz Festival—May

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
Oread Jazz Festival—Feb. 12

KENT STATE UNIVERSITY
Fine Arts Festival—Feb. 15-20

LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Jazz Festival—May 5-7

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY
Loyola Talent Night—Date not set

MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY
Fine Arts Festival—Feb. 20-27

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Fine Arts Festival—March 1-18
Intercollegiate Sing—May 1

MERCER UNIVERSITY
Georgia Collegiate Folksong Festival—May

MIAMI UNIVERSITY
Will have a festival—Undetermined type and date not set

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Chamber Music Festival—Feb. 18-20
May Festival—May 5-8

MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY
Tennessee Folklore Society State Meeting—Date not set
Three Band—Choral Camp—June, July

MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE
Jazz Festival—March 24

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
18th Century Fine Arts Festival—May 9-29

MOREHEAD (KY.) STATE COLLEGE
Cumberland Forest Music Camp—August

UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA
Mackay Day—Song Team—April 30

NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
Talent Show—April 22

NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Third Annual Festival of Music and Art (Contemporary)—Feb. 6-25

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
Collegiate Jazz Festival—March 25-26
Collegiate Folk Festival—March 5

OBERLIN COLLEGE
Contemporary Music Festival—Feb. 23-26

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
Sooner Scandals—March 3-5

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
Funk Festival—Date not available

RENSSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Festival of Religion and Arts—Nov.

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System Convention—April 16

UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND
Folk Festival—March 25

ST. BONAVENTURE UNIVERSITY
Spring Arts Festival—April

SAINT JOSEPH'S COLLEGE
Indiana Catholic College Choral Festival (10th Annual)—March 26-27

ST. OLAF COLLEGE
Folk Festival—Date not set
Christmas Music Festival—Dec. 2-3
Fine Arts Festival—May 12-15

SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE
Jazz Festival—Not set
Folk Festival—Not set
Contemporary Arts Festival—Not set
Radio-Television Conference—Spring

UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
Mardi Gras—Feb. 11-12

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA
Instrumental Clinic—Feb.
Small Group Contest—Feb.
Creative Arts Festival—May
Vocal Clinic—Oct.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Music Under the Stars—May

STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Stanford Jazz Year—Sept. 1965-May
Stanford Summer Festival—June 22-Aug. 6

STEPSHENS COLLEGE
Finale, Mitropoulos Music Awards—April

TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY
Intercollegiate Talent Show—March 5

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
Stage Bands Camp—Aug. 22-28

VILLANOVA
Intercollegiate Jazz Festival—Late winter

WESLEYAN COLLEGE
Music Festival—April 27-May 1

WESTERN CAROLINA COLLEGE
Bands—March 19, 1966

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Cultural Arts Week—March 19, 1966

WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System Convention—April 16

WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY
Festival of Contemporary Arts—April 11-15
(9 prize competitions)

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE
Summer Evenings of Music—Dates not available
RADIO STATIONS ON CAMPUS

Abilene Christian
Abilene, Tex.—KACC

Adams State College
Alamosa, Colo.—KAS

Adelphi College
Garden City, N. Y.—WALI

Agriculture & Tech. College
Greensboro, N. C.—WANT

Alabama College
Montevallo, Ala.—WRSD

Albany State University
Albany, N. Y.—WSUA

University of Alabama
University, Ala.—WABP

University of Alaska
College, Alaska—KAUK

University of Santa Clara
Santa Clara, Cal.—KCSC

University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alta.—WKCB

University of Alvernia
Reading, Pa.—WARC

Albright College
Reading, Pa.—WALT

Alhambra College
March 19, 1966

American International College
Lewisburg, Pa.—WVBU

American University
Washington, D. C.—WOLI

Amherst College
Amherst, Mass.—WAMF

Amherst, Mass.—WAMF

Andrews University
Berrien Springs, Mich.—WEMC

Antioch College
Yellow Springs, Ohio—WYSO

Arizona State College
Flagstaff, Ariz.—KASC

Arkansas State University
Tempe, Ariz.—KASN

Arkansas A & M College
Center, Ark.—KAMC

Arkansas State College
Jonesville, Ark.—KASC

University of Arkansas
Fayetteville, Ark.—KAFR

Augustana College
Rock Island, Ill.—WACG

Augustana College
Sioux Falls, S. D.—KASR

Baker University
Baldwin, Kan.—WBUB

Baldwin Wallace College
 Berea, Ohio—WBBG

Ball State Teachers College
Muncie, Ind.—WBST

Bard College
Annandale, N. Y.—WABC

Bates College
Lewiston, Me.—WJZB

Baylor University
Waco, Tex.—KXBS

Beloit College
Beloit, Wis.—WBCR

Bethany Bible College
Santa Cruz, Calif.—KBCO

Bethel College
North Newton, Kan.—KBCO

Bob Jones University
Greenville, S. C.—WMMU

Boise Jrs. College
Boise, Idaho—KBBC

Boston College
Boston—WVBC

Boston University
Boston—WBUR

Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Me.—WBDI

Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio—WBOU

Breckinridge University
Peoria, Ill.—WRBU

Brandeis University
Waltham, Mass.—WBRS

University of Bridgeport
Bridgeport, Conn.—WBPN

Bridgeport College
Bridgeport, Conn.—WBPQ

Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah—KBKY

Brown University
Providence—WBRU

Bryn Mawr College
Bryn Mawr, Pa.—WBMN

Bucknell University
Lewisburg, Pa.—WBUO

University of Buffalo
Buffalo, N. Y.—WBOF

Butler University
Indianapolis—WJIC

C. W. Post College
Greenvale, N. Y.—WCWP

California State College
Berkeley, Calif.—KELL

California University of Davis
Davis, Calif.—KCO

California University of Goleta
Goleta, Calif.—KCSB

California University of Los Angeles—KUCW

California University of Riverside
Riverside, Calif.—KUCR

Carleton College
Northfield, Minn.—KART

Carney College
Pittsburgh—WVRT

Carroll College
Kenosha, Wis.—WCCR

Catholic University of America
Washington—WCUA

Centenary College
Hackettstown, N. J.—WKNT

Central Bible College
Springfield, Mo.—KCBI

Central College
Fayette, Mo.—WMOC

Central Connecticut State College
New Britain, Conn.—WITC

Central Michigan University
Mount Pleasant, Mich.—WCRG

Central Missouri State College
Warrensburg, Mo.—KSMC

Central State College
Edmond, Okla.—KESC

Central State University
Wichita, Kansas—WJSK

Central Washington College
Ellensburg, Wash.—KCAT, KCWS

Chicago College
Chicago—WUCB

Chico State College
Chico, Calif.—KCSS

City College of New York
New York—WCT

Claremont Men's College
Claremont, Calif.—KCMS

Clark University
Worcester, Mass.—WCW

Clarkson College of Technology
Potsdam, N. Y.—WCCT, WNYC

Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson, S. C.—WCSM

Clemson University
Clemson, S. C.—WCKF, WSBT

Coe College
Cedar Rapids, Ia.—KCOE

Colby College
Waterville, Me.—WMWB

Colgate University
Hamilton, N. Y.—WCRU

College Conservatory of Music
Cincinnati—WCRB

College of the Pacific
Stockton, Calif.—KCVN-AM

Colorado A & M
Fort Collins, Colo.—KCAM

Colorado College
Colorado Springs, Colo.—KCRK

Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colo.—KSCU

Columbia University
New York—WCRB

Concordia College
 Moorhead, Minn.—KBOB

University of Connecticut
Storrs, Conn.—WUSU

Cornell College
Mount Vernon, N. Y.—KCSS

Cornell University
Ithaca, N. Y.—WVBR

Creighton University
Omaha, Neb.—KOCI

Dartmouth College
Hanover, N. H.—WDCR

Davis & Elkins College
Elkins, W. Va.—WKED

Davidson College
Davidson, N. C.—WDCR

DePauw University
Greencastle, Ind.—WWGE

University of Detroit
Detroit—WUOD

Dickinson College
Carlisle, Pa.—WDCV

Drexel Institute of Technology
Philadelphia—WRAM

University of Dubuque
Dubuque, Ia.—KUDU

Duke University
Durham, N. C.—WDBR

Duquesne University
Pittsburgh—WDUS

Earhart College
Richmond, Ind.—WVGE

East Carolina College
Greenville, N. C.—WWWS

East Tennessee State College
Johnson City, Tenn.—WETS

Eastern Mennonite College
Harrisonburg, Va.—WEMC

Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, Mich.—WEMU

Eastern Nazarene College
Wellesley, Mass.—WENL

Eastern Washington College
Cheney, Wash.—KKEW

Edinboro State College
Edinboro, Pa.—WJKB

Elizabethtown College
Elizabethtown, Pa.—WYEC

Elmhurst College
Elmhurst, Ill.—WRRS

Emerson College
Boston—WECB

Emory & Henry College
Emory, Va.—WGLG

Eureka College
Eureka, Ill.—WNER

Evangel College
Springfield, Mo.—KESS

Fairleigh Dickinson University
Teaneck, N. J.—WFDU

Farmingdale Institute
Farmingdale, N. Y.—WATI

Ferris Institute
Big Rapids, Mich.—WFRS

Flint Comm. Jr. College
Flint, Mich.—WFJC

Florida Southern College
Lakeland, Fla.—WFSI

Florida State University
Tallahassee, Fla.—WFSU

University of Florida
Gainesville, Fla.—WUFU

Fordham University
New York—WFFU

Fort Hays State College
Fort Hays, Kan.—KHEU

Franklin College
Franklin, Ind.—WFCI

Franklin & Marshall College
Lancaster, Pa.—WFFM

Fredonia State University
Fredonia, N. Y.—WCCR, WCVF

Fresno State College
Fresno, Calif.—KFSP

Furman University
Greenville, S. C.—WFBF

Gardner-Webb College
Bolig Springs, N. C.—WGW

Geneva College
Beaver Falls, Pa.—ZNON

George Washington University
Washington—WRGW

Georgetown College
Georgetown, Ky.—WRRG

George Washington University
Washington—WGTO

University of Georgia
Athens, Ga.—WTVA

continued on page 128
Leading National and International

SELF-CONTAINED GROUPS
(British)
Animals
Herman's Hermits
Freddie and the Dreamers
Wayne Fontana
Yardbirds

SELF-CONTAINED GROUPS
Beau Brummel's
Joey Dee and the Starliters
Mitch Ryder and the
Detroit Wheels
John Hammond
Paul Revere & The Raiders
Mojo Men
Vejtables
Tikis
Great Society
Doug Clark and the Hot Nuts
Bobby Fuller Four
Attractions for Your College Dates

VOCAL GROUPS
- Anthony and the Imperials
- Ronettes
- Shangri Las
- Shirelles
- Toys
- Chiffons
- Ruby and the Romantics
- Patu Labelle and her Bluebells
- Royalettes

FEMALE VOCALS
- Jayne Mansfield Revue
- Tracey Dee and Barry Knight
- Little Eva
- Cathy Carr

AND MANY MORE!

MALE VOCALS
- Freddy Cannon
- Glen Campbell
- Dave Berry
- Jimmy Clanton
- Tommy Roe

BANDS
- Chartbusters
- Bobby Comstock & the Counts
- Frank Sinatra Jr & the Tommy Dorsey Orch.

Premier Talent Associates, Inc.
FRANK BAR SALONA, PRESIDENT.
200 WEST 57TH STREET, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10019
(212) 757-4300

March 19, 1966 • Billboard Music on Campus
Big Ten Broadcasters
Air Gripes on Record Service

By PAUL ZAKARAS

Big Ten college radio stations are promoters of student affairs, publicizers of campus concerts and uninhibited commentators on music, tuned to the latest trends and tastes. They're student-oriented, student-operated small-time productions.

Small-time in the eyes of the recording industry apparently, for the students say they have a hard time getting servicing from most record companies.

A typical format of these campus stations is the one offered by KWAD of the State University of Iowa. Tom Sheridan, station manager, told Billboard that KWAD programs 40 per cent "Top 50," 40 per cent "easy listening" pop, and divides the remaining 20 per cent equally between jazz and folk.

KWAD is typical in another way. James A. Cherry, Michigan State University graduate student in TV production who is preparing a Master's thesis on student stations in the Big Ten, told Billboard that KWAD and most of the other campus stations do not broadcast on the airwaves. "They are piped into dormitories by 'carrier current,'" said Cherry. "The signal is carried to the dorms by electric lines. The wires serve as transmitting antennae and a radio within four or five feet of any electrical wiring in one of the students' rooms is capable of receiving these signals.

"In many cases," said Cherry, "the student station is the only one that can be received in the dormitories. The steel used in the construction of modern university housing shields out signals from most commercial stations. Therefore many thousands of students depend exclusively on their campus stations."

KWAD's Sheridan said his station is piped into dormitories housing more than 6,000 students. "By 1972," he added, "the dormitory population of Iowa will exceed 20,000."

Sheridan said that most of his efforts to get service from record companies have been fruitless. "Just recently," he said, "we sent out another group of letters to various record companies. Most of them didn't bother to reply. From all our attempts we have been successful only with Dot and RCA, which have been giving us fairly consistent album service, and Reprise and Warner Bros., which have been providing partial service. Decca always tells us it cannot service our station with promotion copies because we are not a commercial station. Most of the other companies have offered to sell us albums at reduced cost.

"We have the greatest difficulty in receiving current 45-r.p.m. releases. Heilicher Bros. of Minneapolis is the only distributor supplying us. But their service is limited. There are many companies that Heilicher cannot represent in Iowa. Our efforts to procure a local distributor have been completely ignored; we have received absolutely no reply from anyone. Also our relationship with Heilicher is not the best. For some reason they send us only records that need promotion—rarely do we get a 45 that is obviously due to be a hit. I believe Heilicher considers us too small to worry about; recently he threatened to cut off our service entirely if we wrote any more letters directly to manufacturers.

Sheridan said his station always takes an active part in promoting personal appearances of recording artists. "We give spot announcements, we occasionally discuss the talents and backgrounds of the artist and we try to obtain an interview with the performer during his visit to campus."

At Ann Arbor, Mich., University of Michigan student station WCBN's jazz disk jockey David Berson told Billboard that service from recording companies was "sporadic."

"Capitol, Columbia and RCA send us promotional copies fairly often, Decca never does. The smaller companies seem to have more of an interest in us, but even they don't provide adequate service in most cases. Jazz distributors are probably the best. Verve, Limelight and Chess send us releases, but even they cannot be counted on—sometimes they seem to exclude us from their mailing list for no apparent reason. Blue Note sends us up-to-date catalogs and allows us to purchase records at a very low price.

"We would like to receive not only the latest releases," said Berson, "but also current promotional information about the musicians. I often do not know what an artist is doing unless I search through various publications. I need to know what their most recent releases are, where they are appearing, what changes they are making in their personnel or their sound, and so on."

Berson said his station does its best to promote artists appearing live on campus. "Stan Getz was here recently and I gave a special half-hour program of his music one week before his show. We announce all concerts, we set up interviews with visiting artists and do whatever else we can to promote interest in these shows."

Berson added that WCBN is piped into all the dormitories, many fraternity houses and an 18-story apart-
ment building on the Ann Arbor campus; a potential audience of about 7,000.

Steve Koerper, station manager of WLHA, University of Wisconsin, told Billboard he has had no luck in receiving promotional albums from record companies or distributors and has had to take out several subscription contracts with manufacturers. "We pay for reception of a guaranteed number of records per year. These are not necessarily records of our choice. They are part of a list offered by the companies—a list which does not include many albums we would like to have. Sometimes the only way we can get a current release is to pool our money and buy a record from the record store."

Koerper said his station has never been contacted by a recording company and admitted that their lack of interest may be due in part to the fact that his promotional campaigns might not have been strong enough.

"Our potential audience," Koerper added, "is over 5,000 now and it is growing annually with the construction of new dorms and the steadily increasing population of the university."

With one exception, Big Ten campus stations were in the same unhappy situation with the recording industry. One station manager said a major record company sends him all of its country releases but rarely sends any records of its big name pop singers. On campus, however, the stations are enjoying great success. Students told Billboard that campus stations are more imaginative, more interesting and more informative than most commercial stations.

The one station on good terms with record companies was Northwestern University's WNUR, an FM station. Station manager Douglas Stewart said that his station used to have difficulty in getting new releases "until a strong campaign directed at distributors improved service in the past year."

"We still have to write constantly to promote the station and to seek co-operation. But things are getting better—they usually send us what we need."

Stewart admitted that the fact that his station is broadcast on an FM frequency might give it more stature in the eyes of the recording industry. "However," he stressed, "before we began to promote ourselves, we had a great deal of difficulty in our dealings with the record industry."

Stewart said his station often carries live broadcasts of on-campus performances by recording artists, gives many interviews with recording stars and promotes most campus activities in this area.

Dick LaPalm, director of album sales for Chess-Checker-Cadet Records, Chicago, checks the company's extensive file of campus radio stations.

CAMPUS RADIO REPORT

SERVICING COLLEGE STATIONS

Problem-Fraught, but Profitable Task

By RAY BRACK

The Chess-Checker-Cadet combine handles the problem-fraught but profitable task of servicing campus radio stations in far more effective style than most independents—or majors, for that matter.

Why is the task problem-fraught?
The prime problem in supplying campus outlets is illustrated by a letter received recently by Dick LaPalm, the company's director of album sales.

"The letter was from one of the nation's three campus stereo stations," LaPalm said, "and it asked us for a big bundle of back stereo releases to build its library."

"I pulled open our campus radio station file and found, to my dismay, that we had been servicing that station with stereo releases for the past three years!"

Concluded LaPalm—probably correctly—a raft of the label's finest jazz, folk, r&b and pop material had been finding its way into the private collections of station student personnel.

"Herein lies the rub. We can never obtain a specific name of a librarian or music director for addressing record parcels to campus stations. And, of course, the turnover of college station personnel is quite rapid," LaPalm said.

He tried gleaning names from campus stations a year or two ago, he said, and his mailing to all outlets resulted in 15 returns.

Then why is the task profitable?
Despite inevitable wastage, LaPalm spends 25 per cent of his advertising budget on service to 175 campus stations, placement of ads in 160 college newspapers and humor magazines and other forms of direct campus publicity.

"Here's why," he said, "in the first place, I believe that some 60 per cent of the students involved in campus radio will find themselves eventually in commercial radio. We want to attract their attention and win their loyalty early. And we do."

"Our second big motivation, and just as important as the first, is gaining student sales and familiarity. Well over a third of the typical student body is reached by the campus stations, and they are all present and future record buyers."

As with student newspapers, LaPalm observed, there is an affinity of the undergraduate with his own student station, lending increased impact to the album impression or the ad message as the case may be.

In practice, the Chess-Checker-Cadet servicing of campus stations with new releases goes something like this: (1) The label sends its "newsletter" (Continued on page 38)
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College Broadcasters

**KNOW LOCAL COMMERCIAL MARKET**

By DAVID C. SCHATTENSTEIN

An understanding of the local commercial radio market is essential in programming for a campus station. That's the opinion of Tom McCloud, an officer of the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System, an organization of some 250 college stations with headquarters in Lehigh, Pa.

The station's location is essential in planning programming. Bill McCloskey, station director at WWVU, the radio voice of Villanova in suburban Philadelphia, claims his students can turn on their radios and turn the dial for any type of music they want from classical to country.

To be competitive with the powerful stations in his saturated Eastern Pennsylvania area, he tends to favor campus-oriented broadcasts. News events and information about speakers and artists to appear on campus receive high priority at his operation.

Stations in the Boston area all seem to voice a similar problem, being unable to click with a Hot 100 format because of their inability to compete on the same level as Boston rocker WBZ.

Although there is no big rocker in the immediate area, KSJU at St. John's University in Collegeville, Minn., could not get a rating with current hits and was pressured by students to switch to an easy listening and classical format.

IBS has noted that the attitude of record promotion people has drastically changed over the past two years. College radio has swiftly come from being ignored to become one of their major concerns. WLRN at Lehigh University in Bethlehem, Pa., had to pay for most of the records on its Top 64 Survey two years ago, but now is serviced with an average of 75 singles a week and seldom has to draw on the treasury to fill out its playlist.

WLRN is one of three campus stations in Pennsylvania's Lehigh Valley putting out weekly top tune surveys, with the others taken care of by Jack Corbitt at Lafayette's WJR-H-FM and Dave Charles at Muhlenberg's WMUH. All agree the mailing of these lists to companies and distributors has improved service and improved communications with distributors.

WRSU at Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N. J., uses its "6a.m.8 Survey" to inform students of what the station has planned in the way of special events, as well as to print lyrics of the harder-to-understand vocals.

Joe Steinberg, station manager of WNYU at New York University, at last April's IBS convention of member stations in Manhattan outlined how important it is for student stations to know its listeners' tastes. He advocated each station finding a disinterested department in the school to conduct a survey of the students' listening habits and tastes. Paul Dunn, of WKCR, at Columbia University, took the same view and noted that his station improved its rating after a poll was taken.

IBS realizes that each station is different and has different needs and therefore does not attempt to set down a standard format, but helps in any way to improve a format which a station adopts. It produces many high-quality series which the individual stations have neither the experienced personnel nor the technical facilities to develop.

A good example of this in the educational and intellectual programming area at the present time is its College Authors' Forum of half-hour tapes of interviews of prominent authors supplied courtesy of the American Textbook Publishers Institute.

As college radio grows into a mature form it is learning to handle with the program of unqualified staff announcers who make attempts to be humorous and fail so badly that they drive away listeners and advertisers. McCloud feels the problems with reading spots are not nearly as often the problem of the announcer as of the inexperienced copywriter who is unfamiliar with how to make a successful sales pitch in a 30 or 60-second spot.

By DAVID C. SCHATTENSTEIN
The most imitated guitars in the world

Fender Guitars and Amplifiers are often copied but never equalled. Musicians throughout the world know that Fender may be relied upon for quality of workmanship, ease of playing, wide tonal versatility and attractive appearance.

AVAILABLE AT LEADING MUSIC DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
Cramped quarters of WNYU's former headquarters made broadcasting difficult, but now operations have moved to a new $20,000 broadcast central with several studios and control rooms, record library, office, and engineering shop.
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WNYU Programming Theme

'Avoid the Obvious'

By HARRY ZERLER
Director of Special Projects
WNYU, New York University

WNYU, the "student voice of New York University," demonstrates that a college radio station, staffed exclusively with undergraduates, can hold its own in competition with commercial stations in a metropolitan market.

WNYU was founded 17 years ago and began carrier-current operations from home-made facilities in the basement of one of the oldest buildings on the university's uptown campus.

Since that time the station has developed into a major outlet of college radio in the Northeast, serving some 10,000 listeners on both the University Heights and Washington Square campuses of NYU.

Now broadcasting 66 hours of AM carrier-current programming per week from both a brand-new $20,000 broadcast central on the Bronx campus and studios in Washington Square, the station's application for an FM-Stereo broadcast license is, at preertime, awaiting the imminent approval of the FCC.

Through it all, the operation has remained entirely in the hands of NYU students whose previous experience in broadcasting has been nil. Is this a "Cinderella" story?

"Hardly," declares station manager Joseph Steinberg. "The key to our success, like that of all college radio stations, lies in our ability to customize our programming to our listener's interests to a degree which can't be matched by our competition."

With virtually all of WNYU's audience located in the New York metropolitan area, the competition for listeners with the dozens of high-powered, financially potent, professional stations in the area would seem to weigh heavily against the collegians. WNYU's program director, Richard Robins, explains how college radio at NYU rises to the challenge:

"The first step toward successful programming is to get to know your audience and to get inside their listening habits. College students are notorious purists and frequently non-conformists with respect to the tastes of the 'general listener' in any given area. In any event, their likes and dislikes are rather well defined. For us at WNYU this means programming highly specialized, 'pure' forms of the various major kinds of music our students listen to, and doing so in formats and at times which are not heard elsewhere."

A large part of the WNYU audience, as at most college campuses, is made up of jazz lovers. Accordingly the station programs an hour of jazz each weekday night from 11 to 12, a time-slot in which it is the only AM station in the area offering jazz exclusively. This in itself is not enough to guarantee a good audience. WNYU develops devoted listeners by exploiting the college's student's streak of purism: each night it offers jazz in a particular vein. One
evening it presents “Inside Sounds,” an hour of “straight ahead” jazz performed by popular combos and big bands; the next evening it’s “Folk to Jazz,” a program exploring the folk roots in early jazz. The next night it offers “Reeds and Deeds” during which aficionados of the saxophone hear their favorite performers and many of the newer, farther-out pieces, and so on.

WNYU combines these elements of timing and content with authoritative commentary from air personalities who share their listeners’ particular prejudices, and provides further insights in frequent personal interviews with the large number of artists available in New York. The listener response to this programming policy has been tremendous.

How do these tactics hold up in the more traditional areas of radio programming in which there are fewer “pure” strains and a greater broadcast availability of the type of music involved? David Stein, director of classical music for WNYU, has the answer:

“Our classical music programming policy can be summarized as an attempt to avoid the obvious. We have a flat prohibition against programming ‘pop classics’ or ‘light classics,’ as well as those very well known (and deservedly popular) masterpieces that are frequently aired especially by those stations whose programming is predominantly non-classical. Behind the popular ‘standards’ of classical music (represented by such works as the Brandenburg Concertos, the symphonies of Beethoven and Brahms, the best known operas of Verdi, etc.) there is a wide range of ‘obscure’ music, the ‘merely’ good music that is unduly neglected because it is overshadowed. WNYU seeks to explore the vast amount of good and great music within that range, from Beethoven’s chamber music to the works of Karol Szymanowski. By offering music which is not generally available elsewhere, we are able to attract an audience away from the established classical music stations.”

Surprisingly enough, the same general policy which Stein uses for classical programming produces good results in the nearly opposite area of pop vocal and instrumental programming. Each evening on “Artist’s Showcase” WNYU DJ’s air the top hits of one particular artist or orchestra for the entire program. In this case it is not the obscurity of the material aired, but the specificity of it which pays off in listenership. Once

(Continued on page 42)
again, programming for specific tastes spells radio success.

Station Manager Steinberg notes that it would be difficult for this programming policy to succeed were it not for the fact that all of WNYU's staff are college students who enjoy music themselves:

"Although our people come to us without any real knowledge of broadcasting, they are the first people of the sort of music which they and other college students are keen on. They are highly sensitive to new movements going on in the industry and to new trends developing among listeners. The degree of professionalism which is rapidly developed by virtue of this personal insight is most gratifying."

The story of WNYU is not unique by any means: the station is one of more than 250 carrier-current AM and FM college stations across the nation associated in the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System. The rising prominence of college radio was readily apparent during IBS's 26th annual convention, hosted by WNYU last spring and to be held at Rutgers University this year, as some 200 delegates attended workshops led by distinguished leaders of the broadcasting and music industries and viewed exhibits from all the major broadcast equipment firms and record companies.

Increasing co-operation with and recognition of college radio on the part of top record company executives, distributors and artist's representatives is the order of the day.

Everyone who exhibited at the convention became suddenly aware of the true marketing value of college radio. Record promoters and distributors who formerly gave little or no service to college stations because they felt they had little impact upon the market had second thoughts when they saw the volume of record sales going on in the NYU Campus Stores in conjunction with sponsorship of many programs on WNYU. Similarly, artist's personal representatives are beginning to realize that campus radio exposure can make the difference between playing to a half-full house or to a sellout audience.

As the long standing friendships between college radio and men like Paul Brown, Frank Campana and Sol Handwerger show greater and greater mutual dividends, more and more of the tough guys in the business have begun to play ball with college radio and wound up hatting a thousand.

"They're wrong, and until record manufacturers and promotion men rid themselves of the misconception that college radio programming is limited to jazz, folk music and talk shows, they'll continue to bypass an important source of exposure for their records and artists."

Those words—from Paul Brown, an independent promotion man and one of the leading exponents of college radio in the nation. Brown services some 2,500 radio stations, including more than 500 college outlets, with promotional materials and his clients' records.

"When I talk about college radio to record companies, he says, they get all excited, but they send only jazz and folk music—leaving out pop."

Country music, for example, is vastly underexposed in the college market, according to Brown. He bases his statement on a survey he recently conducted at the college stations he services.

His survey shows that very few stations play country music—but not because they don't like it. A sizable number of station managers and program directors say they would program country, but record companies don't service them with albums.

Some country artists do get played. However, these are thought of as pop singers. Roger Miller, Gene Pitney and Eddy Arnold fit into this category.

The Country Music Association will attempt to spur interest in country music programming on college radio by setting up a booth at the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System convention. The meeting will be held at Rutgers University on April 16. Jo Walker, the association's executive director, plans to be on hand. She will help introduce country music to the station representatives attending.

When Brown says that all types of music appeal to the college crowd, he cites Kate Smith's latest album, "How Great Thou Art." "Kate Smith is certainly not considered the kind of artist that college students go for. But soon after we sent out her record we got very favorable responses. Station program directors tell us that the older students and the faculty request the album."

Some companies are slowly heeding Brown's advice. Using his mailing lists, Columbia initiated a limited form of college radio promotion by sending out Woody Herman's "My Kind of Broadway." Epic also mailed more than 500 copies of Buddy Morrow's "Campus After Dark" to the colleges. Smaller companies have begun to send out inquiries to the college stations, checking on formats and type of records and artists programmed.

But until the colleges receive full service, they must rely solely on men such as Paul Brown to provide them with needed records. As soon as he sends out his monthly mailing piece listing his clients, a heavy response follows. Brown's roster includes Ramsey Lewis, Trini Lopez, Nancy Wilson and the Mitchell Trio.

College radio throughout the country suffers from the same problem—lack of funds. Since the station is usually an extra-curricular activity, the school administration will contribute a minimal amount of funds for equipment and records. And usually the minimal amount is not enough to enable the station to be self-sufficient.

In addition to supplying records, Brown works closely with college radio stations in promoting his artists in concert. Prior to the Trini Lopez concert at Purdue University, Brown notified other colleges in the community and sent out special tapes to the stations to promote the concert.
I'M SIMPLY NUTS ABOUT
DOUG CLARK
AND THE
HOT NUTS
THEY'RE THE SWINGINGEST NUTS ON CAMPUS

DON'T SHOUT!

For Booking Information
Contact:
John Clark
P.O. Box 725,
Chapel Hill, N.C.

Nationally distributed by JAY-GEe RECORD CO., INC. 318 West 48th St., New York 36, N.Y. • PL 7-8570
The college campus as a breeding ground for recording talent is recognized by the Corinthian Broadcasting Corp., with television outlets in Houston, Tulsa, Sacramento, Calif.; Fort Wayne, Ind., and Indianapolis. Last year Corinthian auditioned more than 1,000 performers at 102 colleges and universities, with winning entries appearing on prime time local television in the five markets. Last December the winners appeared at the New York discotheque, Arthur, with more than 700 advertisers and agency representatives as guests. The photos on these pages were taken at the event. An outgrowth of this competition, going into its third year, is the newly formed Corinthian Special Productions unit. First project is a series of 16 one-hour collegiate musical special programs, entitled "Campus Talent '66-'67." Sponsor is the Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., which operates in Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas and Missouri. The programs will be aired on prime time in all major markets in each State.

(Left to right): Mickey Bacich, Marty Sorensen and Bill James, all students at Sacramento State College, form "The Wayside Trio," one of Northern California's fastest-rising young folk singing groups. In 1964, the boys entered the California State Fair Hootenanny contest and walked off with first prize. They have recorded an LP, currently on sale, on the Icon label. They appeared at the Purple Onion in San Francisco and were called back for a four-week repeat in the summer of 1965. Their most recent accomplishment was winning Station KXTV's "Campus Talent '65" contest over acts from 13 Northern California colleges and universities.

Jan Gippo, who represented KXTV, Sacramento. Following his performance in "Campus Talent '65" at KXTV, Jan was graduated from the University of the Pacific and joined the Domestic Peace Corps. He was given a special leave to be present at the Arthur party.
Jack Trussel and Eileen Smith, from Indiana's Ball State University. They began singing together as freshmen. Eileen was named "Miss Indiana 1965." Jack has starred in local musical productions throughout Indiana and he supplements his own education by teaching voice to other students.

The Scooters. As undergraduates at DePauw University, Green castle, Ind., this trio produced its own concerts, made its own posters and even sold its own tickets. The group entered Station WISH-TV's first competition and was named winner of Campus Talent '64." (L. to R.) Terry Moore, Judy Moore, and De Linton.

Eloise Laws of Texas Southern University appearing before more than 700 advertisers and advertising agency guests of the Corinthian Broadcasting Corporation at New York's Arthur discotheque. She was auditioned by George Jessel and selected to appear on "The Jackie Gleason Show" in Miami. The program was aired on November 13, 1965. Since then she has appeared at the Ski Club and Backstage Club, both in Houston.

The Winds of Notre Dame were winners of the WISH-TV, Indianapolis competition. Foreground, left to right, are Gus Duffy, K. C. Lynch, Buddy Hill and James Mason. Fellow Notre Dame student Jerry Pelloquin accompanies them on drums. The group has begun taking club engagements, appearing at the Embers in Indianapolis, the Mapes Hotel in Reno and the hungry i in San Francisco. Specializing in folk-rock type of music, the group recently appeared on "Hollywood Palace" on the ABC Television Network.

KOTV's Tulsa entry was Oklahoma State University co-ed Lana Rae Grooms of Stillwater, Oklahoma. A music major at OSU and featured soloist, she toured the South Pacific and Orient for three months in 1964 as part of a USO revue. She also has had considerable experience on the stage and the number one lead of the Oklahoma State Theatre Guild.

Finale of "Campus Talent '65" program presented by the Corinthian Stations to more than 700 New York advertisers and advertising agency personnel at Arthur. Event showcased the winners of Corinthian's "Campus Talent" search which was conducted on 102 university and college campuses. More than 1,000 performers auditioned for the five Corinthian stations during 1965.
The following picture is a promoter's eyewiew of a college concert. Recently, the Interfraternity Council of the College of William & Mary had The Byrds and Sam the Sham and the Pharaohs for its winter dance. It was the most expensive rock 'n' roll show ever booked in Williamsburg; the decision to go ahead with it had been a big one, but the night of the show, wondering if it would all work out, was the roughest ...

Five o'clock is the lonely time. The sun sets, tall Southern pines watch their shadows lengthen across the campus lawns. Inside the gym, quiet. The spot man has hung his Kleig-born monsters, set his cables, gels, and is gone. Amps, drums, empty mike stands wander in mute confusion about the stage. Guitar cases, their worn travel stickers calling out of Mexico, Paris, Rome, lean silently along the wall, watching me. In an hour the sound technicians arrive; the refreshments at seven, and THEM at nine. But for now, the vast lack of two thousand people, the silence, and me.

The silence, outside. Inside, the Grand Prix of emotion, questions, answers, questions, no answers, a racing kaleidoscope of worry, running hot on seven and knocking. By 5:30 my ulcer is waking.

At 6, Jimmy Breeden, our co-ordinator. He is happy, sales are very good. THEY are in from the airport, shaggyhair-boots-capes people with the sounds of music somewhere deep inside that must be heard. And will be.

The other group is on a flight that left Chicago at 5—somewhere over Ohio by now—and here on stage by 10? One wonders—by 7:15 I miss the sound men—

The ticket people are here—do they punch the ticket or tear it in half? How many complimentaries were issued? Police security on which doors? The money room is where? Jimmy sorts them out slowly; the first signs of an audience are waiting at the door.

Seven-thirty and finally the sound. More amps, mikes,
columns, horns; in minutes, it seems, the first hopeful feedback squeals, I relax somewhat. Dick Lester of WBCI arrives with tape recorder; my Ampex is installed backstage. Quarter to eight, the crowd stretches two blocks, and THEY arrive.

A muffled chorus of Oh! and Look!; they take the stairs to the dressing room. Introductions, we discuss when their sets will begin, and time to open with the local band. The crowd is nearly three blocks long, slowly sifting its way through the ticket aisles and onto the floor. It is 8:30, we are half an hour late, the Invaders begin to play. Some of the crowd begin to dance as others are still coming in . . . 

At 9:15 it is time. On stage, the spots are hot, blinding, I hear my heavily amplified voice echo dully, the crowd waits, quiet. Then, “Here they are, from Los Angeles, THE BYRDS!” The sound is a wave of cheers, almost physical in volume. “Turn, Turn, Turn” begins; backstage, a phone call from the airport. Sam the Sham is in now, too, a police escort to clear the way to town. Half-way there, now, I am tired, but the worry fades. Jimmy checks in again, the gate is good, very good. I smile a little, relax, grab a quick Coke.

Sam’s road manager finds me. The dressing room is set; equipment brought in. By 10, back on stage, the lights still bright, almost unbearably hot now, as over 2,000 people wait. . . . “A big welcome for the Wooly Bully boys themselves, SAM the SHAM and the Pharaohs!” The roar of the crowd fades, backstage we interview the Byrds for WCWM, the yearbook lensmen get their pictures, and it is time for their last set. By 11:30 they are paid; on their way to the motel. Dick Lester goes out with orders to re-open the local hamburger joint and deliver two dozen cheeseburgers and Cokes to them.

Sam’s second set ends to a roaring ovation from the crowd; the local band on again to close out; interviews, the money, and they, too, are gone. At one, the crowd leaves, the local band is paid and begins to pack up their equipment. I supervise a preliminary clean-up, make sure all the doors are locked, and collect the stray coats that have been left behind. The local band’s tour bus pulls out, vanishes in a twinkle of lights down the road.

Two a.m.—quiet again. It is over—until next time. The town sleeps, richer by memories. I think of bootscapes-shaggyhair people and their wanderings—the sounds of their melodies still echo in the silence—I read on the wall, somewhere, “When the going gets tough, the tough get going” and smile. I get going, down the road to the dorm among pines—the sights and sounds of another time, a different place already fading down the valley . . . Tomorrow, the clean-up, the profit-loss statements, the thank you letters, but for now, sleep.

Local folk talent—W & M student & bluesman Rich Newlon plays at the ‘Mole Hoot’—a show of local talent held in a pedestrian tunnel under Jamestown Road on campus.
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COLLEGIATE MUSIC FESTIVALS

Everyone's Getting Into the Act!

By BILL McCLOSKEY

(Editor's Note: The author is chairman of Villanova University's Sixth Annual Jazz Festival.)

Somewhere, in a stuffy little room, in a corner of some college campus in the United States sits a "committee" stuffing envelopes and licking stamps. If it has any luck, "The First Annual Someplace U. Band Festival" will at least come off.

Stories differ on why the myriad college festivals started. There were probably two basic reasons. Colleges in small towns were having a tough time booking good talent for an on-campus performance, or one band buffet said to another, "My group is tuffer than yours." (All of this happened in the rock 'n' roll generation so the vocabularies intermix.)

At any rate what was once just a grown-up version of the third grade music class' Christmas recital is now a field of competition worthy of network radio, video-taping crews and coverage on the national news wires, to say nothing of the tremendous amount of attention given to the group by those in the entertainment business.

Currently there are three major types of competition: band, jazz and folk.

Competitions in straight band work have been going on for the past few decades; folk festivals are just coming into their own on the campuses of the nation but jazz is established as the category which draws the most attention.

First on this scene was the Collegiate Jazz Festival at Notre Dame. Trading on the school's famous name, CJF fast became famous and is now regarded by most as the granddaddy of the jazz festivals on a collegiate level. It happened, according to CJF officials, because jazz had its most loyal backers on the college campuses that they decided the "logical consequence" to the professional jazz festival was a collegiate festival. This, they said, would "fill the void" and CJF created a "means by which college groups could sound their cry to the music industry and to the public to take note of this swinging college jazz."

Stan Kenton, Bill Evans, Maynard Ferguson, Phil Woods, Henry Mancini and Quincy Jones are but a few of the top names who have served as judges at various college jazz festivals. Kenton has hired players out of the Villanova Intercollegiate Jazz Festival (IJF) in Pennsylvania and Columbia Records' highly respected John Hammond discovered that label's Paul Winter at a festival at Georgetown University in Washington. A recent winner at Villanova says the $250 top prize is important but the publicity that can be gained is even more useful. Letters still trickle in to IJF at Villanova asking for information on a National Educational Television videotape still making the rounds of educational stations. The NET tape is a portion of the 1964 Festival.

Both ABC and Mutual have aired the Villanova event either live or on tape on radio. This year ABC plans to air Villanova and the new Mobile Jazz Festival which is being organized by a public relations firm in cooperation with Spring Hill College.

According to a report from Sindlinger and Company a total of 1,110-000 persons were tuned in sometime during the two and a half hours last March when ABC carried IJF. These figures, of course, are estimates, but nevertheless they are indicative of the huge drawing power of the collegiate jazz idiom.

ABC stations in Washington, Philadelphia and Cleveland aired the live performance, but it is important to note that New York, Los Angeles and Chicago stations did not air the network program, thus making the audience estimate even more impressive.

In addition to the fine broadcast publicity available, publications both in and out of the trade seem anxious to cover the events of a Festival. United Press International has written stories on IJF for their national wire, and Billboard and Downbeat have been consistent in their treatment of releases and results.

Organization varies from festival to festival. With live network radio Villanova's I.T.F. comes off like clockwork with only two minutes between performances. Notre Dame runs for a much looser schedule and is, according to one leader who performed in both events, "not as smooth or well organized."

Prizes go from cash and bookings to instruments and magazine subscriptions. The bookings and publicity are treated by the contestants as the most valuable.

For the music business there are several consequences to the upsurge in concerts, no matter what idiom they be in.

For one thing, every festival using collegiate talent fills up the auditorium for one more date, thus precluding a professional artist's appearance. Nevertheless, by virtue of the experience gained by the school musicians and the chance for a&r men to see the top young talent all at once, music is better off.

Before the actual competition, tapes are judged and some eliminated to assure the bookers, recording company executives, judges and most of all the audience a good show. This saves the record people a lot of time; they see only the cream of the crop.

In return these pros lend their constant support on advisory committees and allow use of their names.

Even the noncompeting students involved in the production are learning valuable lessons in promotion, management and direction which will make them better professionals upon graduation.

The leader of one of the top festivals last year was offered a five-figure salary upon graduation, based on his work with the Festival.

College jazz is firmly entrenched and spreading, with West Coast festivals starting to make some noise. Folk festivals are catching on and will probably maintain popularity as long as the material is available from the campuses. Regular band competitions, if handled well, are showing signs of a comeback, as was shown last year at Lycoming College in Williamsport, Pa.

All of these events are helping to mold the musical tastes of today's collegians and increase their interest in concerts. Some on-campus promoters have noted increased ticket sales for non-folk concerts, and perhaps a breaking of the folk trend in colleges.

Breaking this trend may well be up to jazz and rock festivals while folk festivals will attempt to stabilize the market for that idiom. One thing is obvious: collegiate festivals are exposing a lot of talent and giving the student an increased awareness of many fields of music.

All of this should boost sales at all collegiate concerts.
the HIGHWAYMEN
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF DAVID FISHER

COLLEGES 1965
New York State University
State University College of New York
Ohio University
University of Rhode Island
Hillsdale College
University of Virginia
De Pauw University
Millersville State College
Wilmington College
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Dickinson College
Orange County Community College
Moon High School
Washington & Lee University
Boston State College
Jamestown Community College
Texas Christian University
Baker University
Longwood College
Grove City College
St. Joseph’s College
Tennessee Polytechnic Institute
Western Reserve University
Kent State University
Fort Hayes College
Ferris Institute
Quincy College
Moravian College
Georgia Institute of Technology
Wesley College
Glassboro State College
Decatur High School
University of Mississippi
Gannon College
Elizabethtown College
University of Indiana
Wittenberg University
Hobart College
Penn Military College
Georgia Southern College

"The Highwaymen were undoubtedly the finest entertainers to hit Cleveland in a long time. The finest concert we have had in my four years at Reserve."
Charles A. Fischbein
President, Adelbert Student Council
Western Reserve University

"The overwhelming vote of approval that they received from the student body was certainly deserved. A joy to hear the almost impeccable singing of The Highwaymen."
Dan Broucek
President, Student Council
Georgia Southern College

"The Highwaymen are tremendously unusual, the members have real talent. At this moment, The Highwaymen rank at the top of my list of favorite groups."
Paul M. Bruun
Miami Beach Sun

"The Highwaymen a big hit with their lively folk pop. The audience would not let them get away."
Herb Kelly
Miami News

STOP LOOK & LISTEN
ABC 543 (MONO & STEREO)

Direction: General Artists Corporation
Personal Management: Ken Greengrass
ABC-Paramount Records
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College Book Stores

Opportunity for Rack Jobbers

College bookstores represent a growing and profitable market for record rack merchandisers. That's the opinion of Jack Grossman, president of Merco Enterprises, Garden City, N.Y., rack jobber. Grossman has set up a wholly owned subsidiary, Book Store Record Service Corp., headed by Beatrice Post, sales vice-president. The subsidiary, which is an associate member of the Association of College Book Stores, operates the record departments book stores at such institutions as the University of Pennsylvania, Hofstra College, Brooklyn College and Columbia University.

On the basis of the first two years in the college market, Grossman feels the college bookstore "presents major opportunities for the record merchandiser."

Merco, which started 17 years ago as a conventional record store, now services more than 100 record departments throughout the country and operates 23 leased departments in key retail discount outlets. It also operates as a one-stop and record distributor.

There are several keys to success in the college field, according to Grossman. The arrangement which affords the best chance, he said, is that under which Merco services a store on an exclusive buying arrangement. Under this set-up, Merco's personnel supply all the inventory, instruct sales personnel, keep track of sales of individual items through special data-processing equipment, keep product current by rotating inventory, provide complete merchandising know-how, suggest advertising and promotional programs and in some instances even supply different types of store fixtures, best suited to the individual location.

"In general,” Grossman said, “the college store has one critical problem—lack of space. Our job is to figure out the best means of getting maximum product exposure for the greatest number of salable titles and types of albums in a minimum amount of space. We've come up with a series of display racks and floor merchandisers that are just about the most versatile around.

“Naturally, they're ideal for records, but more than that, they are constructed so that they can perform a dual role—that is, they can be used to display other products unrelated to records.”

The college locations, like most rack locations in discount centers, are geared for heavy volume and fast turnover. "For college kids we have to stock a fair amount of depth in classical records, jazz items, faster moving folk and folk-pop records and plain old rock and roll. A lot of people don't realize how big rock and roll is at the college level," Grossman said. "We've learned that it's a big item with a good turnover, although folk records are still one of the most important categories right now.”

What does the college crowd have to pay for its rec-

(Continued on page 52)
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THE CHARTBUSTERS

HITS
"SHE'S THE ONE"
"WHY"
"NEW ORLEANS"

THE BRITISH WALKERS

HITS
"I FOUND YOU"
"THE GIRL CAN'T HELP IT"
"GLORIA"

WILLIE AND THE HANDJIVES

HITS
"THE HAND JIVE"
"GOTTA FIND A NEW LOVE"

Now scheduling our 1966-67 CAMPUS TOURS
(Call now for available dates)

LINK WRAY & THE RAYMEN

MILLION SELLERS
"RUMBLE" "BATMAN" "RAW HID"

THE SURF BOYS

HITS
"DO RON RON" "C.T.O."

We also specialize in packaging concerts & shows, etc. Our experts are at your service for talent consultation. Write or call for free information.

Paramount Artists Corp.
1203 28th St., N. W., Washington, D. C. Phone (202) 337-7015
Here's the record department at Brooklyn College's book store.

University of Pennsylvania students look over the stock at the campus book store's record department.

(Continued from page 50)

ords? In most cases, at Merco locations, prices are comparable to those available in many other discount locations; $2.79 for a $3.98 list disc and $3.69 for a $4.98 album. Of course, special promotional programs give added impetus to sales.

Another facet of the business lies in promotional record merchandise. Discontinued items in records, for example, can be excellent sellers in the college field, just as the so-called "remainder" items are in books. "Many of these records are excellent buys," said Grossman, "containing such things as symphonies and other types of classical or jazz performances which may have every bit as good a quality as something newer, yet provide the student buyer with quality at a very favorable price."

Merco, which became a publicly held company in August, 1965, because of its tremendous buying power has access to many of these hard-to-get items and in many cases will package them in various assortments.

Such assortments have special merchandising significance not only to departments being serviced but to many other locations where full-range exclusive servicing may be impractical because of distances, such as the University of Seattle.

In this case, the store may buy product from numerous suppliers, yet will be a ready market for Merco's special assortments because of their obvious appeal.

Many of Merco's general locations also carry such related items as accessories, including needles, cleaners and record storage units and in some cases, musical instruments such as guitars, harmonicas, saxophones and drums, have been introduced.

The Merco people stress that their experience in the general field of rack merchandising, in such prestige stores as Gimbel's and Macy's, particularly as it relates to product selectivity and the ability to maintain an inventory of such product, gives them a major plus when it comes to stocking college stores. They note that a store has no problem of product obsolescence when dealing with Merco.

The company's total business, which includes its servicing arrangements and its leased departments, its numerous distribution functions in addition to its rapidly developing college sales picture, is substantially up this year as against last. At year's end, 1965 gross sales figured to hit in excess of $8,000,000, as against $6,543,500 during fiscal 1964. Sales in 1964, in turn, were three times the $2,107,108 of 1960, with earnings rising from $36,977 to $255,089.

Parallel growth is anticipated in the years to come, with current planning indicating a similarly favorable growth pattern for a growing variety of records and related products at the college sales level.
# These Great Artists

**Set the Pace for**

**Today's Music on Campus**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Musician</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Modern Jazz Quartet</strong></td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>World's leading chamber jazz ensemble internationally acclaimed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Charlie Byrd Trio</strong></td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>America's most popular guitarist, winner of the Playboy Jazz Poll.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Astrud Gilberto</strong></td>
<td>Verve</td>
<td>The girl from Ipanema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Joao Gilberto</strong></td>
<td>Verve</td>
<td>Brazil's creator of the bossa nova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leon Bibb</strong></td>
<td>Verve/Folkways</td>
<td>Folk-ballad artistry, among the finest singers in America today.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flip Wilson</strong></td>
<td>—Chairman of the &quot;In&quot; Crowd, Comedy star of the Johnny Carson Show.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jackie &amp; Roy</strong></td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>Swinging, Singing, Fresh Material, Fresh Presentation, Fresh...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Art Farmer Quintet</strong></td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>&quot;Now through sheer accumulating excellence, Farmer is neck and neck with Miles Davis.&quot; —Whitney Balliett, New Yorker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Joao Donato Trio</strong></td>
<td>RCA-Victor</td>
<td>Brazil's No. 1 Jazz Piano Trio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Monte Kay Artist Management**

**JACK LEWIS**

MOVIE KAY ARTIST MANAGEMENT

JACK LEWIS

200 West 57th Street, New York City 10019

Cable: MONTKAY (N.Y.)
New York University students are active browsers at the bookstore's record department.

Campus Bookstores Woo Disk Trade

By HANK FOX

Why should a college student buy records at his school's bookstore when he can go to one of the many discount houses in town?

Convenience—that's the overriding factor according to all New York's college store managers with record departments. Some of them, however, have added inducements to increase sales.

New York University's Martin Gerber says that when students come into the store for other items—books, stationery etc—they browse through other departments. "The record department is the excitement part of the store," Gerber says. "The students view records with lively interest. They're an integral part of their (the students') cultural and social lives."

Manager Lee Manning of the Columbia University Bookstore believes the students don't have the time or want to take the trouble to shop downtown for records. "Most students live on campus, making the bookstore the easiest to get to. And those who live at home can drop in between classes."

Convenience combined with a large, in-depth stock plus service are the major reasons students buy records at the City College Bookstore, according to record department manager Ken Keemer. He added that the students from the other colleges and universities in the city purchase records at CCNY. The store's $20,000 inventory is one of the largest in the country for a college store. Keemer keeps a running inventory and reorder once a week. In addition, the store has full-time employees to aid customers.

The price gap between the college stores and the discount houses has been narrowed substantially. And in many cases, the college price is lower than neighborhood retail shops. Max Schwartzseid, store manager of NYU's Uptown campus in the Bronx, emphasizes that the discount houses' slight difference in price no longer plays a role in the students purchasing habits. "Carfare alone makes the difference trivial."

At City College, the regular discount price is lower than any other store in the city. For example, $3.79 records sell for $2.59 compared with the minimum cut-rate store price of $2.79. City College, however, can compete price-wise with a discount house sale only rarely.

The discount house sale price is generally considered a "come on" for the rest of the store. "We don't have to string out bait," says Gerber. "We have our customers—40,000 students."

The rack jobber simplifies the entire procedure of servicing college stores. The jobber takes over the complete responsibility of the department.

His function is to watch sales and replenish the shelves accordingly, taking care of all stock and business transactions.

He also helps promote record sales by engaging in co-operative advertising programs through the bookstores. City College makes extensive use of the advertising program. Ads appear in the three major college papers almost on a weekly basis. New York University supplement newspaper ads with announcements over the school's AM radio station, WNYU. The rack jobber also supplies window displays which NYU's Gerber believes is a strong promotional tool.

The emergence of Collegiate Records, a national rack jobber servicing college stores exclusively, has played a vital role in the rapid growth of campus record departments (Billboard, Aug. 28, 1965). In two years, Collegiate's president, Paul Goldin, has expanded his operation to more than 250 college stores. Collegiate's pricing system enables the stores to discount its records sufficiently, thereby removing the cut-rate stores' appeal.

Thomas Forpin of Fordham University's bookstore is one of many managers who doesn't know very much about his own record department. But like the others, he's watched its dramatic rise in volume sales. Forpin says he leaves the entire de-
ONE SAINT PLUS ONE SAINT PLUS ONE SAINT PLUS ONE SAINT EQUALS

THE FOUR SAINTS

THE FOUR SAINTS travel by jet or automobile according to the demands of distance and time. They also use snowshoes, dog sleds and water skis if the need arises—for, to coin a paraphrase, neither snow, nor sleet, nor storm, nor sun deter these hardy showmen from the performance of their duly contracted engagements; and in three and a half years of professional life they have never missed a show. They have criss-crossed the United States and Canada many times to compile an impressive roster of appearances such as those listed.
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THE BIG NEW SOUND FOR '66
THE CAMPUS FAVORITE!
LIONEL HAMPTON
and his internationally renowned band

HEAR HAMP'S EXCITING NEW GROUP
"THE JAZZ INNERCIRCLE"
Also Available for Campus Dates
The Group's Newest Album Release

LIONEL HAMPTON
A TASTE OF HAMP

GH 1009 (M&S)
Newest Single

"THE INGENUE"
b/w

"BRAZILIAN SUMMER"
GH 2026

TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME
THE EXCITING LIONEL HAMPTON
THE INCOMPARABLE
ROBERTA SHERWOOD
A BRAND NEW WORLD
b/w

IT DOESN'T HURT TO SAY YOU'RE SORRY
GH 2027

Booking: Exclusively

ABC
445 Park Ave.
New York, N. Y.

GLAD-HAMP Records
165 W. 46 Street
New York, N. Y.

Everything isn't coming up roses for college stores selling records. A survey of campus stores in New York reveals that each store is faced with the same problems.

The shortage of space is by far the most critical difficulty confronting the store manager. Since his first line of responsibility is to the students and the tools of education, he must give preference to books and school supplies. Then comes stationery and clothing (school jackets, etc.).

Columbia University store manager Lee Manning strikes the core of the problem: "At registration (September and February) we must take down the record wall holders and floor bins—the very time they should be up and even expanded." During the registration (or rush) periods, store traffic is at its peak.

The limited space at other times severely cramps browsing. Says Martin Gerber of the New York University Bookstore, "Our sales varied directly with the number of titles we can display. Because the space for browser boxes is limited, we're cutting down on the number of people that can look through our stock."

Most college stores rely on the rack jobbers to handle their record inventory. This means that no personnel is at hand to advise the students on purchases. "No one in the store knows the stock," says Max Schartzseid of NYU's Bronx Campus store. "Besides, we don't have the time." City College, however, does maintain a staff, "Our full-time personnel account heavily for our strong record sales," according to Ken Keemer, record department manager. CCNY's disk sales have climbed over the $100,000 a year mark.

Pilferage is a problem in every type of store. But the New York college keeps it to a minimum by employing guards at the doors and by having customers place their belongings in coin return lockers before they enter. The record department at NYU is near the entrance, in full view of the guards and store personnel. The benefits of this are twofold because more traffic is directed in the department's direction.

However, popular music and classical sales are reported very strong. At City College, Rolling Stones, Beatles, Kinks records, together with all of the current "folk" artists sell briskly. Gerber says, "We sell the Beatles because of what they are, not as rock 'n' roll music." Of course, much of this music is considered discotheque.

Baroque music is "in" at Columbia's bookstore. The store now carries only budget classical records, but Manning says it could sell the other types just as well. In fact, he will experiment with folk, jazz and popular in March or April.

Because students must limit their expenses, budget records sales are high at all the college bookstores in the city. The high quality and wide range of performances and artists are the reasons students look with increasing favor on the budget series.

Tapes are new to the college market, but their sales are bound. NYU expanded from one small rack to a complete line when 50 tapes were sold in the first week.
One Man Show

On Campuses All Over the Country One Voice Can Be Heard: Glenn Yarbrough

Glenn Yarbrough has gone back to college for another semester but this time his only subject is song. Once again this Spring Glenn is bringing his extraordinary voice and unique style, well-known on campuses everywhere from his RCA Victor records, to students in nearly every state in the union. Each concert appearance that Glenn makes reaffirms the fact that he is, indeed, a great one man show. He's available now for your school.

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT
KRAGEN/FRITZ, INC.
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While much of the musical ferment on campus is brought about by the appearance of popular artists on the concert stage, classical music is still the backbone of the entertainment programs at most schools.

The University of California at Berkeley is no exception. As in most other schools, the contemporary music program is organized by the student body, while the classical fare is dished up by an administration committee.

Berkeley, which has one of the most ambitious classical music programs of any institution on the American collegiate scene, buys its talent through a faculty group, the Committee for Arts and Lectures.

Some 50 concerts are presented directly under CAL's auspices each year. The Committee is also charged with the responsibility of presenting to the public performances in drama, dance, films, art exhibitions, and lectures. Each function of CAL's operations is under the jurisdiction of one of the faculty members appointed to the Committee, that person serving as the chairman of his own sub-committee for the selection and presentation of the programs for which his group is responsible.

Prof. Lawrence Moe, the chairman of the Department of Music, serves as chairman also of CAL’s subcommittee for concerts. Under his leadership, and with the assistance of various members of the Music Department, CAL has been able to maintain the high level of performance which has always characterized the Committee’s programs. An effort has always been made to present the best performers available, whether from the local area or from elsewhere, in accordance with the financial conditions of the Committee’s operations.

In 1958, endowment funds were made available to assist in the support of this program. This has permitted the Committee to expand its program extensively and to encourage the performance of music which might otherwise not be heard in the area.

The emphasis in recent years has been on the inclusion in most of the campus concerts of contemporary music, and on the presentation of the less familiar compositions, as opposed to the standard repertory. Young or previously unknown artists are presented in the course of the year's offerings, with admission prices kept at 50 cents for a reserved seat. This has encouraged large audiences to attend concerts by excellent, but previously unheard musicians, and has, the Committee feels, been a step up the ladder for the establishment of these artists on the concert scene.

The current interest in Bach and baroque period, as well as in the music of earlier eras, has been supported by (Continued on page 60)
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Personal Management
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performers such as harpsichordist Ralph Kirkpatrick, a perennial Berkeley favorite, and the New York Pro Musica. This year will see the presentation of two concerts by one of Europe's leading exponents of early music, the Concentus Musicus from Vienna. Having known of this ensemble for several years, through members of the faculty who had heard the group in Europe and reported that this was "the" organization to present early music, the Committee tried for some time to encourage a visit to the United States by the ensemble.

Managers were reluctant to take the chance, and it was not until a San Francisco manager, Mariédi Anders, went to Europe and heard the group herself that an American tour was arranged. The group's tour is now sold out, with concerts also being given on five other campuses of the University of California.

The University owns a fine baroque organ, built in 1958 by Walter Holtkamp especially for the excellent concert hall on the Berkeley campus, the Alfred Hertz Memorial Hall of Music. This hall, which seats 714 on the main floor and can accommodate 180 more on the stage and in a small choir loft when the demand is great, is ideally suited to the performance of chamber music. Many musicians, after performing in the hall, have claimed it is the finest hall built in the United States since the Second World War. Professor Moe, who is also the University organist, presents several organ recitals each year (on the Holtkamp organ and on other portable organs also owned by the department), and CAL engages other organists who are on tour to perform on its concert series.

Four traditional offerings by the Spring Opera of San Francisco are given each year. Tickets are sold at low rates (a student may have a luxurious box seat for only $4—other tickets may be purchased for as low as $2), and bus transportation is provided for those who want it, direct from the campus to the San Francisco Opera House and back.

The University owns a fine baroque organ, built in 1958 by Walter Holtkamp especially for the excellent concert hall on the Berkeley campus, the Alfred Hertz Memorial Hall of Music. This hall, which seats 714 on the main floor and can accommodate 180 more on the stage and in a small choir loft when the demand is great, is ideally suited to the performance of chamber music. Many musicians, after performing in the hall, have claimed it is the finest hall built in the United States since the Second World War. Professor Moe, who is also the University organist, presents several organ recitals each year (on the Holtkamp organ and on other portable organs also owned by the department), and CAL engages other organists who are on tour to perform on its concert series.

A traditional offering of CAL to the University community has been the performance each fall of an opera presented by the San Francisco Opera Company in the University's Hearst Greek Theatre, an outdoor amphitheater on the campus, which seats approximately 7,500. The performances are almost always sold out, and many patrons take this opportunity, with the customary aid of California's warm Octobers, to bring lunches and cold drinks to enjoy an informal, pleasant afternoon in the sun. This season the opera presented was "Lohengrin," starring Hildegard Hillebrecht, Annamaria Bessel, Jess Thomas, and others.

To give the students an opportunity to see an opera in the more traditional setting of the San Francisco Opera House, the Committee has also for several years, with assistance from the Associated Students, bought out one performance by the Spring Opera of San Francisco. Tickets are sold at low rates (a student may have a luxurious box seat for only $4—other tickets may be purchased for as low as $2), and bus transportation is provided for those who want it, direct from the campus to the San Francisco Opera House and back.

Chamber operas have been performed successfully in Hertz Hall, although it does not have the usual stage accoutrements for dramatic offerings. Last season saw the world premiere in the hall of an opera, "Three Against Christmas," by Andrew Imbrie, a composer and professor in the Department of Music.

The only satisfactory concert houses on the campus at the present time are Hertz Hall and the Hearst Greek Theatre (which has remarkably good acoustics). However, construction is now under way on a new building which will include a 2,000-seat auditorium and a 500-seat theater.

Events of major importance, such as a concert by Sviatoslav Richter or Joan Baez, will still have to be given in the gymnasium, as they are now. But the new facility, to be completed in time for the University's centennial celebration in 1968, will greatly assist the Committee in the presentation of the finest music to its students, faculty and the community.
THE BOBBY FULLER FOUR IS WHAT'S HAPPENING

FOR BOOKINGS CONTACT
G.A.C., BEVERLY HILLS,
CHICAGO, NEW YORK, LONDON

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT:
STARS OF TOMORROW, INC.
6277 Selma Avenue
Hollywood, California
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Operating on the theory that it takes a pro to deal with a pro, Ken Roberts, a youthful Seton Hall University graduate, has set up a thriving business staging college concerts and representing colleges in their dealings with talent managers and booking agents.

While a student at Seton Hall, Roberts observed that the student representative often lacked the background to produce a college concert and that he was handicapped by inexperience in dealing with show business professionals.

When Roberts was graduated from Seton Hall three years ago, he got a job as a page boy with NBC and later joined the staff of a New York advertising agency. While at the agency he dealt with recording artists and their managers and got his basic education in the world of show business.

Two years ago Roberts decided he was competent to represent colleges in their dealings with talent executives and capable of staging shows.

His first entree was through a friend who was a cadet at the United States Military Academy. West Point's Dialectics Society had encountered problems in staging shows, and Roberts offered to handle all production and negotiations for a specified number of concerts.

Currently, Roberts' firm, University Concert Productions, handles some or all of the concerts for Seton Hall, the Dialectics Society of West Point, Jersey City State College, the University of Maryland, Caldwell College (N. J.), the College of Notre Dame (Md.), the College of New Rochelle (N. Y.) and New York State University at Farmingdale.

He makes sure the colleges do their part in providing the proper facilities for the artists. For example, here's the list of requirements for a Womenfolk concert:

1. Three microphones with stands.
2. Two movable spotlights (multicolored).
3. One music stand and light.
4. One dressing room with mirrors.
5. Operators for lights and sound equipment.
6. Auditorium must be available at least two hours before performance.
7. Operator for curtain (if stage has curtain).
8. Twelve bottles of Coke during intermission.
9. One table near the stage.
10. Two persons to assist during, before and after the performance.

Not listed among the requirements for The Womenfolk is an ironing board, but Roberts manages to get one at each college concert. The girls play a lot of college one-nighters and iron their clothes whenever they get the chance.

Roberts has also produced Sammy Davis, Trini Lopez, Harry Belafonte, Victor Borge and Dick Gregory shows.

He generally works with the college administration or the director of student affairs, examines the talent budget, consults with the officials on the talent, negotiates with the booking agent, and takes care of the production details. He is paid either by a flat per concert fee or by an annual retainer.

Roberts also handles the advertising and promotion for the concerts.

Both the colleges and the artists come out ahead on the arrangement, according to Roberts. He points out that for his fee, he negotiates a good deal for the school and takes care of production details which might cause a headache for the college administration. The artist is assured that the concert will be performed under professional conditions with a minimum of hitches. And the booking agent knows he is dealing with a professional and that the financial arrangements will be spelled out clearly.
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Don’t Neglect the Details

Most contracts between booking agents and college organizations contain riders with technical specifications for the concert. According to Ken Kragan, head of Kragan/Fritz, a personal management firm, many school officials, in their zeal to get a good turnout for the concert, often put off until the last minute the fulfillment of the rider conditions.

Kragan complains that often school officials will not even read the rider before signing the contract. When it is too late they learn that they have made commitments which they cannot keep.

In order to forestall staging, lighting and sound problems, a Kragan/Fritz representative either visits or telephones the school official before the concert and carefully explains all the staging details.

But, Kragan added, “Sometimes even after a personal visit or call, the things we request are not taken care of. I think many students and their advisors become so concerned with the very real problem of insuring a good turnout so as not to lose money on a program that they neglect or leave to the last minute the problem of providing the best possible show for those who do attend.

“It is important for schools to realize that with major artists such as the Smothers Brothers and Glenn Yarbrough, the conditions under which the program is presented is every bit as important as the monies which they earn. Good sound, lighting and staging can prompt an artist not only to return to the school himself, but to speak favorably of the facilities to others in the business.

“A bad technical set-up, on the other hand, lessens the audience’s enjoyment of the program, and, in fact, has a detrimental effect on attendance at future concerts put on by the school.”

Kragan cites some of the more common failings by colleges in the staging of concerts. They are:

1. Using a sound system designed for announcements at sporting events, but never for music.
2. Deviating from the lighting specifications without checking to determine if the substitute system

MUSIC ASSOCIATES proudly presents
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INTRODUCING THE NEWEST AND HOTTEST COLLEGE VOCAL ATTRACTION, "THE COVENTRY LADS"
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THE SERENDIPITY SINGERS

Over 187 Sold Out College Dates in 1965.
Major Television Appearances Every Month in 1966.

THE BITTER END SINGERS

"You'll love them. The joint jumps with vitality. They are utterly irresistible."—Variety

Coming up in April: 27 College Concerts in 30 Days

THE WOMENFOLK

"It's all there—power, humour and light touch. A fresh, exciting, thrilling act!"—Variety

TV SHOWS: Red Skelton; Ed Sullivan; Bell Telephone Hour; Tonight Show; Hullabaloo; Today, and others plus college concerts.
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will provide the proper quality lighting.
3. Failing to provide dressing room privacy and easy accessibility to bathrooms.
4. Giving long-winded introductions to the artists or adding another act to the program without permission of the artist or his representative.
5. Taping the concert without permission of the artist or his representative.
6. Not being able to make a complete and reliable settlement of the monies owed the artist on the evening of the performance.

In addition to meeting the staging requirements, the college can do a lot to make the artist's stay a happier one. A car to meet the artist at the airport, flowers, sandwiches, coffee and soft drinks in the dressing room, and a scrapbook showing the promotion and publicity done for the date—all these actions cost little and are appreciated by the artist.

From Kragan's viewpoint, the big problem in dealing with colleges is that the student representative rarely has experience in staging and promoting a show, and that once he acquires this experience he is usually graduated.

The Pacific Northwest's best . . . fresh, exciting talent: THE WAILERS ("Tall Cool One," "Mashi" and rising "Out of Our Tree") HAWK & THE RANDELAS (from Walla Walla, Wash.) A solid-sounding show group with popular Jeff Hawk . . . current release, "Rolling Stone Blues" . . . THE GALAXIES, sound as no other R & B band, features classical Bob Lowery . . . current release, "I Who Have Nothing."

HAWK & The Randelos

The GALAXIES

FOR COLLEGE BOOKINGS

Contact Personal Management:
BARRIE R. JACKSON
A.C. 206—SK 2-6636
P.O. Box 682
Tacoma, Washington
'KING OF THE ROAD'

ROGER MILLER

ROGER MILLER COLLEGE TOUR:
MARCH 10-11 — DRAKE UNIVERSITY, Des Moines, Ia.
MARCH 12 — UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, Columbia, Mo.
MARCH 13 — CENTRAL MISSOURI STATE, Warrensburg, Mo.
MARCH 15 — EAST ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, Charleston, Ill.
MARCH 16 — BUTLER UNIVERSITY, Indianapolis, Ind.
MARCH 17 — NOTRE DAME, South Bend, Ind.
MARCH 18 — WEST MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY, Kalamazoo, Mich.
MARCH 19 — UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE, Louisville, Ky.
MARCH 20 — OLD DOMINION COLLEGE, Norfolk, Va.
MARCH 21 — RICHMOND PROFESSIONAL INSTITUTE, Richmond, Va.
MARCH 23 — UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, Columbia, S. C.
MARCH 24 — UNIVERSITY OF JACKSONVILLE, Jacksonville, Fla.
MARCH 25 — FLORIDA STATE, Tallahassee, Fla.
MARCH 26 — UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, Coral Gables, Fla.
MARCH 27 — UNIVERSITY OF TAMPA, Tampa, Fla.
MARCH 28 — CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, Clemson, S. C.
MARCH 29 — UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, Chapel Hill, N. C.
MARCH 30 — COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, N. Y. C.
APRIL 1 — UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, College Park, Md.
APRIL 2 — NAVAL ACADEMY, Annapolis, Md.
APRIL 3 — PENN STATE, University Park, Pa.

Current Single
"HUSBANDS AND WIVES"

Current Album
"WORDS AND MUSIC BY ROGER MILLER"

BOOKING:
GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION
600 Madison Avenue, N. Y.
9025 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills
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Color Bar Drops on Dixie Campuses

Southern colleges and universities are no longer forbidden territory for colored pop artists. While Negro classical artists and jazz greats have been playing concerts in major Southern cities for many years, the pop breakthrough on campus is of recent vintage.

The Ramsey Lewis Trio, Cadet group which started in jazz and more recently has been selling big in pop, is a case in point. When the group began playing the college circuit a couple of years ago, the itinerary covered only Northern schools and colored colleges in the South.

However the 1965-1966 schedule calls for appearances in the University of North Carolina and Davidson in North Carolina, and Morehead State College in Kentucky.

John Levy, who manages the group, added that overtures had been made by such deep South schools as the University of Mississippi and the University of Alabama, but that they had been turned down because of scheduling conflicts.

The Ramsey Lewis Trio will seek more Southern college dates for 1966-1967, and will appear at the annual meeting of the Southern Universities Student Government Association, which block books for most of the major colleges in the deep South. The meetings are set for New Orleans, March 20-23. While in New Orleans, the group will play in Al Hirt’s bistro.

The Trio, which books through Associated Booking, usually works on a guarantee of from $2,500 to $3,000, with 50-60 per cent of the gross over the guarantee.

Logistics are fairly simple. Only four men travel—the Trio and Mike Levy, road manager and son of John Levy. Transportation is by air, with a station wagon rented at the airport. The only problem is with the piano. The Trio insists on a Steinway, and if the school doesn’t have one it must ship one in for the concert.
HAPPINESS IS RAY CONNIFF

HIS ORCHESTRA
HIS CHORUS
HIS SOUND

I'LL SEE YOU IN PERSON ON CAMPUS IN 1967

BOOKING NOW, Contact: RAY ROVIN
8375 Fountain Ave. Los Angeles 90069 Cal.
Phone area code 213—OL 4-2583
Paper agents are causing their share of problems for the Lettermen. The Capitol Records artists, with 175 college dates in the 1965-66 season, book through William Morris. When the school deals directly with the Morris office, the concert arrangements generally go smoothly. But when a local booker buys the act for the school, the trouble often begins.

For example, the William Morris contract with the paper agent will call for a piano. But the paper agent’s contract with the school will make no mention of the piano.

Hence, when the Lettermen show up for the concert and find no piano, a complaint to the student in charge of the concert will prove fruitless. The student will merely whip out his contract and challenge them to show the clause requiring a piano.

Another mix-up occurs when the group is asked to perform between dance sets, as called for in the paper agent’s contract with the school.

The Lettermen feel they have reached the stage in their professional career where they are more than a dance-break act. Their format is two 45-minute segments, and they adhere to that format.

Another sour taste left by paper agents is the overcharge. They will buy the act for the going rate, then make their profit by adding on to that rate. The school ends up by overpaying and begins to wonder if it can afford that kind of talent.

Even when the terms of the concert are clearly understood, snafus often occur. One such snafu happened at a large university, which shall be unnamed. The contract called for “The Lettermen, 100 per cent type,” in the concert stage billing.

When the group arrived on stage it was greeted by this sign—"The Lettermen, 100 Per Cent Type."

But it isn’t all problems for the Lettermen on the campus circuit. This year the group is the focal point for a Capitol Records contest, with first prize a year’s full tuition at college.

Contestants must complete the following sentence in 50 words or less:

“I think the Lettermen are today’s No. 1 college recording group because...”

Instructions are on a special sticker on the cover of each new Lettermen album. Contestants can mail their entries to: Lettermen Tuition Contest, 1750 N. Vine Street, Hollywood, Calif. 90028. The contest closes on May 31.

Window streamers are co-op advertisements placed in college markets throughout the nation.

The Lettermen contest/promotion is only one of many college-oriented campaigns by Capitol. In the past few years, Capitol has also pioneered many other approaches including free bookcovers (the inside of the cover is used to plug album product) which have been highly successful. Last September, Capitol offered a special “Pop-art” bookcover and tied it in with a national caption contest.

When dealing with the college market, it is important to come up with something unique. College students are stopped by the unusual, not the routine. An example of this was the questionnaire on “Is Our Society Going to Pot,” which went out in the form of an ad-pad in support of the recent comedy effort by Art Buchwald, “Sex and the College Boy.” It contained such questions as “The majority of college men believe in chastity—true or false?” Among others:

Pennants for window display; “Go Capitol” megaphones made out of orange juice cartons; “BMOC” (“Big Music on Campus”) programs featuring athletic stars posing in BMOC sweatshirts, and combination packing/display cases such as the one sent out a few years ago that made up into a football field and held album covers.
"Where the Action Is"

PAUL REVERE &
THE RAIDERS

College "Kicks" for '66
ANATOMY OF A COLLEGE CONCERT

Blood, Sweat, Tears - and Time

By DAVID L. BIEBER

Last Oct. 23, some 5,800 students and alumni of Ohio's Kent State University jammed Memorial Gymnasium to hear Nancy Wilson and the Les Elgart Orchestra. Few persons in the Homecoming crowd were aware of the months of preparation which went into bringing this top talent to campus.

It all began on April 7, when Student Chairman Duane Herchler and nine other members of the Major Events Policy Committee met to discuss the Homecoming entertainment program.

The Committee approached the entertainment selection fully aware that a $14,000 budget was available and contemporary performers were desired. Thus, theme and budget were correlated with type of performer, and the specific task of booking began.

As negotiations and correspondence commenced between various talent agents and Dr. James Fox, director of student activities, Jackie Weygandt, chairman of Homecoming activities screened, selected and organized students for participation in the eight subcommittees, including concert, publicity, decorations and arrangements.

The June 2 meeting of the committee brought the announcement that the Homecoming entertainment had been secured, and thus, one week previous to summer vacation, Miss Wilson and Elgart had been signed.

Meanwhile the various subcommittees had already begun to function, planning and preparing in a general manner for the concert.

Memorial Gymnasium, Kent State's largest hall, had been guaranteed for the date, promotional plans were initiated, and summer correspondence between members was outlined.

Summer vacation didn't halt the activities of the Homecoming committee, as student communication continued through the mail, and details such as posters, tickets and ticket mailing lists were ironed out.

By October, Nancy Wilson posters blanketed the campus in key student areas and were prominently displayed in all campus dormitories and buildings.

Tickets, scaled at $3, $2.50 and $1.50, went on sale October 11, but by October 18, only 1,600 $1.50 seats remained. Two days later, even these lower priced tickets were unavailable.

Promotional activities in connection with the concert were undertaken not only by the Major Events and Homecoming committees, but also with the assistance of various other campus agencies and local city businessmen. One primary news medium was The Daily Kent Stater, the campus newspaper.

Although the concert wasn't scheduled until October 23, on Tuesday, September 28, an early front page Stater story noted background information about Miss Wilson and carried a picture of the singer.

The Homecoming Publicity subcommittee ran promotional advertisements for the concert, including ticket prices and place of purchase, concert time and location, and a photo of an exuberant Miss Wilson, forecasting the scene to be at Memorial Gymnasium.

The Stater also ran a small announcement early in the week of the concert, noting that only a few tickets were still available.

Further information came on Friday, October 22, when Miss Wilson again captured the top half of the Stater's front page, in story and in photo.

Meanwhile, Record World, a Kent record store, began to promote Nancy Wilson albums as an indirect tie-in with the concert.

The store ran an ad in the Stater emphasizing the fact that because of Miss Wilson's appearance on campus, all of her album selections in the store were reduced by 33 1/3 per cent for one week previous to and one week after the concert.

Thus, through this special record sale, Nancy Wilson's name again came before the public eye.

Radio Station WKNT-AM was also helpful in making the public aware of KSU's role in providing entertainment for the students.

For the Nancy Wilson performance, the station made spot announcements of the concert on the 1 to 1:15 p.m. program, "Club News and Campus Events." These brief spotlights were aired for 10 days before the concert.

Not to be overlooked is WKSU-AM-FM, the Kent State University radio stations, both of which played integral parts in promoting Nancy Wilson's appearance.

The stations mentioned her appearance on campus once an hour for one week previous to the performance.

In addition, WKSU-AM played two selections from "Gentle Is My Love," at the time Miss Wilson's latest album release, every evening during the seven broadcasting nights before the show.

Following the concert, Rich Phoenix, a student disk jockey, conducted a 15-minute interview with Miss Wilson, which was presented on the air on Wednesday, October 27, on WKSU-FM.

Although the concert was over, those who listened to the show were reminded that the Major Events committee had made all the festivities possible, and thus, the organization's image was greatly enhanced.

The Major Events committee derives funds from the University in the form of a budget allowance, which is $16,000 this year. This sum is primarily a cushion to cover any deficits arising due to unexpected expenses or a poor financial showing at the box office.

The $16,000 is additional to the funds used to pay the performers and meet general expenses. For example, the committee may actually spend $65,000 for four concerts this year, yet never touch the $16,000 expense reserve if the concert receipts balance the outlay of cash.

While the sellout Wilson-Elgart show took in $10,000 from ticket sales, the Homecoming entourage received $11,000 (Nancy Wilson, $7,500, and the Les Elgart Orchestra, $3,500) and general expenses, including publicity, printing, labor, gymnasium rental and sound and lighting equipment, were $3,000 for $14,000 total cost of the concert.

The deficit was subtracted from the "cushion" fund, specifically established for such concert losses.

However, $2,000 was added to the fund in November when Robert Goulet profitably performed on campus, so in actuality, the committee is prudently channeling student funds toward student entertainment and sustaining itself as well.
The College Favorite
Johnny Mathis

New Single Release
"Glass Mountain"
B/W "Moment To Moment"
#72539

Produced by
GLOBAL RECORDS
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ACU Clearing House

Six area clearing houses which enable colleges to check up on the performances of booking agents have been set up by the artists representatives committee of the Association of College Unions.

ACU, with some 700 members, represents most of the leading colleges and universities in the country.

The clearing house, according to Hans Hopf, head of the artists representatives committee, works like this: Each school gathers information about each college concert, the name of the performer, name of the agent, financial arrangements, performance of the agent in keeping his commitments, and other pertinent details.

When the file on the performance is filled out, the college administrator sends it to the nearest clearing house, where it is filed and made available to other ACU members.

When an ACU member is approached by a booker, he checks with the clearing house and discovers whether the school has had any trouble with the agent.

The clearing house has been in operation since October, and in several occasions it has prevented many a school from making a mistake.

This year ACU meets March 20-23 at the Roosevelt Hotel in New Orleans, with Tulane University as the host. Leading booking agencies and talent managers will be on hand to line up college dates.

On the agenda for the meeting are sessions on artist contracts and relationships with artists representatives.
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Mr. Sid Garris
Greif-Garris Management
8467 Beverly Boulevard
Los Angeles, Calif. 90048

Dear Mr. Garris:

The appearance last Saturday (February 12, 1966) of the New Christy Minstrels at the University of Cincinnati was a "smash" success. On behalf of our students who planned the Concert and myself I would like to thank the Greif-Garris Management, Mr. Singer and the Christys for the fine cooperation we had.

Planning and executing a field house concert "in the round" presented many unusual problems -- the Minstrels handled all of these as true professionals. They were most generous with their time outside of the performance and all of us are glad we got to know them.

Our record breaking audience of over 4,000 enjoyed every minute of the show...the applause is still being heard on our campus.

We hope to see the New Christy Minstrels return to Cincinnati very soon!

Sincerely,

Barry Zelikovsky
Program Director

P.S. As soon as our photographs are ready, I would like to send you some taken during their concert here.

cc: Mr. Marty Singer

Personal Management:
GREIF-GARRIS
Greif-Garris Bldg.
8467 Beverly Blvd., L. A. 90048

Recording exclusively
ASHLEY FAMOUS AGENCY
New York
Beverly Hills
Columbia
Alexander Observes the College Scene

By PAUL ACKERMAN

“Schools in recent years have increased their talent budgets tremendously. It is not uncommon for a college to spend three to five thousand dollars for a big pop or rock and roll act. This expanded talent budget derives from the great enlargement of student enrollment.”

This is the view of Willard Alexander, head of the Willard Alexander Agency and for 30 years one of the best known and most astute observers of the show business scene.

Alexander views the present music business as reflecting the sociology and mores of present-day life. Much of our music today, he feels, is indicative of a lack of discipline and disregard for tradition; and this has its roots in—and is directly tied to—a lack of discipline among young people generally. Alexander nevertheless presents the thesis that it is wrong to “put down” the youthful, despite their lack of discipline. Here’s his view:

“I am for them. This is where ideas and fresh thinking comes from. But we must try to preserve a balance which would preserve the best of the old while encouraging the new.”

One of the key areas for the preservation and maintenance of such a balance is the college, where, according to Alexander:

“The faculty advisers and deans should hold fast to such traditions as the senior and junior proms, and other highlights of the season... and this would in no way demean the hootenanny or any other musical form or type of entertainment.”

Many deans and faculty people do manage to maintain a balance, although some, according to Alexander, give way to undisciplined demands of youngsters. “A student,” he said, “cannot know all the answers... How can he know about caviar if he never tasted caviar?... Therefore, the school authorities who are influential in buying talent should be aware of tradition while at the same time they encourage the best of the new trends.”

Alexander predicted that at upcoming educational conventions and conferences sentiment in favor of maintaining a balance would be noticeable. “We must watch this very closely,” he said.

The importance of records to the college market was stressed by Alexander. He said: “Anything—or any act—which is popular on records has a good chance to do well in schools, either at dances or concerts.” The record manufacturer therefore—in Alexander’s view—has a cultural obligation to expose various types of product.

And the implementation of such a cultural obligation would, in the end, prove good business, according to Alexander. An example, he feels, is the area of big bands.

The big band sound, he believes, is not dead. “It has given way, the past 10 to 15 years, to folk and rock and roll in various derived forms. These are the dominant forms.” The reason for this dominance, Alexander feels, is the paucity of band exposure by record labels. He amplifies this thesis by stating that 12 to 14 years ago a preponderance of key A&R men tended to record vocalists rather than bands. The young audience therefore had fewer bands to listen to.

“Despite this,” says Alexander, “Count Basie is in demand for concerts and jazz dates at colleges; and the Glenn Miller Orchestra is still the biggest seller of commercial dance music; and Les and Larry Elgart are big at colleges. And these all record,” Alexander added.

He pointed out that Si Zentner, a relatively new band developed the past several years, is loved by the students but not yet by the mass public. Zentner too gets top money at colleges.

“All this proves,” says Alexander, “that bands can make it in colleges; and that the bands can come back... but the trick is to get adequate exposure on records.”

These bands, Alexander added, are not doing anything new... just as folk music is not new... and just as rock and roll is not new in that it is derived from the blues.

“To paraphrase the old French expression,” said Alexander: “The more things change the more they are the same.”

He concluded: “The young people will go for exciting music... but the record labels must help.”

Quincy Jones, center, talks over the college scene with Jack Tracy, left, Mercury A&R man, and Willard Alexander.
Back in the days when I was at Indiana University, I witnessed something called Hoosier Hysteria. It takes over a crowd at a basketball game, turning it into a raving, roaring, stomping, blissful mass of maniacs. Once seen, it is never forgotten.

That same kind of benevolent bedlam prevailed at the Back Porch Majority's opening at Taylor's Supper Club Monday night. Maybe you could call it BPM Madness.

Whatever you call it, everybody — including the entertainers — felt it, like a double shot of adrenalin straight to the bloodstream.

The Sparkle of commercial folk music got not one — but two — screaming standing ovations. They would have gotten more if the fans hadn't packed the place so tightly there wasn't room to push chairs back from the tables to stand up to cheer.

AS IT WAS, the audience had to be content with applauding until hands were raw, yelling until voices faded to whispers, and beating backs of complete strangers to declare "They're too much!" "They're out of sight!" "They're sensational!"

And that they were. Those of us who have become BPM addicts on their three previous trips to Taylor's would have sworn the four guys and three girls couldn't get much better. But they have.

Now they're so polished, so hard driving, so dynamic they have to be ranked among the top club acts in the country.

Easiest thing to pinpoint about the new look is that now all seven are always "up." Before, just four — Mike Crowley, Karen Brain, Mike Clough and Ellen Whalen — were radiating a show within a show.

NOW THE OTHER three — Denny Brooks, Linda Carey and Kin Vasty — have developed their own subtleties that turn the whole thing into a 7-ring circus (it gets to be frustrating because you know that no matter who you watch you're missing something great somewhere else!).

There's all kinds of fresh material this time around, some of it from the "That's the Way It's Going to Be" Epic album to be released in a couple weeks.

"Take a Little Bird" has a lovely Latin flavor, "Julie Ann" owes a lot to bluegrass, and "He Was a Friend of Mine" borders on gospel. "The Santa Fe Free Line" is a hard driving number that gives rag mop-topped Mike Clough a chance to prove he can sing as well as he clowns (and that's saying something) while "Natural Man" is sure to bring Kinny thunderous applause to blush by.

Bonus for the faithful who stayed on for the third show Monday was a rare solo by emcee Denny Brooks. His rendition of "La Quince Brigada," in Spanish, complete with notes held from now until Tuesday, was a poignant tribute to the Spanish Civil War. It's not the usual BPM kind of thing but it was one of the high points of an evening already bursting with triumphes.

It was unlike anything I've ever seen in a club before!
BOSTON DEALERS IGNORE B.U. CONCERTS

By GARY A. KRAUT

Record dealers in college areas can not expect to freeload on personal appearances of top record acts on campus. That's the gist of a 15-month study at Boston University, with a total enrollment of 28,000.

The study disclosed that performers' albums showed negligible increased sales after campus appearances. And the study also disclosed that record dealers are usually unaware of upcoming college concerts, that not one window poster appeared prior to 10 concerts studied, and that not one local record store took tie-in advertising in the BU News.

During the 1964-1965 academic year, Boston University made its debut as a pop talent showcase. On Oct. 13, the Ford Car-A-Van, featuring George Shearing and the Serendipity Singers, appeared at 2,300-seat Sargent Gymnasium — the University's largest concert facility. Response was excellent and the University, guided by Program Director Richard Joaquim and an enthusiastic student music committee, launched an impressive first year schedule of musical attractions.

The Dave Brubeck Quartet packed Sargent Gym on Nov. 14. The Herbie Mann Octet entertained on Feb. 20 and on May 7 the Shirelles teamed with Junior Walker and the Allstars and the Remains to wind up the musical year.

This year's concert schedule opened on Oct. 16 with Little Stevie Wonder and the Chrystals performing under the auspices of the Inter-Fraternity Council. Two weeks later, the Stan Getz Quartet filled every seat in the bandbox gymnasium.

Two weeks before each concert, local record dealers were telephoned, informed of the personal appearance and requested to count or approximate the number of LP's in their stock recorded by the upcoming attraction.

One week after the concert, dealers were contacted and asked if the personal appearance produced any sales activity of the artists' recordings. Ten acts were studied in this manner. Once a dealer replied that he had increased sales as a direct result of the concert — he moved seven LP's. On no other occasion did a dealer sell more than three or four albums because of a campus concert. More than 50 per cent of the time dealers replied "no action."

Outlets participating in the survey frequently include Mosher Music Company, Book Clearing House, Radio Shack, Fisher Music Company. Others who contributed include the Harvard Coop, College Music Shop, Briggs and Briggs, Mass Records and Big John's Oldies But Goodies Land.

Records are not sold on the BU campus. The closest dealer, Radio Shack, across the street from mid-campus, reported no sales stimulation because of personal appearances.

Most dormitory residents at BU come from areas served by discount giants like Korvette's and Alexander's. They are accustomed to paying cut rates for records and resent the comparatively high prices charged by most Boston dealers, especially the smaller outlets. Therefore, many students spend their record dollar in their hometowns.

Boston discount giants like Jordan Marsh and City Mart have about the lowest prices in town but must be reached by subway. Forty or 60-cent roundtrip subway fares, plus the nuisance of crowded and time-consuming public transportation, discourages the potential buyer with $5 to spend. Those who own automobiles are discouraged by traffic and parking fees.

Colleges located some distance from the nearest metropolis usually have dealers catering almost exclusively to collegiate trade. But city college students can buy at a host of outlets, none of which survive on student business and therefore fail to cater to student trade.

Possibly most important, the city dweller has a choice of concerts to attend on any Friday or Saturday night. The appearance of a major attraction on campus does not interest him as much as if there were no other diversions.

Less impressed with the availability of top-notch talent, the city student forgets a memorable performance quicker than his counterpart 60 miles out of town who awaited the concert for weeks and did not have to decide whether to attend the campus show or one of nine others in town at the same time. Following a personal appearance, the on-campus dealer is more likely to experience a run on the artists' product than the mid-city retailer.

Like many other large urban schools Boston University is consistently booking top talent for student concerts. The student market is immense. Perhaps city dealers should pay closer attention to what is happening on the nearby campus.
YOUR CAMPUS CONCERT SEASON A LITTLE STIFF?

LOosen up
AND SWING WITH

THE 4 SEASONS

WORKING MY WAY BACK TO YOU
PHM 200-201/PHS 600-201
Featuring Working My Way Back To You and eleven other new hits.

THE 4 SEASONS' GOLD VAULT OF HITS
PHM 200-195/PHS 600-195
Featuring Let's Hang On • Rag Doll • Dawn and other hits.

THE 4 SEASONS SING BIG HITS
BY BURT BACHARACH • HAI DAVID • BOB DYLAN
PHM 200-193/PHS 400-193
Featuring Don't Think Twice • Mr. Tambourine Man • Like A Rolling Stone and nine more.

THE 4 SEASONS ENTERTAIN YOU
PHM 200-164/PHS 600-164
Featuring Bye Bye Baby • Big Man In Town • Show Girl and nine other hits.

RAG DOLL
Featuring Rag Doll • Ronnie • Save It For Me and nine others.

BORN TO WANDER
Featuring Born To Wander • Where Have All The Flowers Gone • Cry Myself To Sleep • Silence Is Golden and eight other favorites.

DAWN (GO AWAY)
Featuring Dawn (Go Away) • Big Man's World • Earth Angel • Breaking Up Is Hard To Do and eight others.

THEM THEY'RE AT YOUR FAVORITE RECORD STORE ON

PHILIPS RECORDS

One world of music on one great label

DIRECTION: 4 SEASONS MANAGEMENT CORP.
1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y.
(212) 564-5476

BOOKING: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY INC.
1740 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y.
(212) 586-5100
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Finding the right entertainers to perform in concert at Villanova University has become almost a science.

Realizing that musical tastes change as a student grows older, Senior Class President Jim Griffin ran on a platform last spring which promised to poll students at the Pennsylvania school on their preference of talent for Senior Weekend in Spring 1966. He won the election and now other class presidents have imitated his polling technique.

Evidence of the change of taste from class to class is given by the results of the voting. The Sophomore Class had popular rock and rollers, the Four Seasons, for their concert.

The Junior Class has just entered into a contract with the Kingston Trio for Junior Week in May and Griffin's own Seniors are now attempting to sign Peter Nero or some similar instrumental middle-road act.

In addition to the poll, which was mailed to each of the 900 members of the Class of 1966, the class officers made use of the musical expertise of the staff of campus radio Station WWVU and several features of Billboard.

Since September they have been studying album sales charts in Billboard. Griffin has been aware of the importance of album sales as an indicator of young adult tastes since the 1965 Campus Edition of Billboard pointed this out. The latest addition to the formula is the weekly roundup of college concerts now printed in Billboard.

"I'm really amazed that the magazine is as candid as it is," says Griffin. "Telling us which acts bomb and especially noting those entertainers who are not co-operative with college promoters is a tremendous aid in programming our concerts," he continues.

After the polls are tabulated and compared with the charts and reviews, a preliminary list of acts is drawn up and approved by the class officers and a sub-committee of the class steering committee.

Booking agents are contacted at least five months ahead of the concert date to see what acts are available and to check on costs. If an agent is talked to far enough ahead of time, a group can often plan a whole tour around a Villanova appearance since the campus is located about 15 miles from 20 other colleges. At the same time the agent can tell you if a second act is available for the same night to perform as part two to a twin bill. Villanova has frequently been able to get an act which would otherwise be sitting out a night to come at a reduced rate.

Selling out is usually no problem in Villanova's 4,000-seat Field House for the concerts are usually an integral part of a well planned weekend sponsored either by a class or the Student Government Association. With this in mind those sponsoring the performance usually attempt to bargain with the booking agent for the lowest possible percentage of the gate.

Making arrangements far in advance puts the college in a better position here too, for rates naturally go up as an act increases in popularity. The ability to spot on-campus acclaim for talent before his rates go up will give the school a better deal. Reviews of other college concerts are especially helpful here.

Of course, many times the artist selected by the poll is unavailable or simply too expensive. Barbra Streisand scored very well in the Class of 1966 poll this winter, but her one performance rate is quoted in five figures, more than any artist is worth at most colleges, if for no other reason than inadequacy of seating capacity.

Nevertheless, the poll gives an excellent indication of the type of entertainment the student wants.

With the general acceptance of the research method of selecting acts, Griffin has agreed to place the material he has gathered on file in the Student Government office and WWVU will continue to contribute information from Billboard. Regular mailing list material from booking agents will be added to form a master file of concert information for use by all Villanova promoters.
JOSEPH G. GLASER, PRESIDENT
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By HAROLD BOB

“Hey Rich, do you think we can do a Folk Festival at U.B.?”
“No.”
“Well let’s try it anyway!”

From two friends reading last year’s Billboard on Campus issue an idea was born that grew into the University of Buffalo’s First Annual Folk Festival. (Artie) Kohn and (Rich) Lawrence, emcees of a folk program on the student radio station, WBFO, were determined to create a weekend permeated with the spirit of folk music.

After getting the sponsorship of Union Board, they began immediately to set plans for the Festival to be held the following fall. Using the Billboard campus issue as a guide, they contacted various agents. The committee wanted to bring in a broad base of folk talent and to create more than just a formal concert atmosphere.

After calling Herb Gart and Art Gorson several times, they were finally able to schedule Buffy Sainte-Marie and the Greenbriar Boys for a concert on Friday night, Oct. 1, and Phil Ochs and Eric Anderson for Saturday night, Oct. 2. Through Matty Greenhill from Folklore in Boston, Rev. Gary Davis was added for the Saturday program to contrast the new generation’s rising artists.

The contracts were all signed early in June so that work for the Festival could continue over the summer.

When Kohn left U.B., his place as committee co-chairman was taken by Frima Weisbrot, but his influence continued on page 86.
"It's the most complete and knowing reference work for the music and record industry that I've ever encountered."

Review by D. Cerulli, Music Business

"For an industry as vast and complex as the music business with its daily barrage of legal problems, I know of nothing more welcome or needed than the authoritative guidance provided by THIS BUSINESS OF MUSIC."

John K. Maitland, President
Warner Bros. Records, Inc.

FOR COLLEGE LAW, MUSIC AND BUSINESS INSTRUCTORS

... and for anyone in or dealing with any aspect of the professional music world...

Here is a vital new volume destined to become "as basic and indispensable a tool for the music industry as the dictionary is for the writing profession"

$12.50 per copy – 420 pages – 6½ x 9¼

Twenty-nine all-encompassing chapters of detailed information on everything from artist contracts to frozen funds in foreign record deals... from rights of privacy to musical commercials... from taxation and capital gains to the cost of a demo.

In addition, over 190 pages of forms and appendixes supply working samples of contracts, licenses, writer and publisher applications, agreements and payment formulas as well as verbatim texts of copyright statutes and regulations.

"... it should surely become a standard work of reference on the shelves of anyone whose business is American or European music."

Review in Record Retailer, England

"No one in the music business should be without this book close at hand."

Dave Kapralik, General Manager
April Blackwood Publishing Co.

"... and exhaustive tome on the workings of the industry, explaining the rights and obligations of those participating in it. It has the answers to millions of tricky music business questions."

Review by A.G., New Musical Express, England

"This book is bound to find its way into the library of every creator and user of musical works today."

Arthur Schwartz, Composer
(Dancing in the Dark, I Love Louisa)
from Billboard

Now six major 8½ x 11 annual reference issues, providing comprehensive, authoritative information on six specific segments of the music-record industry.

*All distributed without extra charge to Billboard’s entire roster of over 21,000 Paid subscribers throughout the world.

... THE MOST ALL-ENCOMPASSING REFERENCE LIBRARY OF SERVICE EDITIONS PUBLISHED ANYWHERE FOR ANY INDUSTRY

MUSIC ON CAMPUS/The College Market for Records and Talent

On the scene reports from colleges throughout the nation. Contact information and Directory of Artists for use by colleges, and Directory of Colleges (enrollment, auditorium facilities, etc.) for use by artists and booking managers. Winner of the 1964 Jesse H. Neal Award as Best Single Issue published by the American business press.

INTERNATIONAL COIN MACHINE DIRECTORY & Who’s Who in the Coin Machine World

*Circulated to members of the coin machine industry only. Complete name and address directories of all firms dealing in the manufacture, distribution or maintenance of coin-operated equipment. Thumbnail biographies and photo gallery of leading coin machine men throughout the world.

THE WORLD OF COUNTRY MUSIC

For the music industry and music fan alike, the most complete and authoritative annual report published for the country music field. Feature articles by leading country music personalities. Complete coverage of the Nashville scene. Directories of Country Artists and Managers. Winner of a 1963 Jesse H. Neal Editorial Achievement Award.

THE INTERNATIONAL BUYERS GUIDE OF THE MUSIC-RECORD INDUSTRY

The most internationally known and referred to directory in the Billboard Library — complete name, address, phone, products, affiliates and branch office listings for everyone providing a product, service or facility available to the music-record industry (domestic and foreign).

THE INTERNATIONAL RECORD TALENT SHOWCASE Who’s Who in the World of Music

A comprehensive booker’s directory of national and international recording artists. Separate directories, photo galleries and show case sections on the year’s top artists in every major musical category.

THE WORLD OF RELIGIOUS MUSIC

The newest addition to Billboard’s roster of industry-service annuals ... providing an in-depth study of the various forms of religious music (gospel, sacred, spiritual) which have grown to be a major force in record industry. Listings of artists, publishers and record manufacturers specializing in religious music.

ANOTHER MAJOR INDUSTRY SERVICE FOR BILLBOARD SUBSCRIBERS
We Proudly Present a Partial List of the Talent We Represent

WILLIE BO-BO SEXTET  KENNY BURRELL QUARTET
MR. JERRY BUTLER  GENE CHANDLER
THE CONTOURS  LEE DORSEY  THE GENTRYS
JOHNNY HARTMAN  WALTER JACKSON
ILLINOIS JACQUET QUARTETTE
THE IMPRESSIONS  MAJOR LANCE
YUSEF LATEEF QUARTETTE  JOHNNY LYTLE TRIO
THE MARVELETTES  JOHNNY NASH
SHIRLEY SCOTT TRIO Featuring STANLEY TURRENTINE
DEE DEE SHARP  THE SPINNERS
STAPLE SINGERS . . . AND MANY MORE!

QUEEN BOOKING CORP.
Ruth Bowen, Pres.
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in spirit continued throughout the whole program. During the summer the committee had tickets and promotional material prepared. The student newspaper, the Spectrum, cooperated and began printing articles previewing the affair. More than 300 posters were distributed, some being sent as far away as Syracuse and Toronto. Some 200 persons came in from out of town to see the concerts.

Throughout this time the committee kept in contact with the artists' agents. These people, with their experience in the business, were able to offer a great deal of advice which helped in the production.

Two of the most important aspects to be handled were sound and lighting effects. It was essential that the sound system as well as the lighting be manually controlled throughout the concerts. All of the artists wanted mike rehearsals. These, like all other aspects of the Festival, had to be taken care of well in advance. Re leases had to be sent to the area radio stations and newspapers at the proper time. Several days before the Festival began, Richard Lawrence appeared on WKBW-TV's "Dialing for Dollars" program further informing the community of the festival.

The weekend's activities consisted of more than just concerts. On Saturday afternoon three workshops gave the students the opportunity to know the performers as people. There was more than just a "dressing room to concert" sort of communication established between the artists and the students.

The Greenbriar Boys played tapes of old Bluegrass music and compared it to their own style. In the songwriter workshops Phil Ochs, Buffy Sainte-Marie, and Eric Anderson answered questions ranging from how to get a song published to which tunings or guitar picking methods were better.

Within this more relaxed format they played songs as examples to what they were explaining.

Rev. Davis held his group spellbound for well over an hour rambling on in his own way about the Blues and his philosophy of life.

In order to encourage people to take advantage of the whole weekend program, the committee set the price at $2.50 for each concert and 50 cents for the workshops but made a special rate of $4 for a weekend pass. While advance ticket sales were fair, success was assured by the sales at the door. More than 1,000 people saw the Friday night concert, and on Saturday night it was a complete sell out with more than 2,000 crowding into the auditorium.
Goya guitars are hand crafted. That means every detail of their construction is looked after, lovingly. The tone, the resonance, the responsiveness of each guitar is judged individually; nothing leaves our factories unless our artisans declare it perfect. They take a special pride in their work, because they know that whether you are a beginner or an accomplished musician, the moment you cradle a Goya in your arms you will not be satisfied with less. Your Goya dealer has the instrument for you. We make a lot of guitars, but we bet you'll know yours the moment it sees you.
**Pop Pays Way for Culture**

By JOHN P. GALLAGHER

"Seton Hall University presents Poetry-in-the-Round with Stephen Spender, sponsored by Sammy Davis Jr. and Johnny Mathis." If the new $2,500,000 Student Union building of Seton Hall University in South Orange, N. J., had a marquee, it could recently have carried this improbable notice.

The reason for such an unusual arrangement is the unique special-events philosophy developed by this university, the sixth largest Catholic university in America. The aim of this philosophy is to bring the best entertainment to the campus while at the same time exposing Seton Hall University as a center of culture for the students and the community.

Under such a program the presentation of top entertainers such as Sammy Davis Jr., Harry Belafonte, Trini Lopez, Carlos Montoya and Victor Borge pay, through their profits, for the production of such less financially feasible enterprises as experimental drama, lecture series, art shows, chamber music concerts and ballets.

Prior to the appearance of an artist or group, much use is made of the undergraduate weekly, The Setonian, and the student-run FM radio station, WSOU. Both aid in publicizing the performance among the students and interested person in the area.

The booking, production and promotion for name talent is handled by and through Ken Roberts. Roberts also heads an organization called the University Concert Productions, which is designed for and retained by many universities.

An example of this philosophy in action was the recent presentation of "Ballet Folklorico de Morelia" (Jan. 9, 1966), a touring Mexican folk ballet troupe of 45 dancers. Students exhibiting identification cards were admitted to the performance without charge. The financial loss incurred by these free admissions was subsequently made up less than a month later (Feb. 6, 1966) when the "Golden Boy" of Broadway, Sammy Davis Jr., returned to a standing-room-only audience for the second year in a row. This is but one example of how the Seton Hall special events philosophy operates.

In hopes of an expanding cultural program and greater entertainment for the students and the community, Seton Hall University promises to continue its philosophy in the years to come.

**America's Most Spectacular College Week-end**

By JOHN ZEH

Billed as "America's Most Spectacular College Weekend," the University of Kentucky's Little Kentucky Derby provides spirit-stimulating athletic and beauty competition and bolster scholarship funds by bringing top pop talent to campus.

Although UK students appreciate the competitive and philanthropic aspects of the spring weekend, the big-name entertainment is what makes LKD worth waiting for.

The event's concert and dance are usually the only big-name talent attraction of the semester.

And the names ARE big.

This year, Johnny Mathis and the Righteous Brothers will entertain in two concerts separated on the social calendar to ensure maximum gate attraction.

Past years have seen Louis Armstrong, the Four Preps; Peter, Paul and Mary; the Brothers Four, the Dick Clark Caravan, George Shearing and Ralph Flannigan drew enthusiastic crowds to pack Memorial Coliseum.

PP&M added a record $10,000 to the scholarship fund in 1963, but the PPM-LKD success story almost wasn't written.

The trio tried to back out of the engagement because of commitments in Great Britain, so two UK students on the concert committee flew to New York to demand contract fulfillment. International Talent Associates agents were impressed by the presence and solid stand of the Kentucky collegians, and finally agreed to keep the concert up taking home more than $14,000 as original $4,000, and the UK delegates conceded, realizing that 7,000 tickets had already been sold. PP&M ended up taking home more than $14,000 as 11,000 fans packed the house.

Other years, scholarship profits averaged about $4,000.

The project was started in 1957 when a few Kentucky students set out to find an activity which would serve the community, develop spirit and loyalty, and bring the students a weekend of top entertainment. The answer was the first Little Kentucky Derby, her-
Isn't It Grand Boys

Book The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem
for the roof-raisin'est campus concert ever.

Hear The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem on COLUMBIA RECORDS®
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Supremes Score at Bridgeport

By SANDRA GOLDFARB

When most colleges book a top name act for the year's top social event, the wheels of promotion and publicity usually begin churning to insure a sellout crowd.

But when the University of Bridgeport booked the Supremes to play the Winter Formal at the Connecticut school last December, the idea was to keep it a secret until a week before the concert was scheduled.

Fire regulations at the Student Center Social Room limit the number of spectators to 1,000. There was no question that the room would be sold out. The problem was how to sell tickets in an orderly fashion and prevent a mob scene. As it worked out, tickets were sold out in six selling hours over a three-day period.

The idea to book the Supremes emanated in the Student Center Board, which is responsible for buying entertainment for campus shows. Albert Dickason, adviser to the SCB, checked the local stores and found that Supremes' disks were hot sellers in the campus area. He checked with Irving Arthur at the General Artists Corp. and found the Motown group had an open date on Dec. 3. GAC was able to offer the Supremes at a reasonable flat fee, within the Bridgeport budget. At the time, the Supremes were a hot record act, but nowhere near as hot as they became in the next few months.

Part of the fee was covered by the general university fund. The remainder was made up by a $3-per-head charge for the dance, which in previous years had been free.

An additional cost was the 12-piece orchestra required in the contract rider. The Stan Rubin orchestra was hired for the date. The Supremes provided their own musical director, drummer and bass guitarist.

The publicity push began after the tickets were sold out. The Supremes were interviewed on campus radio station WPKN and cut a series of promos for the station.

Bridgeport collegians drew one of the top acts in the business. The Supremes go through their paces at the Winter Formal.
For an evening of fun and rubbish call
CHAD & JEREMY
thru the William Morris Agency.
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Nearly a half century ago, Fred Waring pioneered the college concert movement. Today, the old pro and his Pennsylvanians are still entertaining collegians throughout the nation. The Waring story is, in a sense, the story of popular music entertainment on campus.

Waring’s style developed on campus, spawning ground for many a galvanizing group including, more recently, the Kingston Trio of Stanford University. He found his way into wider circles through college performances. As a freshman at Penn State University, Waring booked his “Banjazztra” for fraternity dances. Each player received $3 for a long evening’s work. Members of the combo were Fred Waring, banjo; Fred Buck, banjo; Tom Waring, piano, and Poley McClintock, drums. They played by ear—Tom was more at home on the black keys of the piano—and their emphasis on vocalizing developed out of stark necessity. As Tom later remarked, “Something had to carry the melody.”

The breakthrough, the decisive performance occurred when Waring’s combo was hired to play for the overflow crowd at the University of Michigan’s Jay Hop. Fred went out on a limb to augment the band with two players and rent snappy uniforms; he also invested in a baton, and, for the first time, the band was billed as The Pennsylvanians.

They stole the show from the big-name orchestra that had been brought in for the occasion. In bow tie and blazer, Fred cavorted around the bandstand like a cheerleader while the Pennsylvanians clowned through such numbers as “Oogie, Oogie Wah Wah.” (“It doesn’t mean much to you, I know, but it means a lot to an Esqimaux,” the lyrics explained.) Poley McClintock’s frog voice scored as he croaked “Oogie, Oogie, Wah, Wah.”

For the first decade of record-breaking personal appearances, appealing to the college crowd was simply a matter of being young themselves. The Pennsylvanians personified Joe College, wearing loud sweaters and white duck pants.

In the middle and late ’30s Fred, born exactly at the turn of the century, was in his own 30’s. Time was taking him away from his natural relatedness to college youth. As he planned a forthcoming new radio series, he considered this fact and carefully spun a couple of very strong threads back to the campus, as listeners of the five-night-a-week Chesterfield program will remember. First he built a strong Glee Club, recruiting young Robert Shaw of Pomona College to rehearse them, using the “tone-syllable” method that Waring had developed through the years when orchestra members had doubled as a glee club.

Aside from its immediate entertainment value, this glee club was to serve, in effect, as a pilot project or demonstration unit for high school
Few entertainers have ever captured worldwide popularity as completely and as rapidly as Trini Lopez. He is just as much at home in the Olympia Music Hall in Paris as he is at P. J.'s in Hollywood. His Reprise records and albums are international hits, including his latest "The Folk Album."

As a singer, Trini is exciting and magnetic—always in absolute command of his audience. As a musician, his style is simple, direct, and without gimmicks. His guitar is a Gibson, and it always has been.

It all began twelve years ago, when, as an aspiring performer in Dallas, Texas, Trini knew he needed a professional instrument—a guitar that could sparkle or speak softly, depending on the mood—a guitar that was as sensitive and responsive as the artist himself. Naturally, then, he chose Gibson.

Now, skilled Gibson craftsmen and Gibson's electronic engineers have combined to create a Trini Lopez model guitar that is just as exciting as the young artist who inspired it. In the Thin Body Standard or the Full Body Deluxe, the Trini Lopez Model Gibson is a beautifully crafted, superbly sensitive instrument. Try one at your Gibson dealer and see why Gibson is the acknowledged world leader in guitars.
Continued from page 92

and college glee clubs. Glee club directors wrote the Pennsylvanians, asking to borrow arrangements for special concerts. The volume of such letters eventually resulted in Fred's founding Shawnee Press, which now specializes in publishing choral music, and is the country's biggest supplier of such arrangements, pioneered by the Pennsylvanians, to undergraduate and community singing groups, including church choirs.

His second pitch to college youth on the Chesterfield series was to volunteer to write and introduce pep and alma mater songs for any college or university group that petitioned him. The petitions came in at the rate of Christmas cards on Dec. 20, and Fred increased his staff of arranger-composers to meet the demand; during the three years of the Chesterfield program the Pennsylvanians produced and introduced on the air upward of 100 original college songs that have now become a part of university and college traditions. Among the composers were Pat Ballard, Harry Simeone, Hawley Ades and Roy Ringwald.

In the late 1940's, he kept the channels open with the young crowd. He bought several old summer hotels at Delaware Water Gap, Pa., and turned them into a Music Workshop, including rehearsal halls, dining room, and dormitory facilities. Here, every summer, he conducted sessions for teachers and students of choral music. Eventually, he was able to add college credits to the original attraction of vacation-fun-with-learning.

He increased the volume of arrangements offered to choral groups by Shawnee Press. Then, the great old movie palaces went under, and the old "in person" stage shows that they had housed ceased as vaudeville attractions and moved onto the TV screen, he worked out a new concept: the concert tour for an organization that in other years would not have been considered concert material.

He introduced this concept on Broadway early in the '50's with the production "Hear! Hear!" It offered classics in American music, from great melodies to unique choral arrangements of folk songs and patriotic anthems, such as "Battle Hymn of the Republic." This proved to be a shrewd and successful formula for concert appearances. The Pennsylvanians have taken to the road every season since, from fall to spring, now traveling in charted busses in place of the old sleeper jump Pullman cars.

On these tours, where their performances frequently take place in high school or college auditoriums, Waring has been able to capitalize, in an ironic way, on his absence from the TV screens. "We surprise them," he says. "What seems to surprise them is our youth . . . and our humor . . . ."

The organization is indeed youthful. For years, except for inevitable additions and replacements, the Pennsylvanians' faces were the same. A handful of old-timers now remains. Poley McClintock is on tympany, chimes, and special effects, while the wham-bang percussionist is an 18-year-old youth. There is Puss Ronesmus in the brass section, Leonard Kranandonk in the Glee Club, and a few other veterans. Most of the group, however, is hired each season just in time to rehearse for the concert tour.

Recently, since one of his Glee Club singers, Jacqueline Mayer, entered and won the Miss America contest, Fred has tended to talent hunt for young women among the runners-up of the State winners in the annual Miss America contest. Today the Pennsylvanians' traditions are upheld, not so much by the presence of old-timers as by long-cultivated elements of the Waring style and showmanship.
America's No. 1 Recording Artists

The SUPREMES

TOPS ON CAMPUS

College Dates Thru April '66

Cornell University
University of Vermont
Duke University
University of Rochester
Denison University
Rutgers University
Notre Dame University

Agency:
GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.
600 Madison Ave., New York City

Management:
INTERNATIONAL TALENT MANAGEMENT, INC.
2648 W. Grand Blvd.
Detroit, Michigan
Listed on the following pages, by classification, are artists currently engaged in playing the college concert circuit. Organizations interested in booking any of these acts may do so by getting in touch with either the record label or booking agent listed beside the artist's name. We regret that space limitations prevent listing all acts available for college bookings. Record company identifications are spelled out. The following abbreviations stand for booking agencies:

- CAM-Columbia Artist Management, 165 W. 57 St., New York 10019.

Acts available for college bookings. Record labels are listed where available, and organizations interested in playing the college concert circuit may contact the booking agencies listed next to the artists. All acts available for college bookings, at a limited number of companies interested in signing acts for college engagements. Limited space prevents listing all acts available for college bookings. Record company identifications are spelled out.

**CHAMBER GROUPS**

- USA-United Artists, 130 N. Wacker Dr., Chicago 60606.
- CAM-Columbia Artist Management, 165 W. 57 St., New York 10019.
- CAM-Columbia Artist Management, 165 W. 57 St., New York 10019.

**COVERAGE**

A full coverage of all acts available for college bookings is not possible due to limited space. Record company identifications are spelled out. All acts available for college bookings, at a limited number of companies interested in signing acts for college engagements. Limited space prevents listing all acts available for college bookings. Record company identifications are spelled out.
ARE YOU READY!!

YES, ARE YOU READY FOR THE MOST EXCITING ACT IN SHOW BUSINESS? GET SET. LITTLE RICHARD, THE KING, HAS RETURNED WITH NEW SONGS AND, BY POPULAR DEMAND, ALL YOUR OLD FAVORITES AS ONLY HE CAN SING THEM. ONCE AGAIN UNDER THE PERSONAL MANAGEMENT OF ROBERT A. "Bumps" BLACKWELL, THE NEW LITTLE RICHARD HAS ARRIVED. GO GO GO GET HIS NEW HIT SINGLES... "DO YOU FEEL IT" and "HOLY MACKEREL," and the EXCITING LP "LIVE AT THE WORLD FAMOUS DOMINO."

ARE YOU READY FOR MORE? This is a partial list of the Top Talent available through WESTWOOD PRODUCTIONS:

BATYA
SALLIE BLAIR
BOBBY BLUE and FLAVORS
GOSPEL PEARLS
SHERRI GREEN
BESSION GRIFFIN

KEVIN & GREG
LES FOUCHE DANCEURS
GEORGE MccURN
ROBERT McFERRIN
BOBBY MITCHELL
TOMMY MOSLEY

JIMMY PHILLIPS
LYNN ROMAN
GINGER SMOKC
THE ORIGINAL 5 BLIND BOYS OF ALABAMA
VIRGIN STEEL BAND WITH LIMBO DANCERS

DO IT NOW! TO OBTAIN BOOKING INFORMATION FOR LITTLE RICHARD AND THOSE LISTED—Contact: ROBERT A. BLACKWELL, Personal Manager, c/o WESTWOOD PRODUCTIONS, 3949½ S. Normandie, Los Angeles, Cal. 90037 Telephone: 213—AX 3-3154
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JACK JONES moves to the top of the “class” . . .

. . . with dynamic performances at campuses across the nation

Exclusively
KAPP RECORDS

Personal Management
Nick Sevano

Public Relations
John Springer Assoc.

Musical Director
Doug Talbert

Represented by
Exclusively
KAPP RECORDS

Personal Management
Nick Sevano

Public Relations
John Springer Assoc.

Musical Director
Doug Talbert

Television

with dynamic performances at campuses across the nation

Exclusively
KAPP RECORDS

Personal Management
Nick Sevano

Public Relations
John Springer Assoc.

Musical Director
Doug Talbert

Television
campus favorites
jay and the americans

PERSONAL APPEARANCES: PURDUE UNIVERSITY • UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN • UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME • CLEMSON UNIVERSITY • NORTHWESTERN STATE COLLEGE OF LOUISIANA • VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE • ADELPHI UNIVERSITY • FRANKLIN COLLEGE • WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY • ST. BONAVENTURE UNIVERSITY • OHIO UNIVERSITY • UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA • SAMFORD UNIVERSITY • NEWARK STATE COLLEGE

(312) 467-1744 • (213) 274-7451
(212) 586-5100

Bookings
William Morris Agency

Management:
The Concert House
Peter Paul
315 West 57th Street
New York, N. Y. 10019

**Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colo.**


**University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.**

Enrollment: 14,693. President Dr. Joseph R. Smiley, Dean James Quigley. Concert facilities: Mucky Auditorium (2,500), Music Hall (509), University Theatre (425), University Memorial Center (1,200), University Field House (5,000). Sound equipment in all facilities; professional lighting systems in Mucky Auditorium and University Theatre and portable stage lighting plus permanent concert lighting available in all other facilities; microphones available in all facilities. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Chuck Berry, Shinchi Yuize, Savoyards, “Patience.” Any of over 100 campus organizations may sponsor an event. Associate Dean of Students signs contracts. Radio Stations WVRB-AM/FM programs pop and classical. Campus daily: The Daily Camera, John E. Rohr. Concert facilities: Eppley Auditorium (921), Bailey Hall (2,047), Barton Hall (7,000), University Theater (381). Sound equipment to handle professionally all types of presentations; all presentations can be properly lighted; four microphones in Bailey Hall and all others have provisions for use and locations of as many as needed. Acts appearing in 1965-66: John Hsu, William Austin, Coro de Camerata, Richard Bonenfant, Raitto, Lucine B. Benzon, Quartetto di Roma, Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, Barbara Troxell, Detroit Symphony Orchestra, Cornell Concert Band, Cornell University Trio, Marguerita Fernandez, Donald Paterson, Noel Snyder, Marjorie Brewer, Cornell Chamber Orchestra, Galina Vishnevskaya, Mitslavi Rostropovich, Cornell University Chorus and Glee Club, David Montagu, John Kirkpatrick, Barber of Seville (in English), New York City Opera Company, Concertus Musicus of Vienna, Micheline Lemoine, Ruggiero Ricci, Paganini, Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra, William Masselos, Van Cliburn, Artur Rubinstein, Juilliard Quartet, Flatt & Scruggs, Paul Hersh, Bernard Lagace, Chuck Berry, Shinchi Yuize, Savoyards "Patience." Any of over 100 campus organizations may sponsor an event. Associate Dean of Students signs contracts. Radio Stations WVRB-AM/FM programs pop and classical. Campus daily: Cornell Daily Sun, James Well, editor. Campus bookstore: Cornell Campus Store, Philip J. Krebs, manager, sells records, radios, tape recorders, phonographs. Music stores in vicinity: Fords Record Shop, Lent's Music Store.

**Creighton University, Omaha**


**Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H.**


**DePauw University, Greencastle, Ind.**

Enrollment: 2,400. President Dr. William E. Kerstetter, Dean Dr. Lawrence Riggs. Concert facilities: Meharry Hall (800), Student Union Ballroom (400), Little Theatre (400). Sound facilities available in all buildings; lighting equipment in all buildings; 10 microphones. Sponsoring organization: Student Senate, Student Union Building. DePauw University, Greencastle, Ind. Radio Station WGRE-FM programs pop and classical. Campus tri-weekly: The DePauw. Campus bookstore: DePauw U. Book Store, Samuel Hanna, manager, sells records and auto tape cartridge. Music stores in vicinity: Downbeat Record Shop, Kelsey Music Store.

**Duke University, Durham, N. C.**


**East Carolina College, Greenville, N. C.**

Enrollment: 7,900. President Dr. Leo W. Jenkins, Dean James B. Mallory. Music department.

Eastern Kentucky State College
Richmond, Ky.

Fairleigh Dickinson University
Madison, N. J.
Enrollment: 1,175. President Dr. Peter Sammartino, Dean Dr. Samuel Pratt. Concert facilities: Gymnasium (500), Twombly Hall Lounge (300), Dreyfuss Hall (300), Art Gallery Lounge (100). Sound, lighting and microphone equipment available. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Josh White, Stan Getz, Isley Brothers, Dick Clark Caravan, Rooftop Singers. Sponsoring organizations: Alpha Phi Omega, Daedra Echoes; Arts and Letters Committee, Dr. Louis Gordon, chairman; Social Committee, Bruce Greene, chairman. All arrangements must be approved by the Director of Student Activities. Radio Station WFDAM-AM programs pop and classical. Campus weekly: Metropolitan, Theresa Moroney, editor. Campus bookstore: Fairleigh Dickinson Bookstore sells records, radios, tape recorders.

Fairleigh Dickinson University, Teaneck, N. J.

Fisk University, Nashville
Enrollment: 1,028. President Dr. Stephen J. Wright, Dean Reginald Hughes. Concert facilities: Fisk Memorial Chapel (850), Henderson Memorial Gym (1,400). No sound equipment, but portable could be installed; lighting system in Chapel includes spots and overhead lights; microphones not used for concerts, but portable microphones are available. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Gerre Hancock, William Warfield, John Ogdon, Jeannette Walters. Sponsoring organizations: Concert Series Committee, Arthur R. Crolely, chairman; Festival Committee, Arthur Byler, chairman. Committees submit recommendations to President of University who must approve bookings. Music stores in vicinity: Nicholson's High Fidelity Center, Patty's, Zibert Bros.

Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University, Tallahassee, Fla.

University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla.

Florida State University, Tallahassee, Fla.

Enrollment: 1,600. President Keith Spalding, Dean O. W. Lacy. Concert facilities: Mayser Center (4,000). Hensel Hall (847), Green Room (234). Amplifying system, including micros, phonograph and tape equipment, in Hensel Hall plus theater speaker system; Mayser Center has sound system with facilities for up to four microphones and automatic plus phonograph equipment built into system and portable sound lectern; Green Room has professional theater lighting system including switchboard, basic rosetat controlled overhead and foot lights in Hensel Hall plus theater speaker; Mayser Center has a battery of six large rosetat-controlled floodlights; 10 microphones available. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Woody Allen, the Family TV, Maynard Ferguson, Herb Mann Quartet, the Coasters, the Ogles in Dionne Warwick, the 6th Dimension. Sponsoring organizations: Student Union Board, President. Contracts counter-
signed by Assistant Dean of Students. Radio Station WFM programs pop and classical. Campus bookstore: The Bookshop, Mrs. Eva Rutter, manager, sells records.

George Washington University, Washington

University of Hawaii, Honolulu

Hofstra University, Hempstead, N. Y.

Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

State College of Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa

Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa

continued on page 106
The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore


University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kan.


University of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.

Enrollment: 12,500. President John W. Oswald, Dean Kennedy C. Harper. Concert facilities: Memorial Coliseum (12,500), Memorial Hall (1,150), Guignol Theater (450), Student Center Theater (250), Student Center Ballroom (1,000). Stereo sound system; four super trooper spots, two trooper spots, 16 lekolites (2,000 watts), 20 par 64 lights, complete footlights, dimmer board controls all.

INTRODUCING

THE BRITISH WALKERS

The Hottest New Group Ever to Hit the U.S. Campus Scene

- CONCERTS
- STUDENT DANCES
- SPECIAL FRATERNITY EVENTS

Now Scheduling Our 1966-67 Campus Tours

Recordings

"I FOUND YOU" "THE GIRL CAN'T HELP IT" "GLORIA"

Personal Management
Mitch Corday
1203 28th Street, N.W. Washington, D. C.
Tel.: (202) 337-7015
THE KING OF THE GO-GO 60's!

JOHNNY RIVERS

WILL BRING ALL THE EXCITEMENT OF THE HOLLYWOOD WHISKY A GO-GO TO YOUR CAMPUS!

RECORD PRODUCER: LOU ADLER
MANAGEMENT: BOBBY ROBERTS
BOOKING: GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION
Heard Exclusively On
IMPERIAL RECORDS

LP-9307/LP-12307 • And I Know You Wanna Dance
LP-9293/LP-12293 • Johnny Rivers Rocks The Folk
LP-9284/LP-12284 • Meanwhile Back At The Whisky A Go Go
LP-9273/LP-12273 • In Action
LP-9274/LP-12274 • Here We A Go Go Again
LP-9264/LP-12264 • Johnny Rivers At The Whisky A Go Go
IF YOU CAN BELIEVE YOUR EYES & EARS

IT'S THE MAMAS AND THE PAPAS

RECORD PRODUCTION
LOU ADLER

MANAGEMENT
BOBBY ROBERTS

EXCLUSIVELY ON DUNHILL Records
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Marquette University, Milwaukee

Marshall University,
Huntington, W. Va.
Enrollment: 6,581. President Dr. Stewart H. Smith, Dean John E. Shay. Concert continued on page 110
Straight "A" Artists on Campus! Ed Ames • Paul Anka • Ann-Margret • Eddy Arnold
The Astronauts • Chet Atkins • Harry Belafonte • Brook Benton • Gary Burton • Perry Como
Floyd Cramer • Wild Bill Davis • Derek and Ray • Ethel Ennis • Frankie Fanelli • José Feliciano
Sergio Franchi • Gale Garnett • John Gary • Marty Gold • Lorne Greene • Roy Hamilton • Neal Hefti
Al Hirt • Homer & Jethro • Paul Horn • Jefferson Airplane • Rod Levitt • Los Indios Tabajaras
J. J. Johnson • Anita Kerr Singers • Tommy Leonetti • Norman Luboff Choir • Miriam Makeba
Henry Mancini • Gary Marshal • Marilyn Maye • Rod McKuen • Lesley Miller • Lou Monte
Hugo Montenegro • Libby Morris • Peter Nero • Anthony Newley • Claus Ogerman • André Previn
Frankie Randall • Sgt Barry Sadler • Juan Serrano • Connie Smith • Kate Smith • Pee Wee
Spitlera • Joe Williams • The Womenfolk • Glenn Yarbrough • Si Zentner • RCA Victor

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass.
Enrollment: 8,500. President Dr. John W. Lederle, Dean Robert Hopkins. Concert facilities: Student Union Ballroom (1,000), Carry Hicks Cage (4,500), Bowker Hall (850), Bartlett Hall (390), Mahur Auditorium (500). Built-in sound system in all except the Cage which has portable sound equipment. Lighting includes two small follow spots but must rent others; as many microphones as needed. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Jorge Bolet, Tom Krause, New York Pro Musica Antiqua, Josh White Jr., U.S. Army Band, the Everly Brothers, Joe and Eddie, Little Angels, Four Seasons, McCloys, Glen Yarbrough, Paganini String Quartet, Charles Tregre, Vienna Octet, Music from Marlboro, Robert Shaw Chorale. Sponsoring organizations: Concert Association, Jr. An contract must go through Student Activities Office. Radio station WMUA-FM programs pop and classical. Campus tri-weekly: Collegian, Peter Hendrickson, editor. Campus bookstore: University Store, W. L. Cummings, manager, sells records and sheet music. Music stores in vicinity: Del Padre Music Store, Jeffery Amherst Music Store.

Memphis State University, Memphis, Tenn.
Enrollment: 11,500. President Dr. C. C. Humphreys, Dean Dr. E. Donald McDaniel. Concert facilities: Main Auditorium (1,100), Field House (4,500), Mid-South Coliseum (12,000), Municipal Auditorium (5,000). Latter two can be rented. For on-campus events in the Field House and Auditorium Sound Systems are rented. Sound Systems available in Coliseum and Auditorium. Spots must be borrowed from Drama Department for on-campus events. Coliseum and Municipal Auditorium have built-in lighting systems. As many microphones as necessary are made available. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Chuck Berry, Serendipity Singers, Earl (Fatha) Hines. Sponsoring organizations: Student Government Association, F. Edward Ward, chairman; Social Activities Committee, Lectures & Concerts Committee. Dr. Walter Smith, chairman. Assoc. Dean of Men signs contracts for the University. Radio Station WTOM-AM programs pop and classical. Campus bi-weekly: The Tiger Rag, Marcus Norton, editor. Campus bookstore: The University Store. Charles Jetton, manager, sells records, radios. Music stores in vicinity: Popular Tunes Record Shop, Modern Music, Inc. of Memphis, Coroandolet, University Store.

Mercer University, Macon, Ga.

Miami University, Oxford, Ohio

Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich.
Enrollment: 35,000. President John A. Hannah, Dean John Fuzak, Concert facili-
ties: University Auditorium (3,864), Fairchild Theatre (676). Sound system: 16 speakers; white, red, amber glass foot- lights, 12 ceiling spots, eight front beams. 2,000-watt lekos, four 4,200-watt mai-
jors, one strong trooper, one follow spot: six microphones. Acts appearing in 1965-66: National Band of New Zea-
deland, Mantovani and His Orchestra, Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, Stop the World, Moscow Philharmonic, Serendip-
ity Singers, Cincinnati Symphony Or-
chestra, Van Cliburn, organiza-
tions: Lecture-Concert Series, Wilson B. Paul, director; ASMSU Popular En-
tertainment Series. Norm Hefke, ad-
visor. Contracts for booking talent must be cleared through Mr. Paul. Radio sta-

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Middle Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Enrollment: 5,483. President Dr. Quill E. Cope. Dean Robert MacLean. Con-
cert facilities: Memorial Gymnasium (4,200), Speech-Drama Theater (1,300). Tennessee Room (600). Sound and lighting equipment available; stage larger designed with wing stages, orchestra pit, revolving and elevator stages. Can pro-
vide as many microphones as necessary. Acts appearing in 1965-66: The Gentry's, Bo Dididy, Paul Revere and the Raiders, the Byrds, We Five, the Lettermen. Sponsoring organizations: Student Body, Bert M. Wakely; Public Programs Committee, Lane Boutwell; R.O.T.C., Lt. Col. James Christiberg; Student Organizations, Robert MacLean. Bookings must clear through Dean Robert MacLean. Campus Book

continued on page 112
Take a real close look. We are proud of this original microphone used by so many top recording artists. Now, like any successful product, *it is being copied in appearance*. However, there are any number of top performance characteristics, *which we doubt can be duplicated*, which will continue to make the **D-24E** first choice of foremost entertainers as well as recording and broadcast engineers.

The **D-24E** boasts a wide and smooth frequency response (an individually plotted frequency curve is supplied with each unit); no popping nor harshness, plus above average cardioid characteristics to guard against feedback.

Write for details or see your local dealer today. He will show you many more advantages.

**COME ON, TAKE A CLOSER LOOK**

One step removed, the **D-119ES** provides similar characteristics such as good cardioid and freedom from popping. It may be connected directly to any amplifier, high or low impedance. With on-off switch.

**MADE IN AUSTRIA BY AKG GMBH.**

**Norelco® PROFESSIONAL SOUND PRODUCTS**

**NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.**
Professional Products Division 100 East 42nd St. New York, N.Y. 10017
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CHICO HAMILTON
Currently on Concert
"EL CHICO"

For Bookings contact:
c/n Storn-Harris-Jones
5372 Tampa Ave.
Tarzana, Calif.
213; HO 4-5161

COLLEGE MARKET DIRECTORY
CAMPUS SHOWCASES

University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis

University of Mississippi,
University, Miss.

Montclair State College,
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Enrollment: 3,600. President Dr. Thomas H. Richardson, Dean Lawton W. Blanton. Concert facilities: Memorial Auditorium (1,000), Panzar Gymnasium (2,300). Sound facilities include 50-watt amplification system, column speakers supplemented by bass reflex speakers and theater speakers; lighting includes spot lights hung from ceiling batten, each on individual circuit; three microphones. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Brothers Four, Sonny Sales, Ian & Sylvia, Dave Brubeck Quartet, the Animals, Ramsey Lewis Trio, Modern Folk Quartet, Josh White. Sponsoring organizations: College Life Union Board, Terry Philpott; Soph. Class Council; Joseph Kloza.

University of Montana,
Missoula, Mont.

University of Wyoming,
Laramie, Wyo.
Adams, director of union programs; Pub-

Schiotz, Margaret Fabrizio.

Ruff Jazz Trio, Nicanor Zabaleta, Aksel
tet, Tom Lee, Buetens Lute Trio, Mitchell -
termen, Glen Yarbrough, Amadeus Quar-

appearing in 1965-'66: We Five, The Let-

trouperette type spots in Gym.

sound,

Reno Centennial Coliseum (8,000). Full

ter (300), Education Auditorium (300),

nasium (3,400), Church Fine Arts Thea-

horn. Concert facilities: U. of N. Gym-

Armstrong. Dean of Men James Hath-

Enrollment: 4,100. President Dr. Charles

University of Nevada, Reno, Nev.

ber, director of music. Radio stations

CFMG-AM and KNMA-FM program

and classical. Campus weekly: Round Up,

FY, editor. Campus bookstore: Bookstore,

in vicinity: Melody Lane, Music Box.

North Carolina State University,

Raleigh, N. C.

Enrollment: 9,800. President John T. Caldwell, Dean James J. Stewart Jr. Concert facilities: William Neal Reyn-
os Coliseum (12,500), Nelson Audie-
torium (750), Erdahl-Cloyd Union (900), Raleigh Rose Gardens (2,500), Memorial Auditorium (3,000). All fa-

ilities have built-in sound systems ex-
cept Rose Gardens (outdoor) which uses

portable system. William Neal Reynolds
Coliseum has a completely new system
designed for concerts and recordings and
this system has an excellent reputation
with previous artists. All types of light-
ing available on request at any facility.

Amplifier and speaker system in both

locations; some lighting facilities avail-
able in ballroom; some microphones avail-
able. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Earl Hines, Serendipity Singers, Astro-

nauts, Ferrante & Teicher. Sponsoring
organizations: Lyceum Committee, Tony

Axtel; Dance Committee, Whitney John-

son. Contracts approved by program ad-
visor, director of music. Radio stations
KRWG-AM and KNMA-FM program

classical. Campus weekly: Round Up,

Dancing Crystal, editor. Campus bookstore: Bookstore, Judy Hall, editor. Music stores in vicinity: Melody

Lane, Music Box.

New Mexico State University,

University Park, N. M.

Enrollment: 5,700. President Roger B.

Corbett, Dean Larry Stockton. Concert
facilities: Williams Gym (2,500); Mil-
ton Student Center Ballroom (1,000).

Platters, Norman Luboff Choir, New
York Woodwind Quintet, Rampal Duo,

Metropolitan Opera National Company,

Rudolph Serkin, Monte Carlo Orchestra,

Dionne Warwick, Ramsey Lewis Trio,

Fred Smoot, Baham-Kroll-Heifetz Trio,

Fine Arts Quartet, Count Basie, Carlos

M on t o y a, Sponsoring organizations:

Friends of the College, Henry Bowers,

administrator; New Arts, David

Philib, administrative director; Erdahl-

Cloyd Union, David Phillib, program

director; IFC, David Phillib, adviser.

radio station programs pop and classical.

Campus semi-weekly: The Technician,

Bill Fishburn, editor. Campus bookstore:

Student Supply Store, L. L. Ivey, man-

ager, sells records, radios, tape recorders,

phones, sheet music, music stores

in vicinity: Thiens Record Shop,

Stephenson Music, Student Supply Store.

University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, N. C.

Enrollment: 12,500. President William

Friday, Chancellor Paul Sharp, Dean C.

O. Cathery. Concert facilities: Carmichael
Auditorium (7,500), Memorial Hall (1,640).

Lighting and sound equipment available;

three microphones. Acts appear-
ing in 1965-66: Dave Brubeck, Glenn

Yarbrough, the Platters, Woody Allen,

Nancy Wilson, Netherland Chamber Or-

chestra, La Contrescarpe, Louis Arm-

strong, the Supremes, Hal Holbrook,

Ramsey Lewis Trio, Johnny Mathis,

Roger Miller. Sponsoring organizations:

German Club and Graham Memorial.

continued on page 114

We are proud to represent the finest
concert and recording artists:

DIONNE WARWICK  THE SHIRELLES  CHUCK JACKSON
MAXINE BROWN  THE GUESS WHO  LINDA SCOTT
RONNIE MILSAP  ANNITA RAY & B. J. THOMAS
Diane HALL

Wand Management Corp.

PAUL CANTOR
Vice-President

254 West 54th Street
New York, N. Y. 10019
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Continued from page 113


North Dakota State University, Fargo, N. D.


University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, N. D.


Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Ill.


Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.


Norwich University, Northfield, Vt.


Big Band Sound

For Availability contact: JIMMY HENDERSON OFFICE
1616 No. Argyle — No. 1
Hollywood 28, Calif.
213—466-7371

Swingin' 60's

The JIMMY HENDERSON ORCHESTRA

1493 PEEL STREET • MONTREAL 2, QUEBEC CANADA • AY 8-3331

University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.
Enrollment: 7,500 (all male). President Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, Dean Rev. Joseph Simons. Concert facilities: Stepan Center (3,800), Fieldhouse (4,200), Memorial Library Auditorium (450). Four channel amplifier, speaker system has six horns suspended from roof of Stepan Center geodesic dome, multihorn suspended system (equipment not good for music or soft voices); all lighting rented from Grand in Chicago but overhead and footlights can be rented locally; four microphones available. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Gary "U.S." Bonds, Little Eva, Bobby Comstock & the Counts, Peter, Paul and Mary, Kingston Trio, Bradywine Singers, Charlie Manna, the Vaughs, Baby Huey, Jay and the Americans, Anthony and the Imperials, Teddy Charles and his Quintet, Allan Atlas, Flor Peters, Marion Richter, the Renaissance Quartet, Roger Miller, the Good Time Singers, the Lettermen, Jackie Vernon, the Womenfolk, Dick Gregory, Jackie Wilson, the Supremes, Ferrante & Teicher, Ramsey Lewis Trio, Cyril Paul. Sponsoring organizations: Student Government Social Commission, Joe R. Sommers, social commissioner; Music Department, Rev. Carl Hager. Radio station WSND-AM/FM programs pop on AM and classical on FM. Campus papers: The Voice (semi-weekly), Steve Feldhaus, editor; The Scholastic (weekly), John Twohey, editor. Campus bookstore: Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore, Bro. Conan Moran manager, sells records, radios, tape recorders, phonographs, sheet music. Music stores in vicinity: Rodin's, Silver's, Mendoza's.

Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio

AN ENTERTAINMENT EXPLOSION!!
“A NEW EDGE ON MODERN MUSICAL PRESENTATION”
Dale Olson—Variety

THE ASSOCIATION
FREDERICKS-KOISTRA MGT. NO 4-8471 HOLLYWOOD PROMOTIONS P. R. OL 3-7526

Valiant records inc.

Vince Guaraldi
and
His Trio

D. and D. Associates
31 Millay Place
Mill Valley, California
383-0837
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Phil Ochs

SOLD OUT
3 Weeks in Advance
CARNEGIE HALL
JANUARY 7, 1966

"Phil Ochs sings the frightening truth, and in such an enjoyable way that there is no alternative but to listen. He is the kind of performer who sends chills down your back."—Globe & Mail, Toronto.

Exclusively:
Elektra Records

ARTHUR H. GORSON, Inc.
ARTIST MANAGEMENT
850 Seventh Avenue
New York, New York 10019
(212) JUdson 6-5124

Ohio University, Athens, Ohio
Enrollment: 13,971. President Vernon R. Alden, Dean Jerrold A. Griffiths. Concert facilities: Memorial Auditorium (2,700), Grover Center (6,500), Beasley Convocation Center (14,000) is being built. Memorial Auditorium sound system has six channel transistorized preamplifier, 100 watt power amplifier and speaker system consists of three treble, three mid range and three bass horns, oriented above prosenium arch. Grover Center (arena seating), P.A. system has 100 watt amplifier with six channel input; center cluster speaker system oriented in four directions with bass and treble horns and separate single system at one end; Memorial Auditorium lighting has three panel board, 18 2,000 watt dimmers for use on stage with auxiliary unit controlling six 3,000 watt dimmers for ceiling lights; 10 microphones available. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, the Norman Luboff Choir, Abbey Simon, Walden String Quartet, Alma Trio, New Art String Trio, American Brass Quintet, Johnny Mathis, Marc et Andre. Sponsoring organization: Public Occasions, M. Hunkins, director. Radio station WOUN-AM/FM programs pop and classical but no rock and roll. Campus daily: Ohio University Post, Joe Esterhas, editor. Music stores in vicinity: Webb's World of Music, Koon's, Logan's Book Store.

Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio

now available for concert dates • for information contact: howard rothberg • 1700 n. north park • chicago, illinois 60614 • (312) ho 5-8863
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University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.

Enrollment: 15,640. President Dr. G. L. Cross, Dean Dr. William R. Brown. Concert facilities: Holmburg Hall (1,000); Oklahoma Memorial Union Ballroom (1,300); OU Field House (6,000). Meacham Auditorium (500). Rupel J. Jones Theater (600). Sound system consists of several base units and high frequency units co-ordinated with appropriate preamplifiers and microphones; two arc light follow spots: 12 microphones. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Righteous Bros., Glenn Yarbrough, Pete Fountain, Back Porch Majority, Peter, Paul and Mary. Sponsoring organization: Union Activities Board. Mrs. Helen Darks, director. Radio station WNAD-AM/FM programs pop and classical. KOAC TV is university television station. Campus daily: Oklahoma Daily. Roy Harris, editor. Campus bookstore: University Book Exchange, James C. Mayfield, manager, sells record, radios, tape recorders, phonographs, auto tape cartridge. Music stores in vicinity: Hensley's. Thompson Sound System.

Oregon State University, Corvallis, Ore.


University of the Pacific, Stockton, Calif.


Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pa.


University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia

Enrollment: 12,405. President Dr. Gaylord P. Harnell, Dean Dr. J. P. Craft. Concert facilities: Irvine Auditorium (2,000), University Museum (800), Annenberg School (375), Houston Hall (300), Palestra (9,250). Irvine Auditorium sound facilities consist of 100 watt amplifiers, eight column speakers suitable for music, portable equipment includes 20-watt amplifier with column speakers: lighting includes one follow spot. 18 permanent spots (quartz iodide, lekos, klieg), 10 portable spots (lekos). 30 fresnels; 180 degree directional microphones available plus five other microphones. Acts appearing in 1965-66: the Lettermen. Sponsoring organization: Pacific Student Association. Dean of Students office must give clearance. Radio station KUOP-AM/FM programs pop and classical. Campus weekly: Pacific Weekly. Dave Frederickson, editor. Campus bookstore: University of the Pacific Bookstore. Leading record stores in vicinity: Miracle Music, Jack Itanna.
118 New York, New York 10019
GORSON, Inc.
Judy Roderick
Phil Ochs
Jim & Jean
Eric Andersen

ARTIST MANAGEMENT

Earthy, sensitive blues master songwriter.

Vanguard Records

CALL US FOR YOUR CONCERT NEEDS

ARTIST MANAGEMENT

ARTHUR H. GORSON, Inc.

850 Seventh Avenue
New York, New York 10019
(212) JUdson 6-5124
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Continued from page 117


Providence College, Providence, R.I.


University of Rhode Island, Kingston, R.I.


Rollins College, Winter Park, Fla.


St. Bonaventure University, St. Bonaventure, N. Y.

Enrollment: 1,500. President Father William F. Kearney. Dean Father Cornelius Welsh. Concert facilities: Butler Gym (500), Olean Armory (1,000). Will adapt sound system to needs; lighting overhead and white carbon only; eight microphones. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Anthony and the Imperials, Jay and the Americans. Sponsoring organizations: Fall Festival Committee, Winter Carnival Committee, Spring Weekend Committee, Junior Prom Com-

Saint Joseph's College, Rensselaer, Ind.

San Francisco State College, San Francisco, Calif.

University of San Francisco, San Francisco

Seattle University, Seattle
College Market Directory

Campus SHOWCASES

Continued from page 119


University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Miss.


College of Southern Utah, Cedar City, Utah


University of Southwestern Louisiana, Lafayette, La.


Springfield College, Springfield Mass.


Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.


continued on page 122
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Announcing the New
BUCK OWENS Show
A COMPLETE 2½ HOUR PRESENTATION
THE WORLD'S GREATEST COUNTRY MUSIC SHOW

BUCK OWENS AND THE BUCKAROOS

DICK CURLESS
Voted most promising male
C&W artist of 1965

TOMMY COLLINS
Latest hit is "IF YOU
CAN'T BITE DON'T
GROWL."

MERLE HAGGARD
Latest hit is "SWINGIN'
DOORS"

BONNIE OWENS
Latest single hit is
"SOUVENIRS"

KAY ADAMS
Latest hit is "ROLL OUT
THE RED CARPET"

RED SIMPSON
Latest hit is "ROLL
TRUCK ROLL"

LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING YOU ON CAMPUS

BUCK OWENS'...

Latest Single Hit:
"WAITIN' IN YOUR WELFARE LINE"

Latest Album Hit:
"ROLL OUT THE RED CARPET"

Management: JACK McFADDEN
1904 Truxtun Ave., Suite 7, Bakersfield, Cal., 805—FA 7-201 or 805—FA 7-1000
Continued from page 121

Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.
Enrollment: 1,150 (all male). President Albert C. Jones, Daniel W. Hitchcock. Concert facilities: Goodwin Theatre (400). Several P.A. possibilities available; lighting facilities are two beams in theater ceiling, light pipe behind theater, 60 spotlight with three borders; one microphone.

Tulane University, New Orleans
Enrollment: 8,082. President Dr. Herbert E. Longenecker, Dean Dr. John H. Sibbs. Concert facilities: McAlister Auditorium (1,950), Tulane University Gymnasium (5,400), Kendall Cram Room (300-400), Dixon Hall (1,000). Some lighting and sound equipment available but school rents any additional equipment needed. Acts appearing in 1965-66: New York Woodwind Quintet, Vienna Trio, Ferrante & Teicher, Peter Nero.

U. S. Coast Guard Academy, New London, Conn.
Enrollment: 650. Concert facilities: Auditorium (800), gymnasium (1,000). Some sound equipment available. Lighting and microphones not available. Sponsoring organizations: University Associated Government Association and Dean of Men. Concert facilities: Kingsbury Hall (1,925), Pioneer Memorial Theatre (1,000), Union Building Ballroom (1,500-2,000), Field House (6,000), Orson Spencer Hall (400), Music Hall (300). Sound equipment will be adapted by University Sound Department; lighting includes spots at all facilities except at Orson Spencer Hall and Music Hall. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Shirley Verrett, Swingle Singers, Gary Graffman, Itzhak Perlman, Les Elgart, Bill Cosby, Jean Ritchie, Ferrante & Teicher, Peter Nero. Sponsoring organizations: University Artists-Civic Music, Mrs. Gladys Rosenberg; Artists & Speakers Committee of Associated Students, Dr. W. Bennett; Intermountain Folk Music Council, Rosalie Hasse. Bookings made through Artists & Speakers Committee and Union Building Board. Radio station KUER-FM programs pop and classical.

University of Utah, Salt Lake City
Enrollment: 16,424. President Dr. James C. Fletcher, Dean Dr. William L. Bennion. Concert facilities: Kingsbury Hall (1,925), Pioneer Memorial Theatre (1,000), Union Building Ballroom (1,500-2,000), Field House (6,000), Orson Spencer Hall (400), Music Hall (300). Sound equipment will be adapted by University Sound Department; lighting includes spots at all facilities except at Orson Spencer Hall and Music Hall. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Shirley Verrett, Swingle Singers, Gary Graffman, Itzhak Perlman, Les Elgart, Bill Cosby, Jean Ritchie, Ferrante & Teicher, Peter Nero. Sponsoring organizations: University Artists-Civic Music, Mrs. Gladys Rosenberg; Artists & Speakers Committee of Associated Students, Dr. W. Bennett; Intermountain Folk Music Council, Rosalie Hasse. Bookings made through Artists & Speakers Committee and Union Building Board. Radio station KUER-FM programs pop and classical. KUED-TV is University television station. Campus daily: Utah Daily Chronicle, Margaret Larson, editor. Campus bookstore: University Bookstore, S. W. Mote, manager, sells records and radios, tape recorders, phonographs, Music store in vicinity: Sommers Music.

Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.

Utah State University, Logan, Utah

College Market Directory
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Texas A&M University, College Station, Tex.

Texas Christian University, Fort Worth, Tex.
Enrollment: 2,660. Chancellor Dr. James M. Muddy. Dean Jewell Wallace. Concert facilities: Brown-Lupton Student Center (1,000), Ed Landreth Auditorium (1,250), Daniel-Meyer Coliseum (8,000). Some sound and lighting equipment available but TCU rents what additional equipment is required. Acts appearing in 1965-66: the Highwaymen; Peter, Paul and Mary; Sensibility Singers. Sponsoring organization: Entertainment Committee of the Activities Council, the Select Committee. Radio station KTTCU-FM programs pop and classical.

University of Texas, Austin, Tex.

Utah State University, Logan, Utah

University of Utah, Salt Lake City
Enrollment: 16,424. President Dr. James C. Fletcher, Dean Dr. William L. Bennion. Concert facilities: Kingsbury Hall (1,925), Pioneer Memorial Theatre (1,000), Union Building Ballroom (1,500-2,000), Field House (6,000), Orson Spencer Hall (400), Music Hall (300). Sound equipment will be adapted by University Sound Department; lighting includes spots at all facilities except at Orson Spencer Hall and Music Hall. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Shirley Verrett, Swingle Singers, Gary Graffman, Itzhak Perlman, Les Elgart, Bill Cosby, Jean Ritchie, Ferrante & Teicher, Peter Nero. Sponsoring organizations: University Artists-Civic Music, Mrs. Gladys Rosenberg; Artists & Speakers Committee of Associated Students, Dr. W. Bennett; Intermountain Folk Music Council, Rosalie Hasse. Bookings made through Artists & Speakers Committee and Union Building Board. Radio station KUER-FM programs pop and classical. KUED-TV is University television station. Campus daily: Utah Daily Chronicle, Margaret Larson, editor. Campus bookstore: University Bookstore, S. W. Mote, manager, sells records and radios, tape recorders, phonographs. Music stores in vicinity: Sommers Music.
Villanova University, Villanova, Pa.


Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Va.
Enrollment: 4,500. President Dr. T. Marshall Hahn Jr., Dean J. Gordon Brown. Concert facilities: Burruss Hall Auditorium (3,000), Squires Hall Ballroom (500), Coliseum (10,000), Amphitheater (500). Auditorium lighting is best facility, varying equipment in others. Some sound equipment available. Three microphones available. Acts appearing 1965-66: the Lettermen, the Four Seasons, Modern Jazz Quartet, Stan Getz, Lionel Hampton, Buddy Morrow. Sponsoring organizations: Civilian Student Body, Coisson Club, German Club, Y.M.C.A. Student Activities Committee retains the right to bar any group they feel would not be in sympathy with the policies and philosophies of this institution. WVT-AM programs pop and classical. Campus weekly: The Virginia Tech, Wilson L. Good, editor. Campus bookstore: College Book Store, M. H. Clemens, manager. Music stores in vicinity: Globe, Carver’s, Roses.

Wake Forest College, Winston-Salem, N. C.
Enrollment: 2,500. Concert facilities: Wait Chapel (2,500), Wake Forest (9,000). Sound consists of two column speakers, 120 watt amplifier, and integrated sound system in Wait Chapel; lighting system includes two carbon arc trooper spots; three microphones available. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Four Tops, Dave Brubeck, Peter Nero, Josh White Jr. Sponsoring organizations: IFC, Glenn Deigan; College Union, Clay Hemric, Frank Rief. Dean of Students checks bookings. Radio station WFDD-FM programs classical only. Campus bookstore: Wake Forest College Bookstore, Richard Whisnant, manager, sells records, radios, guitars. Music stores in vicinity: Reznick’s, Junior’s, Reznick’s Thruway.

Washington State University, Pullman, Wash.

Wayne State University, Detroit

Western Carolina College, Cullowhee, N. C.
Enrollment: 3,000. President Paul A. Reid, Dean Cecil Casper. Concert facilities: Hoey Auditorium (850), Reid Gymnasium (3,000). Sound equipment available; lighting can be made available; variety of microphones available through continued on page 124
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University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee Enrollment: 12,818. Chancellor Dr. J. Martin Klotsche, Dean Robert E. Norris. Concert facilities: UWM Union Ballroom (950), Fireside Lounge Union (400), Fine Arts Recital Hall (300), Mitchell Hall Auditorium (600). Built-in public-address systems, central four-channel amplifiers, tape and record facilities in Union. Auditorium has built-in five-channel amplifier, tape and record facilities, public-address type speakers. Recital Hall has five-channel amplifier with Hi-Fi system. Union has spotlights on pole, spotlights on gels. Auditorium has removable spotlights and lights on pipe, some gels. Recital Hall has indirect recessed ceiling lighting. Union has about 10 microphones of several types. Auditory and Fine Arts Recital Hall have three types available. Acts appearing in 1965-66: Swingline Singers, Womenfolk, De Pauw Chorus, Grant Johnniesen, Igor Oistrakh, Theodore Bikil, Lady Susi Jeans Bruno Hoffmann, Peter Nero, Niccolao Zobalita, Jan Peerce. Sponsoring organization: UWM Union Music Committee, Katherine Ettila, Cultural Activities coordinator; School of Fine Arts, Music Department, Ruth D. Wilson. Radio station WUWM-FM programs pop and classical. Campus weekly: UWM Post, Pat Strehlow, editor. Campus bookstore: University Bookstore, Irving Antin, manager, sells records.


The University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyo. Enrollment: 6,351. President Dr. John T. Fey. Dean of Men Richard E. Kinder. Concert facilities: A & S Auditorium (2,000), Wyoming Union Ballroom (1,500), Memorial Fieldhouse (8,800), other auditoriums (175 to 400). Sound systems in Auditorium and Fieldhouse, Auditorium has overhead borders, two follow spots. Auditors appearing in 1965-66: Norman Luboff choir & chorus, the Lettermen, Van Ciburn, Kirsten Trio, Edward Kilieny, Ruggiero Ricci, Claude Solrel, Goldovsky Grand Opera, N. Y. Pro Musica, Richard Cassilly, Irene Jordan, Peter, Paul and Mary; Peter Nero. Sponsoring organizations: Committee on Public Exercices, H. L. Van Blair, business manager; Association of Students of University of Wyoming, Bill Stoval, student member of Senate Committee; Wyoming Union, Maurice Seeman, director. Faculty or administration approve all contracts; payment made on performance. Campus weekly: Branding Iron, Wallace R. Briggs, adviser. University Bookstore, Mrs. Mildred A. Bree, manager, sells records. Other record store: Humphreys Music Store.

FLATT & SCRUGGS

... artistic perfection

LATEST SINGLE
"GREEN ACRES"
(Columbia 4-43497)

LATEST ALBUM
"TOWN & COUNTRY"
(CL 2443, CS9243)

GUEST STARRING ON
"THE BEVERLY HILLBILLIES SHOW"
MARCH 16—CBS-TV

BILLBOARD AWARD NOMINEE—"FAVORITE C&W GROUP"

UNIVERSITIES
University of Alabama
University of California
University of Illinois
University of Mississippi
University of Southern Mississippi
University of Georgia
University of North Carolina
University of Virginia
University of Wisconsin
Vanderbilt University
Princeton University
George Washington University
Cornell University
Duke University

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY
EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY
SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY
DAVIDSON COLLEGE
OBSTIN COLLEGE
WESTERN MARYLAND COLLEGE
FRANKLIN COLLEGE
EMORY COLLEGE
GEORGIA TECH
WAKE FOREST COLLEGE
KENYON COLLEGE
CLERMONT COLLEGE
SALEM COLLEGE
U. S. NAVAL ACADEMY

AUDITORIUMS
JORDAN HALL, BOSTON
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
HOLLYWOOD BOWL
PRUDENTIAL ASSEMBLY HALL, CHICAGO
ORCHESTRA HALL, CHICAGO
MCORMICK PLACE, CHICAGO
TOWN HALL, PHILADELPHIA
CABO HALL, DETROIT
CONVENTION CENTER, CAMDEN, N. J.
ETHICAL CULTURE HALL, NEW YORK
MASSEY HALL, TORONTO
HER MAJESTY'S THEATRE, MONTREAL
PALACE THEATRE, HAMILTON, ONT.
LONDON ARENA, LONDON

TV APPEARANCES
REVION REVUE—FOLK SOUND USA
FRANK MCGEE'S HERE AND NOW
ERNIE FORD SHOW
JIMMY DEAN SHOW
TONIGHT SHOW
LES CRANE SHOW
NIGHT LIFE SHOW
HOOTENANNY
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES SHOW

AND THIRTY YEARS OF CONTINUOUS SPONSORSHIP ON RADIO AND TELEVISION BY MARTHA WHITE MILLS, INC.

BOOKINGS AND MANAGEMENT: MRS. EARL SCRUGGS, 201 DONNA DRIVE, MADISON, TENNESSEE
PHONE: AC 615 — 895-2254
THE FUGS
TONAL ELECTRONIC BODY EXPLOSIONS!
SKIN FLOWERS & MUSHROOMS
GROWING IN THE BRAIN!
ELECTRIC THRILL JABS!
DEATH CHANTS! HOMAGE TO
GROPERY, Ginsberg, Grass
& GODS IN THE TREETRUNKS!

Just released... the FUGS second album®,
actually available OVER the counter at your
local disk shop.

Personal Management:
GTM ENTERPRISES, LTD.
180 Riverside, New York 10024
(212) 799-2800

Bernard Stolman
CABLE ADDRESS: ESPDISK, New York
*ESP-DISK RECORDING ARTISTS*

HANLEY SOUND CO.
COMPLETE SOUND SYSTEMS
TEMPORARILY INSTALLED
for YOUR CONCERT or FESTIVAL

Some of Our Distinguished Customers:
- NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL
- NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL
- CHICAGO JAZZ FESTIVAL
- PHILADELPHIA JAZZ FESTIVAL
- OHIO VALLEY, CINCINNATI & DETROIT JAZZ & FOLK FESTIVALS,
and others.

The finest HI-FIDELITY SOUND EQUIPMENT Available: McINTOSH,
AMPEX, ALTEC, NEUMANN, etc.

COMPLETE SHOWS ARRANGED WITH PORTABLE STAGE, SOUND
SYSTEMS, LIGHTING, etc.

Serving anywhere in U. S. A., CANADA or MEXICO.
Consultation upon request.

Call or Write: HANLEY SOUND COMPANY
430 SALEM ST., MEDFORD, MASS. 02155; (617) 395-8151
888 8th Ave., NEW YORK, N. Y. 10019; (212) 581-3495
1412 K NORTH WEST, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Extra Copies of
This Special
"Music on
Campus" Edition
Are Available in
Limited Supply—

ORDER NOW!
Only $1.25 per copy—postpaid
Send check or money order to:

BILLBOARD
College Bureau
165 W. 46th St.
New York, N. Y. 10036
ATTENTION
COLLEGE RADIO STATIONS

RECORD SOURCE
INTERNATIONAL
1960

LISTEN to
what H. J. Chandler,
General Manager of Spokane,
Washington's KCFA, has to say about RSI.

"We are finding the services of Record Source
International INCREASINGLY VALUABLE." WFOY, in St.
Augustine, Florida, said . . . "This is by far the best service I have ever
run across. Our record problems . . . have been solved!"

Like 3500 other college and community
radio stations who subscribe to RSI,
your record problems, too, can be
solved.

Let RSI provide your radio station with a
CENTRAL SOURCE OF SUPPLY for all
the top-rated, top-selling recordings of
all labels.

Subscription services bring up auto-
matic weekly or monthly shipments of
the top new singles or albums in your
chosen category (pop, Top 40, classical,
middle of the road, jazz, show tunes,
comedy, folk or country) . . . catalog
services from which to build your library
of all time standards and favorites . . .
or you can choose each month from
RSI's list of 75 to 100 of the top new
album releases.

Be a B.R.S.O.C. (Big Radio Station on
Campus)—subscribe to Record Source
International. Send now for a complete
catalog:

RSI
RECORD SOURCE INTERNATIONAL
Dept. MC2, 165 West 46th Street, New York, New York 10036
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University of Iowa
Iowa City, Ia.--KWWD, KSUI

Ithaca College
Ithaca, N. Y.--WICB-FM

John Hopkins University
Baltimore, Md.--WJHU

Kalamazoo College
Kalamazoo, Mich.--WJMD

Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kan.--KSBO

Kansas Wesleyan University
Salina, Kan.--KWGR

University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kan.--KUOK

University of Kansas City
Kansas City, Mo.--KCKU

Kent State University
Kent, Ohio--WKSU

Kent State University
Kent, Ohio--WKSU

University of Kentucky
Lexington, Ky.--WKBY

Kenyon College
 Gambier, Ohio--WCKO

Kuwa College
Kuwa Park, Minn.--WCKS

Knox College
Galesburg, Ill.--WKG

Lafayette College
Easton, Pa.--WRKL

Lake Forest College
Lake Forest, Ill.--WFLC

Lawrence University
Appleton, Wis.--WLFM

Lees McRae College
Bennett, N. C.--WMLC

Lehigh University
Bethlehem, Pa.--WLVR

Lewis & Clark College
Portland, Ore.--KCL

Linwood College
St. Charles, Mo.--KLCL

Linfield College
McMinnville, Ore.--KLMN

Loras College
Dubuque, Ia.--KLR

Los Angeles Valley College
Van Nuys, Calif.--KLAV

Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, La.--WLSU

Lowell Tech. Institute
Lowell, Mass.--WLT

Loyola University of Los Angeles
Los Angeles--KLLU

Luther College
Decorah, Ia.--KWLC

Lycoming College
Williamsport, Pa.--WLCR

MacMurray College
Jacksonville, Ill.--WMMC

University of Maine
Orono, Me.--WOME

Manchester College
North Manchester, Ind.--WMIB

Manhattanville
Purchase, N. Y. --WVMG

Marietta College
Marietta, Ohio--WCMG

Marquette University
Milwaukee, Wis.--WMU

Marshall University
Huntington, W. Va.--WJMU

Marygrove College
Detroit, Mich.--WMGR

University of Maryland
College Park, Md.--WMUC

Mary Washington College
Fredericksburg, Va.--WMWC

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Mass.--WWMU

McGill University
Montreal 2, Quebec, Canada--ZNON

Mercy College
Pittsburgh, Pa.--WMIM

Merriam College
North Andover, Mass.--WMBC

Methodist College
Fayette, Mo.--KMOE

Milasge College
Jackson, Miss.--ZNON

M.I.T.
Cambridge, Mass.--WTS

Miami University
Oxford, Ohio--WMUB

University of Miami
Coral Gables, Fla.--WTHS

Michigan State University
East Lansing, Mich.--WAR, WBR, WAKR

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Mich.--WCBN

Middlebury College
Middlebury, Vt.--WMRC

University of Minnesota
Duluth, Minn.--KUMD-FM, WMMR

Mississippi College
Clinton, Miss.--WMB

Mississippi Southern
Hattiesburg, Miss.--WMSU

University of Mississippi
Columbia, Mo.--KCCS, KFRU

University of Missouri
Rolla, Mo.--KMOU

Missouri Valley College
Marshall, Mo.--WMVC

Modesto Jr. College
Modesto, Calif.--KROK

Mennonite College
West Long Branch, N. J. --WMRC

Montana State College
Bozeman, Mont.--KMK

Mount Holyoke College
South Hadley, Mass.--WMHC

Mount Union College
Alliance, Ohio--WMUC

Muskingum College
New Concord, Ohio--WMCQ

Nebraska State Teachers College
Kearney, Neb.--OKFP

University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Neb.--KNUS

Nebraska Wesleyan University
Lincoln, Neb.--KFRK

University of New Brunswick
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada--UNB

University of New Hampshire
Durham, N. H.--WUNH

New Mexico State University
College Park, N. M.--KXNA

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, N. M.--KMAD

New York State University
Albany, N. Y.--WSUA

New York State University College
Alfred, N. Y.--KVAT

New York State University College
Brockport, N. Y.--WSBU

New York State University College
Geneseo, N. Y.--WGSU

New York State University College
Oneonta, N. Y.--WONY

New York State University College
Stony Brook, N. Y.--WUSB

New York University
New York--WQAQ, WNYU

State University of New York
Fredonia, N. Y.--WCVF

Niagara University
Niagara, N. Y.--WNUI

Nichols College
Dudley, Mass.--WMRC

North Carolina State College
Raleigh, N. C.--WKNC

University of North Carolina
Chapel Hills, N. C.--WUNC

North Central College
Naperville, Ill.--WNOC

North Dakota State University
Fargo, N. D.—KSDS, KSDU

University of North Dakota
Grand Forks, N. D. --KJFM

Northern Illinois University
DeKalb, Ill.--WNIC

North Park College
Chicago, Ill.--WNNP

Northwest Nazarene College
Nampa, Idaho--KROK

Northwestern University
Evanston, Ill.--WNNR

Northwood Institute
Midland, Mich.--WIRN

University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, Ind.--WNO

Notre Dame College
Notre Dame, Ind.--WNSD

Oberlin College
Oberlin, Ohio--WOCB

Occidental College
Los Angeles--KOSY

Odessa College
Odessa, Tex.--KOCV

Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio--WOSU, WMRH

Ohio University
Athens, Ohio--WOUN

Ohio Wesleyan University
Delaware, Ohio--WSLN

Oklahoma Baptist University
Shawnee, Okla.--KGC

Oklahoma Military Academy
Clarence, Okla.--KAGS

Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, Okla.--KVRO

University of Oklahoma
Norman, Okla.--KUVY

Oliver College
Oliver, Mich.--WBSD

Oliver Nazarene College
Kankakee, I11.--WNNY

Ontario State University
Ottawa, Ont.--KONY

Oregon State College
Corvallis, Ore.--KOAC
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Panhandle Agricul. & Mech. College
Florida A&M University-
Tallahassee, Fla.-WFSU
Ottawa University
Ottawa, Kan.-KTO
Otterbein College
Westerville, Ohio-WOBN
Pacific University
Forest Grove, Ore.-KPUR
Panhandle Agricultural & Mech. College
Goodwell, Okla.-KSW
Paul Smiths College
Paul Smiths, N. Y.-WPC
Pennsylvania State College
State College, Pa.-WDPM
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia-WKPN
Pfeiffer College
Misenheimer, N. C.-WSPC
Phoenix College
Phoenix-KYCA
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh-WPDM
Plattsburgh Teachers College
Plattsburgh, N. Y.-WRWS
Pomona College
Claremont, Calif.-KSPC
University of Portland
Portland, Ore.-KUO
Potsdam State Teachers College
Potsdam, N. Y.-WNTC
Princeton University
Princeton, N. J.-WPRB
Principia College
Elsah, Ill.-WTPC
Providence College
Providence-WDOM
Purdue University
West Lafayette, Ind.-KMRX, WCCR, WKC, WCTS
Quincy College
Quincy, Ill.-WWQC
Randolph-Macon College
Ashland, Va.-WAVA
University of Redlands
Redlands, Calif.-KCUK
Reed College
Portland, Ore.-KXRC
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, N. Y.-WRPI
Rhode Island University
Kingston, R. I.-WRIU
University of Richmond
Richmond, Va.-WRC
Rider College
Trenton, N. J.-WWRW
Ripon College
Ripon, Wis.-WRPN
Rochester Institute of Tech.
Rochester, N. Y.-WTRK
University of Rochester
Rochester, N. Y.-WURR
Rockford College
Rockford, Ill.-WRKR
Rollins College
Winter Park, Fla.-WRPK
Roosevelt University
Chicago, Ill.-WRRB
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, N. J.-WSRU
Sacramento State College
Sacramento, Calif.-KERS
St. Bernard College
St. Bernard, Ala.-WSBR
St. Bonaventure College
St. Bonaventure, N. Y.-WOFM
St. Francis College
Binghamton, Me.-WKRAS
St. Francis College
Loretto, Pa.-KSNC
St. John's University
Collegeville, Minn.-KSJU
St. Lawrence University
Canton, N. Y.-KSJU
St. Louis University
St. Louis-KBII
St. Mary's College
St. Mary's, Calif.-KSM
St. Mary's College
Winona, Minn.-KSMC
St. Mary's University
San Antonio, Tex.-KSTM
St. Michael's College
Winooski, Vt.-WSTE
St. Norbert College
West De Pere, Wis.-WBAY
St. Olaf
Northfield, Minn.-KSTO
St. Vincent College
Latrobe, Pa.-WSV
San Diego State College
San Diego, Calif.-KEBS
San Francisco State College
San Francisco-KRTG
University of San Francisco
San Francisco-KUSF
San Jose State College
San Jose, Calif.-KJFS
Sarah Lawrence
Bronxville, N. Y.-WSSLC
University of Scranton
Scranton, Pa.-WJSSV
Seton Hall College
South Orange, N. J.-WJSON
Shimer College
Mt. Carroll, Ill.-WWSB
Shippensburg State College
Shippensburg, Pa.-WYTC
Siena College
Loudonville, N. Y.-WVCR
Skidmore College
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.-WSPN
Slippery Rock State College
Slippery Rock, Pa.-WNFT
So. Carolina University
Columbia, S. C.-WSSC
So. Dakota State College of A&M
Brookings, S. D.-KAGY
University of South Dakota
Vermillion, S. D.-KUSD
Southern University
Baton Rouge, La.-KSUS
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
Louisville, Ky.-WSBD
University of Southern California
Los Angeles-KUSC
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, Ill.-WISI
Southern Methodist University
Dallas, Tex.-KSMU
Southern Missionary College
College, Tenn.-WMSM
University of Southwestern Louisiana
Lafayette, La.-KREV
Southwestern
Memphis-WLTX
Spring Arbor College
Spring Arbor, Mich.-WSAE
Spring Hill College
Mobile, Ala.-WSHC
Springfield College
Springfield, Mass.-WSCB
Stanford University
Stanford, Calif.-KZSU
State University College
Genevese, N. Y.-WSGU
Stephens College
College, Mo.-KWNC
Stockton College
Stockton, Calif.-KSCKR
Stonehill College
North Easton, Mass.-WSTO
Swiftmore College
Swiftmore, Pa.-WSRN
University of Syracuse
Syracuse-WAER
University of Tampa
Tampa, Fla.-WTUN
Temple University
Philadelphia-WRTI
Tennessee A & I State University
Nashville-WSIU
University of Tennessee
Knoxville, Tenn.-WUTD
Texas A&M College
Bryan, Tex.-KOKA
Texas Christian University
Fort Worth, Tex.-KCTU
Texas Tech College
Lubbock, Tex.-KTTX-FM
University of Texas
Austin, Tex.-KUSF
Texas Western College
El Paso, Tex.-KVDF
Trenton State College
Trenton, N. J.-WJST
Trinity College
Hartford, Conn.-WRTC
Tufts University
Medford, Mass.-WTRC
Tulane University
New Orleans, La.-WTLU
University of Tulsa
Tulsa, Okla.-KWGS
Union College
Schenectady, N. Y.-WURC
U. S. Air Force Academy
A. F. Academy, Colo.-KATA
U. S. Military Academy
West Point, N. Y.-KGET
U. S. Naval Academy
Annapolis, Md.-WRVV
Upsala College
East Orange, N. J.-WFMU, WVIX
Utah State Agricultural College
Logan, Utah-KVSC
University of Utah
Salt Lake City-KUE
Valparaiso Tech. Institute
Valparaiso, Ind.-WVTI
Valparaiso University
Valparaiso, Ind.-WUR
Vanderbilt University
Nashville-WRVC
University of Vermont
Burlington, Vt.-WVUV
Villanova University
Villanova, Pa.-WWVV
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Blacksburg, Va.-VUVT
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Va.-WUSA
Wabash College
Crawfordsville, Ind.-WCRK
Wake Forest College
Winston-Salem, N. C.-WFDW
Wartburg College
Waverly, Ia.-WKBK
Washington College
St. Louis-KFRI
Washington & Jefferson College
Washington, Pa.-WJCC
Washington State College
Pullman, Wash.-WKBW
State College of Washington
Pullman, Wash.-WSCC
Washington Missionary College
Washington-WAFT
Washington University
Clayton, Mo.-KFRI
University of Washington
Seattle-WKWD
Wayne State University
Detroit-WBUS
Westfield State Teachers College
Waltham, Mass.-WESU
Western Carolina Teachers College
Cullowhee, N. C.-WWDO
Western College for Women
Oxford, Ohio-WMOH
Western Illinois University
Macomb, Ill.-WWNC
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Mich.-WDRW
Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio-WOAR
Westminster College
New Wilmington, Pa.-WGRW
West Virginia Wesleyan College
Buckhannon, W. Va.-WVWC
Wheaton College
Wheaton, Ill.-WETN
University of Wichita
Wichita, Kan.-KNIC
Wichita State University
Wichita, Kan.-KUMJ
College of William & Mary
Williamsburg, Va.-WWMW
Williams College
Williamstown, Mass.-WMS
William Penn College
Oskaloosa, Ia.-WPCS
Wilmington College
Wilmington, N. C.-WPSR
Wilson College
Chambersburg, Pa.-WCPL
Wisconsin State College
Platteville, Wis.-WSCI
Wisconsin State College
Stevens Point, Wis.-WSCR
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wis.-WLHA
Xavier University
Cincinnati-WKCU
Yale University
New Haven, Conn.-WYBC-AM-FM
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| ARIZONA          | University of Arizona                        | G. W. Lamb          |
| ARIZONA          | Arizona State                                | Barry Friedman      |
| ARKANSAS         | Arkansas Polytechnic                         | Ellis Widner Jr.    |
| CALIFORNIA       | Pasadena City College                        | Don Howard Close    |
| CALIFORNIA       | Sacramento State                             | John C. Crowell     |
| CALIFORNIA       | U.C.L.A.                                     | Steve Gluck         |
| CALIFORNIA       | University of California                     | Jerry Green         |
| CALIFORNIA       | San Diego State                              | Fred Huntington III |
| CALIFORNIA       | San Jose State                               | Robert Podesta Jr.  |
| CALIFORNIA       | Stanford University                          | Peter J. Thompson   |
| COLORADO         | University of Colorado                        | Michael John Hawkinson |
| CONNECTICUT      | University of Connecticut                    | James Robert Bowman |
| CONNECTICUT      | University of Bridgeport                     | Sandra Goldfarb     |
| CONNECTICUT      | Trinity                                      | Randolph M. Lee     |
| CONNECTICUT      | Wesleyan University                          | Bruce Wycoff        |
| WASHINGTON, D. C.| George Washington University                 | John Reckford Baer  |
| WASHINGTON, D. C.| Catholic University                          | John Filardo Jr.    |
| FLORIDA          | University of Miami                           | Charles J. Bassoline |
| FLORIDA          | University of Florida                         | Bill Draughn        |
| ILLINOIS         | University of Illinois                        | John W. Carie Jr.   |
| ILLINOIS         | Southern Illinois University                  | Tom North           |
| INDIANA          | Purdue University                            | Neil Mahrer         |
| INDIANA          | Notre Dame                                   | David George White  |
| IOWA             | State University of Iowa                      | Charles Feldman     |
| KANSAS           | Washburn University                          | Jack Miller         |
| KENTUCKY         | Transylvania                                 | Allan D. Chlowitz   |
| KENTUCKY         | Eastern Kentucky State                       | Winston F. Jones    |
| KENTUCKY         | Murray State College                         | D. Ellis Meuller    |
| KENTUCKY         | University of Kentucky                        | John A. Zeh         |
| LOUISIANA        | New Orleans Baptist Seminary                 | Bobby Joe Tipton    |
| MARYLAND         | Western Maryland College                     | Howard A. Weinblatt |
| MASSACHUSETTS    | Northeastern University                       | A. Curtis Blair     |
| MASSACHUSETTS    | University of Massachusetts                   | Stephen F. Gordon   |
| MASSACHUSETTS    | Babson Institute                              | W. Ashwood Kavanka  |
| MASSACHUSETTS    | Boston University                             | Gary A. Kraut       |
| MASSACHUSETTS    | Emerson College                              | Roger A. Lifset     |
| MASSACHUSETTS    | Nichols                                      | Mark G. Scelnick    |
| MICHIGAN         | Central Michigan University                   | James S. Leach      |
| MINNESOTA        | Mankato State College                         | John R. Pates       |
| MISSOURI         | University of Missouri (Rolla)               | Jerry Chaskeelson   |
| MISSOURI         | University of Missouri (U. City)             | Richard Wagner      |
| NEBRASKA         | University of Nebraska                        | Lynne Moran         |
| NEVADA           | University of Nevada                          | John Brooks Barron  |
|                  | Francia College                              | Stephen Wargo       |
|                  | Dartmouth                                    | Peter Werner        |
| NEW JERSEY       | Stevens Institute of Technology              | Robert R. Carstensen |
|                  | Seton Hall                                   | John P. Gallagher   |
|                  | Farleigh Dickenson                           | Richard M. Kaltz    |
| NEW YORK         | West Point Military Academy                  | James Altemose      |
|                  | State University of Buffalo                  | Harold Bob          |
|                  | Clarkson                                     | Fanie Flasz         |
|                  | City College of N. Y.                        | Hank Fox            |
|                  | Pittsburgh                                   | Carol Beth Mintz    |
|                  | Union College                                | Mark Polansky       |
|                  | Rochester                                    | Carol Seeger        |
|                  | Connell University                           | Darry Allen Sragow  |
|                  | University of Dayton                         | John Wesche         |
| NORTH DAKOTA     | University of North Dakota                   | Steve Smirnoff      |
| OHIO             | Kent State University                         | Duncan L. Lober     |
| OHIO             | Kenyon College                               | George H. Craig     |
| OHIO             | John Carroll University                      | John C. Crochet     |
| OHIO             | Ohio University                              | George C. Joachim   |
| OHIO             | Miami University                             | David Neidt         |
| OHIO             | Bowling Green                                | Thomas J. Perew     |
| OHIO             | University of Dayton                         | Fred Puglia         |
| OHIO             | Wittenberg University                        | Bruce Romer         |
| OKLAHOMA         | University of Oklahoma                       | William S. Whipple  |
| PENNSYLVANIA     | St. Joseph's College                          | Denis Dryolf        |
| PENNSYLVANIA     | Dickinson                                     | Woodruff Hand Jr.   |
| PENNSYLVANIA     | Penn State University                         | David S. Kenig      |
| PENNSYLVANIA     | Villanova                                    | Bill McCloskey      |
| PENNSYLVANIA     | Allegheny                                    | Robert Miller       |
| PENNSYLVANIA     | Dickinson College                            | Richard Morris      |
| PENNSYLVANIA     | Muhlenberg College                           | David Schattenstein |
| PENNSYLVANIA     | University of Pittsburgh                      | James Allan Smith   |
| RHODE ISLAND     | Bryant College                               | Hal Slifer          |
| RHODE ISLAND     | University of Rhode Island                   | Jeffrey Feinman     |
| TENNESSEE        | E. Tennessee State                           | Joyce D. La Follete |
| TEXAS            | University of Houston                        | Richard Gaghagen    |
| TEXAS            | Texas Christian University                   | Brian R. Heinecke   |
| TEXAS            | St. Mary's University                        | Steven Henry        |
| TEXAS            | Western Texas State University                | Marvin Powell       |
| TEXAS            | Arlington State College                      | Robert E. Wisdom    |
| UTAH             | Utah State University                        | Joel R. Casey       |
| UTAH             | Brigham Young University                     | Darryl Harris       |
| VIRGINIA         | William & Mary                               | Steven N. Curcuro   |
| VIRGINIA         | Washington & Lee                             | Rich Juterbock      |
| VIRGINIA         | Old Dominion College                         | Thomas Lewis        |
| VIRGINIA         | William & Mary                               | Steven N. Curcuro   |
| VIRGINIA         | Washington & Lee                             | Rich Juterbock      |
| VIRGINIA         | Old Dominion College                         | Thomas Lewis        |
| WASHINGTON       | Whittman                                     | Russel W. Saunders  |
| WEST VIRGINIA    | Fairmont State College                       | Ernest Steven Fragile|
| WEST VIRGINIA    | West Virginia University                     | Robert Welling      |
| WISCONSIN        | Marquette University                         | Bernard T. Petkus   |
| CANADA           | Sir George Williams University               | John Knight         |
| CANADA           | University of Alberta                         | Brian E. Sullivan   |

If your college does not appear in the above list, and you would be interested in representing Billboard as a correspondent on your campus, write for details to: Geraldine Platt, Billboard College Bureau, 165 W. 46th St., N. Y., N. Y. 10036.
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Here are some of the more than 95 young men and women now representing Billboard throughout the United States and Canada as campus correspondents for The Billboard College Bureau.

The colleges and universities they attend represent a total enrollment of over 1 million students. Begun just 3 years ago with 6 campus reporters, Billboard's College Bureau has almost doubled in size every six months. We estimate that by the end of 1967, the Bureau will have correspondents reporting on the concert activity of recording artists at nearly 300 top-enrollment colleges, representing a total audience potential of over 3 million students.

Not only is this the single most influential market for records and talent in the nation today, but from the ranks of these millions of young adults will undoubtedly come the record industry's writers, performers and administrators of tomorrow.

That's why Billboard's College Bureau was formed . . . because Billboard is where things happen.

The duties and remunerations of College Bureau Members:

Billboard's campus correspondents cover as many concerts of recording artists appearing on campus as their schedules will permit, and file a three to four page report on each event. Reports cover promotion prior to the appearance of the artist (air play by college or commercial radio stations, window displays by record dealers, and programming of juke boxes in locations frequented by college students), and they cover concert attendance, audience reaction, special notes from personal interviews, and record sales by local retailers during the week following the concert. Similar reports are also filed on important new film musicals with which a major "Soundtrack" release is involved.

These reports appear as an industry information service in Billboard's weekly "College Circuit" column.

In addition, the campus representatives are called upon to conduct artist popularity polls and submit articles and photos about their college for inclusion in Billboard's annual Music On Campus supplement.

For these and other varied services, College Bureau members receive cash payments or record albums from Billboard's RSI Division, in addition to the prestige and professional experience of having their work appear alongside the top journalists in the business within the pages of the record industry's leading international business paper.
the foremost source of outstanding entertainment for campus programs offering direct personal service to colleges and universities across the nation
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IT'S ALL WHO YOU KNOW

WHERE THE TALENT IS
The Brothers Four

Exclusively on COLUMBIA RECORDS
Management: MORT LEWIS
Concerts: